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PREFACE

Critical public issues emerge, grow, coalesce proponents and
opponents, achieve partial solutions, and evolve into new issues.
Two recently growing issues in this country concern the protection
of visual qualit! of our landscapes  including coastal areas!, and
achieving a balanced use of our coastal one resources t'including
visual resources', .

Recent publ. c concern for visual quality can be seen as a spin-
off of the broader environmental quality movement. Consciously or
not, we often attribute visual quality to environmentally harmon-
ious features of our surroundings and attribute ugliness to products
of environmental degradation or pollution, Our evaluation of visual
quality is strongly influenced by the extent to which the high-rise,
the tree, the sign, the beach is perceived as an integral, func-
tioning part of its surroundings. As with most public outcries, the
visual quality i'sue has been most stimulated by the negative aspects-�
the unsightly and ugly. They tell us something has gone awry. Our
threshold of tolerance f' or ugliness is surpassed. We have bemoaned
the loss of visual quality and eventually turned our attention toward
positive action--how to improve unsightly scenes and how to protect
attractive areas from visual blight.

The coastal zone issue, for its part, has emerged in response
to growing and oi te» competing demands for the finite resources of
the coast. The coastline is a fine line indeed, the edge between
two strikingly different and complementary environments. Such an
edge, an outstanding example of the ecologist's ecotone, provides
access to a richness of resources unavailable on either land or water
alone. Hence, its attractiveness for many uses, particularly recre-
ational on one h hand and industrial and commercial on the other.
Whether we go to the beach to return to the womb of our earlier evo-
lutionary habitat, or merely to cool off on a hot summer day, greater
mobility and leisure time have increased demands for recreational
facilities, second-homes, and a multitude of supporting services.
At the same time increasing exploitation of biological and mineral
resources of the sea, generation of power, transfer and storage of
goods and fuels transported by land and water, and related activi-
ties have added more stress to the coastal zone.

Where the two issues of visual quality and coastal zone resources
intersect, the critical nature of each is augmented. The Federal
Coastal Cone Man igement Act. of 1972 specified that aesthetic values
of the coastline should be given full consideration, yet little atten-
tion seems to have been focused here to Rate. The need for action is

clear, but defin ng, evaluating, and managing the vulnerable visual
quality of our coastal zone is highly elusive. Hence this Conference/
Workshop.



This Confer.nce/Workshop was intended to promote the inter-
change of ideas and experience among those who have a variety of
concerns and que-.tions and those who have some potential solutions
regarding visual quality along the coastline. It focused on the
theories and pra:tical applications of identifying, evaluating,
and managing visional resources of our coastal regions, with particu-
lar attention to New York State: the shores of New York City, Long
Island, Lake Ontario, and Lake Erie.

That this subject encompasses much scarcely trodden territory
is well indicated by the diversity of disciplinary borders crossed
by the explorers  and settlers?! represented on the conference pro-
gram. Three keynote speakers and eighteen other participants repre-
sented researchers in landscape architecture, geography, geology,
recreation, sociology, and economics, as well as private plann.ing
and design consu Ltants, an artist, and public planning and regula-
tory agencies. .'resentations covered an equally wide range of
approaches from Literary to statistical, from theoretical to politi-
cally pragmatic. Appropriately, most were also highly visual. Un-
fortunately, only a taste of that visual character can be presented
in these proceedi.ngs.

Although some of the presentations addressed more than one area,
we grouped them i.nto three sessions, each responding to a basic
question: �! What is visual quality?  " Attitudes and Perceptions" !;
�! How can we e;aluate visual quality'?  " Assessment Methods" !; and
�! How can we p rotect and enhance it?  " Visual equality Planning" !

The workshop sessions on the second day invo] ved registrants
in small group discussions focusing on specific case studies of
visual quality/conf1ict situations typically found along the coast.
These sessions provided an opportunity for expression of personal
attitudes, exposure to others' conflicting attitudes, and an incen-
tive to seek compromise and understanding in reaching for resolution
to these conflic "s, drawing on ideas generated by the conference
papers.

From these wo intensive days of interchange, let me draw a few
of my own summari.zing observations. First, it is apparent that visual
quality assessment and management efforts on our coasts are few and
far between. Ke are becoming aware of the problems, but remedial
action is only just beginning. On the other hand, some very effec-
tive methods of both assessment and implementation are emerging.
Visual assessmen methods of great variety have been evolving for
different landscapes, occasionally coastal ones. Certainly, some
can be adapted to the coastal zone, although the linear nature of the
shoreline and the extensive presence of water call for special refine-
ments. We clear'ly need to know much more about the perceptions and
attitudes af the various coastal user groups.

Another gap yet to be filled in consi dering visual quaLity of
the coastal zone is the need for integration of diverse efforts,
parttcularly the adaptation of theoretical methodologies to the



immediate need«! f coastal decis ion-makers. Both the conference
and workshop ses. ions clearly demonstrated this need, which might
be simply stated as the need to dejargonize, to rework these methods
as far as possib e for application by lay persons.

Finally, I '. ee one of the most useful outcomes of this Confer-
ence/Workshop as the opportuni ty it provided for a diverse mixture
of researchers, public agents, private practitioners, coastal resi-
dents, and other coastal users to get acquainted, rub elbows, ex-
change views, and begin the process of mutual dialogue. These pro-
ceedings will hopefully enhance that dialogue and extend it. to a
wider audience.

By way of explanation, this Conference/Workshop should be seen
in the broader cc ntext of visual quality research of which it is a
part. In November 1974, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency
 NOAA! Office of Sea Grant, through the New York Sea Grant Institute,
awarded a two-year grant to the School of Landscape Architecture,
State University of New York  SUNY! College of Environmental Science
and Forestry, Syracuse, New York, to investigate the issues of visual
quality pertainirg to the coastal zone of New York State. The long
range objective is to provide practical methods by which coastal
managers can evaluate visual quality and integrate these findings
into land use decisions. The project's initial steps have included
the preparation of four background papers, compilation of an exten-
sive bibliography, broad classification and photography of the State' s
visual coastal regions, a pilot survey of coastal users' attitudes,
and the sponsorship of this Conference/Workshop.

David B. Harper, Research Associate
Conference/Workshop Coordinator
Syracuse, New York
September l975
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VISUAL ATI'ITUDES AND PERCEP'I'IONS

INTRODUCTION

Prof. Christopher W. A. Macey
School of Landscape Architecture

S.U.N.". College of Environmental Science and Forestry

Before the phrase "visual quality and the coastal z . . ." is out of- our
mouths, we are hombarded with the insistent question, from our own minds if
not from a host of others: "What in the world do you mean by 'visual quality' ?"
Words and phrases come to mind--"perception," "image," "aesthetics," "attractive-
ness," "sense o.. place," "personal interpretation," and so on. And if we throw
the question ba< k to others, we are deluged with a confusing diversity of re-
sponses, of perceptions of what constitutes visual quality.

The landscapes we view are dynamic, changing instantaneously as wc move
or as clouds come and go, changing daily and seasonally with human activities
and familiar climatic cycles, and changing more subtly but inevitably through
geologic time. Even more dynamic is the h<znan mind which interprets images of
the landscape in the context of izmediately preceding sensations and motivations,
lifelong memories and learning, and a continually evolving cultural milieu.

After the first recoil from this infinitely complex morass, we straighten
our shoulders zxd attempt to find some sort of order in at least a corner of it.
Much of the d-is>:ussion and debate surrounding the search for a definition of
visual quality >rapples with the extent to which it can be defined. Where
exactly do our > valuative responses to visual stimuli Fall on the scale between
the anarchy oF totally independent personalized values and the determinism of
universal aesth.tic principles? Few adhere to either extreme. Nbst agree that
there are basic attributes such as harmony, contrast, and symmetry to which we
universally respond, while also agreeing that two individuals rarely find identi-
cal visual valu when confronted with the same scene. A vast expanse of percep-
tual terrain still lies within the boundaries of. this agreement, however,
inviting exploration.

Students of visual quality themselves come from many and varied backgrounds,
as the speakers in this session clearly exemplify, 'Ihis trend is not only pre-
dictable as desire for understanding of a poorly comprehended area grows, it
should be welco:ned as an opportunity for healthy cross-fertilization of view-
points and conc pts. Jay Appleton  a geographer! in writing The E erience of
I,andsca ie identifies himself as an amateur" in the arena of. lan scape Intercept
an contends that «11 who enter this arena must be amateurs:

ion

To find an aesthetic philosophy which cannot only be sustained
theoretically in. terms of generalizations «nd abstract concepts but
can also b= applied practically in the comparative study of real
landscapes, we must invade many fields and, as soon as we stray from
the disciplines we profess, we become amateurs in somebody else' s
territory.

Even herc the amateur may have one advantage over the profes-
sional. Extrcme familiarity with any field of study tends to condition
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the mind in such a way that it places newly acquired information
into an estatlished framework of conceptual thought.

I rom each other we can learn to enlarge and modify our own conceptual frame-
work to better accommodate the complexities of visual quality perception. In
this process, however, we may ask, with Heisenberg, to what extent our obser-
vation, measurement, arid description of visual quality perception and our sub-
sequent dissemination of this information, in fact, may alter not only our own
but the public's perception of visual quality. The objective observer, wit-
tingly or not, influeiices the observed.

We respond that to the extent that this influence increases our sensitivity
to the range and intensity of perceptions we can experience, providing us with
a greater range of choices, it can only be commended. The papers which follow
present a tantalizing sampling from a varied spectrum of approaches to defining
visual quality and do indeed help expand our fields of vision.

1
Jay Appleton, 'Ihe E erience of Landsca e  London: John Wiley and. Sons, 1975!,
v1j.1-1X.





NOT AN EDGE, BUT A DELICATE INTERPENETRATION

Alan Gussow
Artist

Congers, New York

Abstract

The visual environment is seen no

human activity but as a stage on

quality relates primarily to human
Ecological thinking -- a vision a
viewers of coastal zones to exper
geological, biological, historica

t as a passive backdrop to
which people move. Visual

appreciative perception.
cross boundaries -- encourages

ience interconnections with a

1 and personal past.

Microbiologist Rene Dubos observes that water is of interest
to man because it is one of those natural influences "that have
shaped human life and thereby created deep human needs, " Dubos
goes on to say "the pathetic weekend exodus to the country or
beaches  testifies! to the persistence in man of biological and
emotional hungers that developed during his evolutionary past,
and that he cannot outgrow." Any consideration of Visual Quality
and the Coastal Zone must deal with biological and emotional
hungers, for the visual environment is not merely a passive
backdrop to human activity, it is a stage on which we move.
The forms and objects on that stage shape our actions, guide
our choices, restrict or enhance our freedom and in some mysterious
way even predict our future.

The appreciation of the beauty of place, the beauty of
coastal zones, is a kind of value. Our approach to an under-
standing of this value, bowever, must not be overly intellectual.
What is the us< of coastlines; what is it that we value about
them? Until w~ can identify those values, we cannot begin to

11

To discuss visual quality is to invoke the idea of esthetics.
George Santayana, in a landmark series of lectures The Sense of
~Beaut , defines esthetics not only as theory of perception, hut
as a theory of susceptibility, what he refers to as "appreciative
perception." Santayana discusses judgements of value which are
instinctive and immediate, always emphasizing pleasure. He
understood the human element, the emotive, noting that if con-
sciousness was merely accessory to life and not essential to it,
then "we might have acquired all the arts necessary for survival
without possessing a single sensation, idea or emotion." In a
mechanical world, he says, "there is no element of value...in
removing consciousness we have removed the possibility of worth..."
In other words "there can be no value apart from some appreciation
of it and no gcod apart from some preference of it before its
absence or oppcsite."



take the nec< ssary steps to preserve and protect visual quality
in coastal zones. The key factor, it seems to me, is that visual
quality relates to human use. Visual quality cannot be considered
apart from human response,

In 1958i Theodore Edison, conservationist and son of the
inventor, wrote a preface to the certificate of organizati.on
and by-laws of Monhegan Associates which eloquently sets forth
a series of values prompted by coastal zones. Said Edison in
his foreword, "...the fact that Monhegan is surrounded by the
ocean offers some hope of insuring its perpetuation as a place
where immensity and solitude can be found within short walking
distance of -.n attractive, informal community -- and if Monhegan
can maintain its present patterns of life, it is bound to become
increasingly alluring to many people who are rapidly losing
contact with permanence, immensity, peace and solitude elsewhere."

"Contact with permanence"--a sense of the history of the
earth itself, is one of the values we turn to coastal zones for.
Althought tidal actions suggest rhythmic changes, the larger
actions and the still larger settings reveal aspects of permanence.
Painter Reuben Tam, writing of the importance of place on his work,
speculated "F.y work as a painter, my most personal concerns, my
obsessions and interests and involvements all these have their
origin and substance in the spirit of place. I was born on
Kauai, northernmost of the Hawaiian. Islands, an island of tower-
ing volcanic mountains, deep canyons, lava headlands and beaches.
The sea was all around, intimate and vast. I wanted to walk the
shores of the world. Geology was always the most compelling
study for me and geomorphology especially. To be aware of the
origin of land, the revisions of the earth's crust, the imminent
changes of the coastline, the cycles and surprises of weather
and climate..."

Accepting the notion that land yields a "cultural harvest"
 as Aldo Leopold has written!, then coastal zones offer us a way
to connect up with something permanent in our own history, a
place where events and actions co-mingle with the site. One of
the most poetic descriptions of how rivers move us spiritually
from past to future was contained in the will of Prime Minister
J. Nehru of India. In part, Nehru wrote in his will as follows:
"I have been attached to the Ganges and Jumna Rivers in Allahabad
ever since my childhood and, as I have grown older, this attach-
ment has also grown, I have watched their varying moods as the
seasons changed, and have often thought of the history and myth
and tradition and song and story that have become part of their
flowing waters. The Ganges, especially, is the River of India,
beloved by her people round which are intertwined her racial
memories, her hopes and fears, her song of triumph, her victories
and her defeats. The Ganges has been to me a symbol and a memory

of the past of India, running into the present, and flowing on to
the great ocean of the future..." Nehru's view of the river,
unfolding, intertwining, is that it is essentially a cultural
repository, and hence permanent.

12



Projects uch as the proposed Hudson River Expressway, which
worrld destroy shorelines, alter context and most damaging of all,
modify scale, r ltimately deny to future generations a chance to
"experience" ti.e past and, therefore, make it impossible to establish
a connection with a part of our culturaL heritage.

Theodore Edison's list of coastal values als
sity, peace and solitude. People turn to coastal
vantage point, o gain distance-both real and emot
often cramped and boxed in daily life. Coastal z
we find release into daydreams. The influence of
environment on one's feeling of well being or one
usually very subtle, but it is definite and may b
place, our neighborhood, not only relects our cha
influences our moods. Now we have learned what h

who are deprived of their nocturnal dreams. They
agressive, nasty, strangely bad � tempered. I thin
be said of us when we are denied the chance to dr

we are prevented from having unfocused, mind-wand
relaxed, free � associative moments � moments which a

in coastal zones, on a jetty of rocks looking out
sea, or lying out in the sun on a deserted beach.
permit us our daydreams without which we become j
or sullen. I believe there is a deep need for su
a time to find ourselves at equilibrium with the

Not included on Edison's list- � but essential nevertheless ��

is the value of play. We are all children in coastal zones--
gathering shelIs and nests, the debris of tides, digging holes,
making sand castles � � all explorations of profound sensory importance

zones is that such

ological viewpoint.
.requires a kind
the skin is eco-

not a shell so
s the self ennobled
the landscape and
nature are con-
contribute to this
ances are right,
ndividuals to
al, historj.cal and

not arbitrarily
rience the delicate

Leopold once wrote,
energy f.lowing
..a sustarned

of life." The

uitry, this

The choices we make about how the coastal zone is used, about
what it permitted to be placed there, determines in great measure
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Yet, perhaps the primary value of coastal
places are where we can most readily gain an ec
Paul Shepard once wrote "ecological thinking....
of vision across boundaries. The epidermi.s of
logically like a pond surface or a forest soi1,
much as a delicate interpenetration. Lt reveal
and extended rather than threatened as part of
the ecosystem because beauty and complexity of
tinuous with ourselves. " The visual field can

ecological perspective. If the visual circumst
experiences in these coastal areas will allo~ i
establish connections with geological, biologic
personal past times. Where the visual field is
broken or interrupted, we can more readily expe
interpenetration to which Shepard refers. Aldo
"land is not merely soil...it is a fountain of
through a circuit of soils, plants and animals.
circuit, like a slowly augmented revolving fund
ecological viewpoint is responsive to this circ
interconnection and interpenetration.

o included iromen-

zones to find a
ional-from the

ones are where
one ' s immediate

's behavior is

e profound. Our
racter, but it

appens to people
become restive,

k the same might
earn by day, when
ering, unstrung
re often found

to a river or

These places
umpy, aggressive
ch daydreams,
earth and waters.



whether or nc

so beautiful1

to people. I
zones maintai

solitude, pla

t those watery areas can provide what they provide
y, and what, if they do not provide, may be denied
he question which follows is: how may coastal
n the values of permanence, immensity, peace,
y and the ecological view?

e
shore-

and to

s the second area of concern. Visual access to
must be maintained, and this refers to both near

ng. Citizens must be able to see the shore; they
to see from the shore; they must have tactile as
l access.

Acce ss i

coastal zones

and far viewi
must be able
well as visua

t sufficient merely to see the shoreline.
elf must be a place of high visual quality.

to defile; to pollute visually means to de
hat we see in the landscape, Yet, a pollut
nt simply because it is intrinsically ugly,
utant simply because it is intrinsically be
utant is a misplaced element. Whether or n
laced depends on context and context has to

of a visual field as a whole at any one pl
crating plant placed in a scenic river vali
zing in its visual insistance that it effec

destroys the entire setting.

The

TQ
f i le
ant is

nor is
autiful.
ot some-

do with
ace.

ey may
tively

al f ield is f ragi le. Single misplaced eleme
vistas, Billboards along a sprawling road

ost work, preparing the driver for the arri
district, announcing that stores, bars, mot

be coming up. Such billboards are a previ
tions. However, a billboard placed along a
uch as a television commercial inserted in f

have an effect well beyond the time it is

n ts can
side
val of

els and
ew of

scenic
ine film,
actually

The fourth area of concern is context., or fit, in the land-
scape. A proper context does not require the exclusion of all
non.-conforming elements. A landscape which possesses visual
clarity may comfortably absorb forms and objects which in them-
selves are non-conforming. Conformity becomes a visual pollutant
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I see four critical areas for action. 0

e strategies of preservation and restorati
are, what is essential to the coastal zon

ati ons must necessarily be placed in such
more to the point, are there present facil

which could be moved back from the water'
es--oil tank farms, coal dumps, granaries-
y operated inland, linked to ships by pipe

Residential construction, too, should b
ricted in coastal areas in order that the

rve its biological functions on one hand,
nued public access on the other.

In br ief
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key questions
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be effectivel
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severely rest
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pollute means
and degrade
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A visual poll

thing is misp
the character
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ss dulls the landsc
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e in scale and char
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the unexpected and su
h the natural  I can
dges and rivers! do n
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when samene
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often beaut
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is sensitiv
the viewer
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o respond to
rprising
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ot necessarily

g structure

landscape,
stent quality

ggle against visual pollution is, therefore, essen-
ort to preserve the integrity of the visual environ-
ntegrity brings us back to wholeness, the sense of
he interconnections, and finally back to the eco-
oint, that profound interpenetration. Because of
dynamic element of water in coastal zones, the rising
f tides, the longer horizons, the issue of context
utely critical.

The stru
tially an ef f
ment. And, i

continuity, t

logical viewp
the special,
and falling o
becomes abso 1

I have beer; reflecting on values and strategies related to
visual qual' ty -nd the coastal zone. Perhaps a bet ter title for
the conference which brought us together would have been "human
quality and the coastal zone" for it is not alone what we see
that counts, but bow what we see makes us more fully human. We
all began as swimmers, swimmers in our mother's womb, swimmers
carrying within our blood a taste and memory of salty beginnings
centuries ago. We live in part as travelers and wanderers.
Coastlines are perhaps the ultimate playgrounds, places where our
nature and nature's own apparent randomness co-exist, permitting
us to wander alcng unmarked ribbons, walking in and out of waters
way. The seas <nd rivers in all their varying moods remind us of
our limits. The places where we tread and leave marks are soon
obscured by char ging tides. The houses we build too close to
waters edges fal.l., in time, victims to the patient, inexorable
movement of the earth's waters.
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for reconnecting with events of other iimes,
the elusive beauty of humility.

s. There is nothing
ed by the working of
it seems to me, is
itself, but the
its ability to cleanse

dscape of potential,
ay, for daydreaming,

a place to rediscover
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Introduction

ihe la, dscape of iiew York State is a mosaic of social,
behavior .1, perceptual, a .d natural imposes. l'.ach, in some way, is
unique, .',ach, as Alan 'ussow has so eloquently stated, is a "place."

tHe sane tine, each is a subset of a larger whole. The "coastal
zone ' is one .pproach to areal definitior.. l'here are, of course,
many other ways of setting up z typology of regions for the state.
ln our fourteer. mor.th study af the visual environment of the State
of '.e» York, »e d.fined a set of arenas, settin»s. and processes
:i".,',y typolou» is tut: ar, heuristic device which i ~ only a.s useful as
the insi~hts it may give to the problem ur.der review. ',lte feel that
our arran:.»emerit is helpful in understanding some of the social
mechar is, > ~t ~crk i.- changer,- the present day visual environment.

~li-t ted:m ire � th* visual environment of .,ew York
~tate ~as comm<.sio-ed by a =rant from the state's Council of
=.nv' ror mental V v isors .. ts ir, it!i ah purpose was to aid the "ounc il

settin; le.'!.'lative priorities for the governor ard the State
le".,islet«re i», the . virorimental field . As it evolved it became
statement advocating increased public urderstanding. Our particul~r
cancer .-s . 9ofinir'~ "visual pollution" and +aking suggestions for
its c.rtailment. Our first step was to describe the landscape
mo"ai,. of the state a .d the social processes which work to create,
modify, ~~d perhaps to uglify this visual environme.,t. Ae began
by a;s«mi. g, ir other words, that landscapes are not static er tities

of the..selves, but are visible indicators of' ongoing social
processes.

~octo- atlal I' olo les

v'fa

Arc'n is are def ined as those ~ueneralized, areal arrar.elements
activities differ ~s to their density and intensity. I'hese

elude the rural, suburban, s-iaido tawn, and urban spaces.,ach is
",o.-e way d if f ere..t from the other, ii; both demographic a..d land

characteristics, and 1, its presentation of self - that is, in
' ts -e~-..< k ~ as por trayed by its visual landscape.

I'Hi s defined, the r xrsl landscape is approximately 61$
w ithin whif.h approximately 144 of the population lives

d li:persed homesteads. I'he suburban landscaoe is in ma. y
v! .,",~li' .". L .".liar in its spatial arran~eirent, f or its visible

".; nri o...-. i .;, ~rd '. '... subsequerit visual  and perhaps social j dullness.
'-I l 'owr s are ' . vying 1 . this state: there are at least 37H

-'17~ -e ~, 0 im] e-.s and uricorporated areal ur:its between 2500 and
'.hach h~s '. ts ow. ur.iqueness, although many are losing their

of place:o the spread of urbanization. The urban realm,
av'.r R5, ~f the .~tate's population live, have their own positive

v'su~1 ~le"ei ts, primarily ir. the diversity and dersity of their
- rtif'acts -d ~ s>c!al activities.

Are as ' re nevertheless but a first approximation, for
D "-;-'fred ~r.d ssed by different social, ethnic, age, and sex

g .- --- ':. v .rietv of ways. 4e terme3 these behavioral spaces



"�etta ..." which operate at varyinp scales as micro-social environ-
!ix settin. s werr defined: residential, occupational., insti-

tut io!~1, recreational, come!uter, and baca@round .

'e!! !.n:. s

1"he residentia1 settin.q is composed of the dwellins, units,
clusters, and associated. surrou dinge. The home environment is the
o, setti..~ which is the landscape of everyday life for most people
most of' the time . The occupat ional setting. includes places of work

their servic!. facilities. The institutio,al setting is where
c!!stomers or patients are serviced - - this university is such a
settjn~ for the .-tudents inVolved . 1'he recreational setting is where
a-..a-itv r-.so !rces are located. This setting, i.: particualr, contains
.",uec~.f'c resou..c .s which may be destroyed or damaged by the prolif-
er .t ion of the artifacts of cor~ercia1 development, such as b}.llboards
an. hotdog stands. The commuter settin~ is linear space between other
nodal settin~s; it is the journey to wore or shop, 0he line or route
of . ovcment. I'he backgrou;d is composed of the "natural" e~viron-
-e-.'al ar eas, the par'»s or xi idem= s s s ate s.

! roce. ses

."he cultural landscape, which can be subdivided into its
. o. st Ltue". t .are"as or setting;s, is in constant chancre due to ongoing
sc".. ia1 p!-ocesses. three processes which seemed particularly pertinent
to ~ st!! v ot the v i sual environment are c irculat ion, consumption,

i; vt! c . ".ac t !, c tios i dee dently � such as in the
'~v ".'., ! f -no~ s or peo 	~, the use of increas En-, a!T!ounts nf energy

ac'.a i':..~ter' ~l s, or the expression of infor"!ation thro!;~h
yq~h', -. v~. '.-:.~I or =,y."bol ~ c .',ethods � to chancre the landscape,

;sual' r wor:» toether, th!! s overwhel!!;in~ the
'.'!.~I'.t, cf the vis»a.1 o. viro;: ent. n this context, the visible
-1 '-.~ . c' ".,;. ":tr1 p" i.s a f >! etio:" of all three processes actin~~ .

!p"n th», lan]so~De, is hli~ht in a linear space, it may
. it' er ~settlin . ore= r ser of the, coastal zone.

f!:n-t~ o» i;! . o~ social pro;ess is oerhaps most easily
L~t' or t, .".e"., if i -�exa pl,.s w! thin the ~tate. Ae chose
. or t h .. s ud y o. b I '. eht in the landscape, skyscape,

3i Llho! "!" !re a vi si bl ~' expressio~ of commun i ca�
~11 ",i.;'..., �.illhoar.! s are ~ graphic presentation of

.t '.; ! > th».~» are d!.si,-; eR to se11 rat her than Index the
. r o'.ment, I t~-. ~s of the lan~scaDe 's is tegr ity, indexi-7; is

=; 'o of,i,.".. in= .<hoyle sell i . is not. The zrowin .
.o".-a<stion of electrici tv is show.. by the growth of

.s ~cross the s'~yscape. . eanwhile the tow. scaoe
1".', i ', .; i ..x"- thoro! -h the ooze of' development and the lass
i: t r.":al -.o9 s and external edges. Each exar.".pie is also an

.'x=. -pl a c th!, !;te�rat io; o" the three processes sketched above
v+1 ! .

pol.o-.: .- ~f .-.patial arrange-�.ents or social processes
o.;.!!, however, 'f our !"~jor concern is to argue for

nr th! v' u91 P! viron.:ent. ~i"ce each may be seen as
!.hach person or social ~roup may perceive the~

',ow ' = one to argue the case for "beauty"?
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."'l ad -g

Aesthetic Judgement

.'r] ter is

I'her<: are everal criteria which are as useful in land-
scap ~ r~ ticism as 1n art <.r1ticis ~. In general we can say that too
~ich v' sual sti. ~Lation leads to a chaotic aesthetic envirorment,
~hil~ too Littl<. to a dull. and borin~ one. n either case the critic

,Iiid-e the presentation very highly. 1'he better approach,
sec"s, 1,. somewher~ in the m1ddle between the two extremes, where
n];.zi,ty bri " .", excite,.ent to the mil'eu, yet 1s not lost in a

-.<..1a;-e of conf ictina; images. 'ien< Dubos �97~I! has spoken elo-
fcz t}" . need of such diversity in the cityscape, while Amos

0 sort i, .<apop<!rt and .antor, 1 !-':7! argues for "ambi auity" 1 n design,
which he , cans both uncertainty arid raultipi.icity of meaning.

'.nvlronmental c<>mplexity is necessary, .kapoport insists, for the
f ~LL<.st development of "p.,rceptual ri< hness"  Hapoport and Hawks
L-7", p. 11<1!, A.". iarr perhaps says i.t so well for us: "Cur
predic.....,e: t ari.;es fro n thhe acceleratin~ displacement of the rich
div..ratty of . «',<iral surroundings by the repetitive unifori"ity of

art<>a .~, ii a process comoounded by limitations uoon human
si'i11s an 1 ind','ridualities imposed by false ecoromic doctrines and

1 oqmas " { i-arr, 1.�P., p. 39!
t' he <:ri t ical aesthetic judgement of landscape is in ma.'.y

v ~y"-. i "i Ln';<ai ~ '. o "rt or i ti c ism in general: patterned order must b,.
'."-t.~: 1 .=,;- i .! i tho it 'onoto.,'. Cb'ects or particular areas withi.. a
-;tt 1" .:, .thethe..- on a canvas or in a landscape, should be able to
-Now ~ 1;te=ri",y of their own; in other words to contrast with
oth .r .1e.. -.t.=;. Ofte.. this is done by the use of color or texture.

too -,cch contrast ar on~ elements may overload the visual field
s~ that ",r'.dhoti<>n is necessary in order to establish a gradual
tra, sitio. fro.. one quality to the next. A unity is established by
th . arti. t or the natural landscape which incorporates a variety of
; oi..t ., Lines a--.d surfaces. I'his design principle of "theme-in-
vari~ .'.o -" aL] o.<.=, the underlying pattern to be manifested 1i- numerous

enha" .e-I ~y ".o.-..ants of visual exc > tement, yet with a. sure sense
-"..-.;,r~ i nt '. ' the uso of these arrest'Lng effects,

.~r i";..' .'~les ar e ac'~ro<ir 1.ate to the criticaL Judgement
w' < 1-.. La' dscapes 1,whether a completely man-made urban fabric or a

-ai u. a1 sce". i" view! as we! 1 as to parts of the whole.
-'.ant 1 s =n o, - -olni. process since the culturaL landscape 1s

-";1 ~." t chan e ..ach artifact  build in', road, or sii-n! may be
1 ~ !epe<-9;» tLy o-. thyrse cr< teria, while at the same time it
".are ' - ~orta~t to !i d.~e the efPect of this char ~e or the to'tal

1-'".; ..~n, .'he, < - ist be a r< latio .shiv among all the ele:.ents
t',- c .1 tural ' a -.3sc~pe � a relationship that is as ecologicaLLy sou

~ ~ -th<'t cal ly nLe~ "1 " as that fon< 0 in a healthy ~aturaL envir-
prop az re 1".t i or s»1p provides a context f or the preservat 1 o".

,.1ty. =,laments wi.thin the environmental image of a place are
"ft..- their preservation gives an added dimersion to the

v ..=.ii'3' sce» e .. istor ical a~ d soc ial d 1mensions are necessary in
~e-tho.t i"., of a visiial composi tio . Ini mar y ways whole

v i.11 ~~ ." may argue f or a state"..ent of uriqueness as set
' ' "',1-ct'.; ' ..e ~rain of a Lardier landscape. Gr alternatively,
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am sure that we all agree that .'.aine 's
.;reatest asset is its varied and beautiful
shoreline... hut what good is it? iihat i,s
.he 'value' of scenery and natural beauty?
...Fortunately, tastes differ and differ-
!.nt kinds of natural beauty appeal to dif'-
«rent groups. Phile so.,e find the sea and
.ocks cruel and menacinz, others respond

'.o the challen.~es of adventure and the far

hor i. zon, Some pref er saf e harbor and
:."ef use from the storns. Some look for the
."11:.hts of wild geese or the nesting places
of rare vi si.ting birds, while others seek
'.o lose themselves in the great open spaces.

whatever their tastes, more and n.ore
people find the . atural beauty of t,he ,'.aine
coast1 ir e provides satisfaction a,d re-cre-
:-.tior for their inner selves, yet more a d
:".ore they are !~et with tall fences blocking
.he view of sea and shore, or with :.0 YH':3-
. AS =, I '~ si;,» s instead of a welcor.e mat....

Vhe coast of ! ai!-.e should be better
ow. and tr easure6 r ot only f or its nat-

ira3 bea!!t r but also for the associations
<h ih attach to that sce, ery fror man' s
!~ct »~ i ties '.. the area... n these and na. y
sth".. happy associations there are !.!any
.ra1ues co:- .arable a"d cc..plementary to those
>f . at!!ral beauty. Auain, they are subjec-
:ive va1ues which ca..not be measured 1..

of q! a1 i ty or cost. Z,ike the qualities
which distir<uish natural beauty, we ,eed
'.-,ve-tori.es and appraisal.s of these histori-
.al associations so that nore people w111

«pprecJate them a»d share the responsibility
.or their nrotection.

!'h" co!.stal Ia"dscape of , ew icrk State is no less unique
: ~tur a1, histc ri...I a-d soci ~1 aspects. And, the scenic view

-c!-e e da"~ re".. t is precksel.y the ~esthetic values of
:;>:!so- ".~ve. "alley, !.o" Tsla"8 ~ou",d, and I;ake Gntario shore-

1 ' ".a = that;",.'!st b oreser!

.".. 'u I Xs pe = t s

crite'ia for aesthetic �'ud~ezent as outlined briefly
syste "gati ",a! I; s!!rveyed f or both scenic   .atural!
uz ~a; .e'.ters  T.owenthal, I'j>iB; Lynch, 1�0! . They

jud,;ed by the scholar, but can such criticism be
o!! r ts '!! d i cial review of zo . 1!'!,~ laws and sign

/he
have +se-

! a ~ ' '.a!<9 and
ca - thnz ef'ore

';»»3 I -' » ~pe
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!whole sce-.ic vistas such as a rural. farminw z iver valley or a stretch
of coastal wilderness may have this elusive quality of identity.

The coast of; aine has been described as a unique resource
us i nq !".a» y of these d i:".!ensions ',~'liot, 19~>7: I � 3!:



=ur.rest that such decisioris ca". be made eve,. though the
ref i- I, .ion," of beauty rray not be able to be n'ade  Dukemir.ier,

1 ".5! . " our'-.s can decide on s»ch muI tiordinal words as weal th or
' '"-t i -"-. i tsel f, the .. why .ot or beaut y" .< Anonyr ous, 1'>71! .:.ost
.arLy de .i s ior s wer e based or concepts of health and safety, I'he
put! i . welfare 'ster stretched to ir clu Ie aesthetic cor.cer's, as In
'»stice <illi r «.'. »!ouqlas' brief in the Supreme Court rulir q on
:er.".a.. v . Farke:" ', 1 !5'4! . By 19~>4 ! ew York State had accepted the
I,,-»it i .acy of ai. stheti c cor.sideratio, s i ler, islatioi desigr ed to
pro!.ot health ird weLfare  Feo le v. Stover! . 7t car now he accepted

~ccord i .. tr« i eo Le v. Cood man �:>$3, aesthetics are a vaL id
s b,ject of Le~i. Lative cor cer.. Tf properly coriceived and drawr. up,
ther., le>islat ir>r which atter pts to preserve coastal beauty or pro-
-otes the elir i", at' o" of coastal bli«.ht should be acceptable. Also,
L-~islatio- which deals with the cortro! or :,ise of lard alorg the
coast can therefore have an aesthetic or visual cor'po-ent.

St.,t» co" trol over coastal shorelar.ds, and I woiild submit
ove. the water 'is well, car: ar.d miist i ncli:de considerat ior s of the
~ e-t" et i -. i r;pact of a"'. v charge to that land -   sea-! scape . Fr v iron-

".t I In~act stat ..-ents which are mar dated for certair. r"ederaL or
'' >t.; urn'acts ca . do more than they are; ow doir»p to support this
-oncnr . Aimittedl.', the visual analysis of a seacoast is a bit more
tricky than the che.-..ical ar,alysis of i-,dustrial effl»ent, but the
r.riteria proposed above can be .«.sed as a starting point. Such cri-
tcri- ca-» beef fectively and r«dicio»sly coordinated into a Visual
.'.«~7 it, " .dex, wh! ch car be the working tool to analyze visual
'. "p;ct;, of I a, d.',cape cha. ~e  !''lad, 1,'71! .

Im act of the rie ort

:o:ce.rr abo««t the pr ocesses which create ard sustair.
i..'-'..t w,. s the basI .-. pr:rpose of "-.1i hted I'.m ir . Specif ic
o". was not a,,alyzed ir detail, or were model ord inances

the message is cI.ear: a beautiful State is bei" z
b»t there is yet t i-.e a-,d opportu ity to rectif y the

v ', .- ' ' « I '". L

',;-, = ',"- I. - i t i
Ir»» a,Q

»

.',evi~wi" ~ the report, Zhe ew York 1'imes  ,webster, 1~'.75!
pote .r ial for .'. «st s«ich an approach to alleviati;-~ the

i f I cat! o: of the State 's 1a..dscape. in a later editorial
the pa; er f orcefully orese. ted the issue as

etio~ ir! La d «se co trol '

'«r
� '«

I'here is a -, eed for competent eval-
uation of growth a..", chancre. A visual
i-.,pact stater.e't sho «ld be a routi'e part
of a y e viro:"-:e .taI I »pact stater ert, or
th~ assessme t of i'.~>act is incomplete.

...This is r-..ore tha.- wi. dow dress ir g,
is «al blight is not a s«irface symptom; in

ter s of phys ical f orm ad f i«ct ion, it is
ir dicatio of urbs>; health rir,d a livable

. in'>-..rie:".t .
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su< h atte<;pts at rais i ng the publ ic co~scious.-ess and
.",ti"..ul~tl' ~ the ahern, -cc of citizens ' visual. evviro. vent co'.vi~it-

t~ ns deci~ned to have 1nput i r tn the local. plar .in~ and dec isio--
process, the report has been .oderately successful. ;>hen

'tate been~a~ co;,~$tted to snLvin~ tHe prob].er. of bli~ht enouzh
to ~ublish the fi-, al version of this report, it may prove to be an
1 "iporta" t star t i v ~ poiv t f or j.] 1 those i v terested and cor. ~ it ted

~re.-,~-v> ~~ the character or pla'nL'~ the design of the chancing
d scare,

?c.ieva ce to '"oastal "one

The recoznendat%ons of the report were based pri;.arily
o the proble: of overall Lav dscape blight throughout the .>tate.

nvertheles., there are at l.east five ~a,jor poly ts which car have
d'r: ct rel-.;-~ ce to the concern for the visual quality ard assess-
~a, t of the coastal zone:

Aesthetic Jud=,e.ver ts ca~ be vade.

l.ev;t.elation ~~ d le~al precede.' t exist.

."he coastal zone cav be considered a u ique social.
physi ca1 environed nt whi ch has its own identity
"sense nf place."

',ha -ze is a co. start process of the coastal e viro
avd a-;; attempt at preservatio-. or control of

this linear space aust take i, to accov» t the social
nronesses which create tistinctive behavioral .ettinas

thi ~ � ]l.e~~

."he =o- cerv for visual qualitv nust become a- iv,por-
: <" t and -. ece. sary iv put i to the pla;ning process of

coastal zo:-.e -.av.aperient by all levels of citizev ~
orofessiov~l, a'd le,",islative action deali' g with the
.n,stal ev!viroi -.ent. There is a,eed for social
;o" sciousn~ss to be raised to irclude aesthetic
7 ~c3nt'rces
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PERCEPTIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Prof. Lester W. Milbrath

Social Science Research Institute

State University of New York at Buffalo

Abstract

A general measure of environmental quality has been de-
veloped as part of a study of environmental beliefs, The basic
theory and operationalization of the instrument is discussed
here. Field testing of the instrument in a pilot study is re-
ported elsewhere. The instrument is readily adaptable to mea-
suring visual quality of the coastal zone.

For the past ten years there has been a great deal of
discussion concerning environmental degradation. But what do we
mean when we say an environment is degraded? A related concept,
quality of life, also has come prominently into public discus-
sion. Here again, what do we mean by "quality of life" ? Large
public prograrrs and, possibly, total judgments about. the perfor-
mance of governments are based on implicit definitions of the
meaning of these terms. It is the purpose of this paper to offer
a conceptual and operational definition of environmental quality
which is reliable and valid, which is sensitive to life-style
differences, v hich can be used in a number of cultures, and
which can be used for comparisons across time.

It is r.ot intuitively obvious why measures of environ-
mental quality are useful and hence why it might be important to
develop them. We see three important kinds of uses. First, as
implied above, they can be an important indicator of system per-
formance. Neerly all public management systems aspire to a high
level of environmental quality. Presumably that is an essential
element for a high quality of life, Environments which insult
or injure the humans who live in them necessarily detract from
quality of life. Measurements of environmental quality, take~
at regular intervals, provide a useful indication of how well a
political system is performing in this regard, Perhaps more im-
portantly, they can indicate in what respects the efforts of a
system are succeeding and in what respects they are failing.

Secondly, environmental quality measures can be used as a
tool for social planning. Social planners need indicators of
the relative urgency of various social needs so that they can
assign priorities to action programs. The measure of environ-
mental quality which we propose here contains judgments about
the importance of various environmental elements in a person' s
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total qualit~ of life. Aggregated judgments for a given commu-
nity can sugctest to social planners which aspects of the envi-
ronment citizens believe to be most j.mportant for their life
quality. Eq«ally useful is a measure of the imbalance between
what people feel to be important and their judgment about its
pleasingness or satisfactoriness. If many members of a commu-
nity believe that an environmental element is important and also
that it is irt very poor condition, planners have a clear signal
that the comrtunity wishes them to do something about it,

Conce tualiz.ing the measurement Problem
The p<jtential for solution to the problem is inherent in

its conceptu,rlization. We begin with the assertion that there
are no ob ec ive measures of environmental ualit ; ualit is
inherentl str~bective. This asser tion will be shocking to most
current designers of measures of environmental quality since
most are usijrg collections of objective indicators. We believe
that there is a conceptual resolution to the dispute between ad-
vocates of objective and subjective measures of environmental
quality.

First., let's recognize that objective indicators of en-
vironmental, =onditions are extremely useful. If impurities in
air or water can injure persons or give them diseases, then it
is important to measure their presence and attempt to eliminate
them. We haze learned over the past twenty years that many of
these insulting substances in our natural environment are not
detectable b< our ordinary senses and could be injuring us while
we fail to notice any injury. Subjective indices would not be
useful for s~ch detective purposes and we strongly advocate the
development and use of objective indicators of the condition of
our environm nt.

t us make a clear distinction between environmental
~ d n nvironnentel ~net it . High scores on objective
environmental conditions will not ipso facto lead

ality environment. Quality, rather, lies in the
beholder. It is a perception or a feeling that

good or right or enjoyable. If a person believes
e environment is of high quality, it is, for him,
ity no matter what may be asserted about it by
observers. If a person believes that his water is

But 1

conditions a
measures of

to a high qu

eyes of the
something is
that his horn

of high qual
"ObjeCt iV<n"
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Third: y, quality of environment measures are useful, even
necessary, vt<riables in models of environmental systems. At the
present time numerous scholars are modeling environmental sys-
tems in order to better plan how they may be maintained or im-
proved. Nearly all such models require some sort of judgment
about enviror<mental quality. It follows from this that the more
validly and reliably it becomes possible to measure environmental
quality the <treater the accuracy and usefulness of the models
that are dev< loped and used.
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clean and th t his food tastes good, it is for him of high qual-
ity even thor.gh, unknown to him, it contains impurities which
may injure him. Later when the inj uries set in, he will per-
ceive that his quality has been diminished. But, if our objec-
tive is to measure quality, per se, then we cannot escape the
recognition that quality can only be measured as the person
himself is experiencing it.

Some will assert that we should avoid subjective measures
because they are very difficult to develop and to make reliable
and valid. Admittedly, they are difficult but there are even
greater difficulties with so-called "objective" measures. They
are subject to the same reliability and validity problems that
plague subj ective measures. The greatest difficulty which we
see, and it disqualifies them as measures of quality for us, is
that one cannot validl infer a sub'ective ex erience of uality
from an objective statement about a condition. In our judgment,
attempts to measure quality of environment using only objective
indicators is a false trail leading up a blind alley. We should
be careful not to use the word "subjective" in a pejorative com-
parison to "objective". When objective measures are inappropri-
ately used to infer life qualities, they are less scientifically
valid than suojective measures.>

Critic- of our subjective approach may object that the
same physical phenomenon will be judged at different levels of
quality by different observers; or, it may be judged at dif-
ferent levels of quality at different points in time by the same
person. Our "esponse is that quality is a phenomenon that we
should not expect to be in a fixed relationship to physical
things, Quality is not definable in terms of a s ecifiable

stable over t:.me or from place to place. Hence, it is in the
nature of qua. ity as a phenomenon that it may shift with obser-
vers and shift over time. The measurement target is not the
physical phenomenon, but quality itself; it is necessarily sub-
jective in its basic character.

A further aspect of our basic posture is that iX is pos-
sible objectir ely to study subjective perceptions of quality of
environment. People can report in fairly straightforward ways
how they evaluate the quality of various elements of their en-
vironment. These evaluations can be scaled and compared across
environmental factors for an individual, aggregated for an in-
dividual, aggregated for communities, compared across communi-
ties, and comp ared over time for individuals or communities.
Before descrik ing the theoretical and operational details of de-
veloping such a measure, we must decide what to include in our
definition of environment.

1 Andrews �974! has extensively reviewed many facets of the
subjective-objective controversy within the community of
scholars working on social indicators.
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Definition of Environme nt

investigators who take a subjective ap-
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ually they also investigate specific do-
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A second consideration in not opting for a single overall

judgment about environmental quality is that perceptions of en-
vironmental quality necessarily involve evaluations. Dillrnan
and Christenson make the point in a recent article that values
are more general in nature than attitudes and that they suggest
hierarchical order. These two considerations should be borne in

mind as one devises a strategy for measuring or assessing values
Because of this they opt for a strategy of asking respondents to

evaluate a wide ranging set of broadly stated concerns relative
to each other  Dillman and Christenson, 1974, pp. 206-221!. Our

own multi � element approach produces differing levels of evalua-
tion across environmental elements. When these evaluations are
compared, useful inferences can be drawn. An overall evaluation
is much less useful,

Given our strategy to measure the quality of many elements
of an environment, how broad a net should be cast.? Environments

are, most obviously, physical, There is land, vegetation, and
possibly water. The physical environment also includes the air.
we breathe, the water we drink, the wildlife that. lives in the

area, and the topography of the land. Another physical factor
is the overall climate or weather for the region.

nerally added some physical structures to the
environment he inhabits, such as buildings,

The most important of these structures is his
such characteristics as beauty, comfort, pri-
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Finally, there are some broader, general characteristics
of the community, or country, in which a person lives that must
be considered as part of his environment. Communities differ in
beauty, convenience for getting about, the availability of cul-
tural, recreational, educational, and job opportunities, the
availability of goods and services, and so forth. Communities
may also be characterized by moods, such as a sense of friend-
liness, or pride, or excitement, or freedom, which nourish or
insult the people who live in them. In our judgment all of the
above must be included as essential elements in any attempt to
measure environmental quality

While the reader can see that we have cast a rather broad
net, it is fundamentally a definition of environment and is not
a full definition of the components that should be included in a
definition of life quality. For example, we did not cover the
domain of loving human relationships with family and friends
yet, these are probably the most important set of qualities mak-
ing up overaLL life quality. Many quality of life investigators
cast their inquiry in terms of personal or psychological well-
being. We believe that direct measures of well-being are im-
portant and g rrnane for measures of quality of life but not for
a measure of quality of environment. We believe that a high
quality environment might lead to a sense of well-being but it
cannot be ide ntified with a sense of well � being in the same way
that it is po-sible to identify a sense of well-being with qual-
ity of life.

Theoretical PLemises Behind the 0 erationalization

is that the scales
identical across

qualities across
for a given in-

alities across
es when the qual-
ity.

A secorrd major premise behind our work
which measure valence and importance should be
elements. This would enable the comparison of
them, it would enable a summation of qualities
dividual, and it would enable comparison of qu
individuals, across time, and across communiti
ities of individuals are averaged for a commun
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As we hought about the task of conceptualizing and roea-
suring such a complex set of qualities, we had several theoret-
ical premises in mind. It seemed to us that every evaluation of
quality had t ~o components; the first is valence toward the en-
vironmental element. That is, is the person attracted or re-
pelled by the element and what is the extent of that attraction
or repulsion? The second component of quality is importance.
Fnvironmental elements are not all of equal importance to an in-
dividual; som he may consider essential while toward others he
may feel indi:=ferent. The more important may then be given
higher priori:y for action and assigned greater value than the
Less importan: in any overall calculation of environmental
quality.



The basic valence and importance scales need to be sup-
plernented, on certain elements, with scales enabling respondents
to make semifactual judgments about the characteristics of their
environment. These semifactual scales are specially designed
for each environmental element with the purpose of facilitating
a correct interpretation. For example, if we ask people if they
are pleased or displeased with the level of crowding in their
residential neighborhood, we still da not know if they are pleased
because the residential crowding is relat.ively low or if it is
relatively high. In this case the supplemental scale asks for
their perception of crowding as relatively low or high and fol-
lows with a scale inquiring if that level is too low, about right,
or too high.

A final premise underlying operationalization of our rnea-
sure of environmental quality is the advantage of displaying the
scales i.n a visual � spatial representation. The presentation of
scales in five equally-sized and � spaced boxes gives the visual
impression of equality of intervals. Such a presentation allows
sparse use of words and places more emphasis on the spatial re-
presentation of the scale's dimensions and meaning. In addition
to the advantages of this format for cross � cultural comparisons,
it allows the presentation of these stimuli in a self-adminis-
tered module which requires less time to complete, For example,
the module we have prepared for measuring perceptions of envi-
ronmental quality has one hundred seventeen scales and requires
approximately one-half hour to complete. That is almost ten
minutes faster than would be required for oral presentation of
each scale fcllowed by the soliciting of an oral response.

The Instrumen t Develo ment Process
rst developmental task was to select the elements

wish to include in ou.r definition of environmental
theoretical categories set forth above -- natural

ronment, physical environment of the dwelling,
ronments, and characteristics of the cornrnunity
ral categories with which we worked. Articulation
ral categories produced a list of approximately
fic elements. We then scanned the relevant liter�

further ideas and more complete coverage. Seventy
ms proved to be far too many to cover within a
me of administration in an interview and therefore
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for comparisons across cornrnunities
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the list had to be culled to manageable size. Sometimes this
could be acco;nplished by using a somewhat more general element
to represent two or three specific elements. Questioning of
respondents in pretests disclosed that certa.in elements were
generally con-idered to be of lesser importance and these were
dropped from the List. During this culling and conceptualizing
process we also experimented with different wordings and pre-
tested extensively to make sure that the wordings communicated
to others the meaning that we intended. The specific environ-
mental elements were finally reduced to thirty-seven, a more
manageable nuInber> The specific items and their wordings are
shown in Tabl I.

At the same time that we were e
selection and wording we also experime
wording. For the valence scale we sou
be readily comprehended cross-cultural
potential of -howing both positive and
experimentati ~n showed that a format o
plus and minu.- .symbols was readily und
and classes.

xperimenting with item
nted with scale format and
ght a format. which would

ly and would have the
negative valence. Our

f five boxes using simple
erstood across cultures

2 Readers desiring a copy of the full instrument should
write to the author,
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The selection of polar adjectives to characterize the
opposite ends of the scales also proved to be problematic and
important. The theoretical statement that best. represented our
intentions was a scale running from "nourishing" on one end to
"insulting" on the other. We conceived of an individual living
in an environnent in which he receives nourishing or insulting
stimuli, The total of such stimuli for a given individual, sum-
med algebraically, might constitute a statement of his environ-
mental quality. Unfortunately, the terms "nourishing" and "in-
sulting" were not readily understood by some respondents and had
to be abandon d, We experimented with several other polar ad-
jectives, such as good � bad; pleasing � displeasing; satisfying

dissatisfying; etc. We finally settled on "pleasing" and
"displeasing" as polar adjectives because they were fairly close
to our initial conceptualization of nourishing and insulting and
also were readily comprehended by respondents from all kinds of
backgrounds.
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TABLE I

Items included in the quality of environment module

I Variety of wildlife  birds, animals, etc.! in your community
2 Natural outdoor recreation  skiing, hiking, swimming, fishing, picnicking, camping,

ctc. I
3 Unspoiled nature
4 Quality of the water we use for recreation  swimming, boating, etc.! around here
5 Qu ility of water used in your household
6 Level of cleanliness of the air around here on most days
7 Ovt rail weather  climate! for this area: consider the weather for the whole year
8 Toliography  flatness or hilliness, lakes and rivers! of the land around here
9 Relations ainong groups  racial, religious, political, ethnic, class! in your community

IO Tht overall mood of your community � community feeling or spirit
I I Level of excitement in your community  exciting places to go!
I2 Job opportunities around herc  general job market � not just for you personally!
I3 Freedom you have to live where you want
14 Freedom you have to move or advance from job to job or class to class
15 Ediicational opportunities around here
16 Public information media  from newspapers, radio, TV, etc,!
17 Products available in your community
18 Foi>d available around here
19 Medical care in your community
20 Thc level of crowd in!t in your residential ne~borhood
21 isolation of your community
22 IVI'.n-made environment I buildings, landscaping, roads, etc,! around here
23 Th: collective transportation system  mass transport or public transport! in your

Coll!munity
24 Th. collective transportation system  mass transport or public transport! for long

dis'.ance travel
25 Th level of traffic congestion in your community
26 Ph isicaI conditions of the environment where you work  indoors and outdoors!
27 Ph >sicaI conditions of the environment where you go to school  indoors and out-

do'!rs!
28 Re,ations with fellow workers
29 Convenience for getting to other important places  for example, to work, to shop,

etc ! from your home
30 Relations with your neighbors
31 Meehan ical helpers in your home  electrical appliances, tools, etc.!
32 Se< urity of your home
33 Beauty of your home
34 Comfort of your home
35 Privacy in your home
36 Nc ise level in the home setting
37 Pualicservices:

t:lectricity
telephone
I tas
t!arbage collection
l!ostal system
l>ublic water system
1!olice protection
tire protection
i,ewage disposal
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Anothe:- basic part of our developmental plan was to carry
the instrurnen = development process through several iterations of
conceptualizirrg, operationalizing, pretesting, analysis of pre-
test results, and reconceptualizing. The instrument was carried
through at le,rst four iterations  though it is sometimes diffi-

cult to tell where one iteration ends and another begins! of
development o rex a four-month period. The data analysis from

these simple pretests was necessarily fairly superficial. To
obtain more e Laborate data, the instrument was tried out on ap-
proximately t!rree hundred persons in a sizable pilot study and a
much more ext.nsive analysis of data has been performed. On the
basis of that analysis we are in a position to recommend further

consolidation and shortening of the instrument, though we are
pleased with .:he basic format and wording of the scales.

Em irical Examination of the ualit of the Instrument

piLot study was conducted in Erie County  the county
Buffalo, N. Y.! and Hamilton County  in the Adiron-
o E New York State! . The counties were chosen to

imam contrast in physical and environmental conditions
tu iy was designed to provide a thorough field testing
ar"h instruments that we had been developing. Space

do not allow me to develop fully here the findings
ilot study.

The

surrounding
dack region
provide max

The pilot s
of the rese

limitations
from that p

By and large, we are pleased with the performance of the
environmental quality module. It produced reliable and valid
data. It showed clear life-style differences between the popu-
lations of the two counties. It showed that even though people
in the two counties had different life � style preferences, per-

sons living in Hamilton County generally got more of what they
wanted out of life than did people in Erie County. The instru-

3
thorough statement of the pilot study f inding

spect to the environmental quality module, and
tion of how well the instrument worked, can be

"Perceptions of Environmental Quality" by Leste
and Robert Sahr, Social Indicators Research, Vo

Spring 2975, pp. 397 � 438.

s with re-

an examina-

found in

r Milbrath
lume 1,
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The importance scale also had to be carefully worded. A
simple scale .-unning from very important to not important at all
had the disad rantage that pretest respondents tended to score
nearly every Ltem as very important; this was to be expected
since we had already selected out. for inquix'y those items that
we considered to be most important. In order to "stretch" the
scale we added a box labeled "absolutely essential". This tac-
tic worked we.L1 in that only a relatively few elements were jud-
ged as absolu:ely essential by most respondents. Figure I illus-
trates how th< stimuli were visually presented to the respondent.
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FIGURE I
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Usefulness of This A proach

The ervi.rorrmental quality module was showrr in the pilot
study to bc ve:.y effective for comparing environmental quality
elements across communities. It would be equally valuable for
comparisor1. ac:-oss time for the same community. The instrument
i- sufficicntlr simple and unculture � bound that it could be used
for valid comp,lrisons across national cultures. A very impor-
tant feature o the instrument is its ability to show qaps be-
tween the impo -tar1'e that people assign to an element and the
qua11 ty t hat tlley I1e rce ive for that cl Omen t. This is a - lear
signal to publi.c policymakers that those environmental eLements
with wide gals should be giverr priority for improvement. Valid-
ity check:, conductc.d in the pilot study showed that these gaps
are reflect:cd .n priority assignments.
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SOME J ACTORS IN ENVIRONMENTAL PREFERENCE

Prof. Roger S. Ul rich
Department o f Geography
University of Delaware

Abstract

Recent research has identified a number of variables that.
relate to human information processing capacities and are
present in both natural and urban visual environments.
Underlying this vein of research is the view that humans are
profoundly moiivated to acquire visual information about their
environment; in this perspective, preference is related to the
informational characteristics of environments. The variables
thus far identified fall into two general categories: Cl! those
affecting the case with which a scene can be identified or
grasped, and �! those which convey to the observer a sense
that additional information could be gained by entering the
scene,

The present paper evaluates the effectiveness of these
variables in terms of the data from several studies. The
studies, which utilized subjects living in Michigan and
Delaware, encompass both natural and urban landscapes. The
results generally support the efficacy of the variables in
predicting preference for visual environments. Findings are
also reported from a study using Swedish subjects which suggests
support for the effectiveness of the variables in a cross-
cultural context.

Editors' note: Unfortunately, a full text was unavailable
when these proceedings went to press.
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RE ;REATIONAL USE OF THE COASTAL ZONE: EFFECTS
OF ~ING AND DEVEIOPtKNT

Dr, E. Glenn Carls
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Abstract

There is ~r~ evidence that esthetic factors, such as the number of
people sharing a beach or marina design, have an important influence an
choice of recreatian facilities and aver-all user satisfaction. The limits
of tolerance are not precisely known, but people tend to select those
places with lmer levels of crawding and develoIxnent. In many areas of
high use and dhLring seasans of peak recreation use, the conflict of provid-
ing a quality recreation experience to greater numbers of people has
produced a severe managarent dilenma. The need to optimize us=r satisfact-
ion and resource use has led to the adoption of new management practices
such as restricted use, controlled access, and reservatian systans. Addi-
tianal knee/,e of user groups and their capacity to tolerate various
levels of use >rill imprave approaches to planni~, design and management
of shoreline recreation resaLLrces .

The campet:ition for shoreline use, especially in the revere densely pop-
ulated urban areas, has put a premi~ an the availability of bathing beaches,
boating facilities, and other facilities for marine recreation. Along with
decreased opportunities for expanding the number and size of areas for rec-
reation, there has been a continuing increase in the demand for exi.sting
sites. The net, effect has been overcrowding and the canstruction of parking
lots, bath hou,es, boardwalks, marinas and other facilities that frequently
detract fromm tl'ie natural character of the coastal landscape. These condi-
tions lead natLLrally to questions related to the esthetic imnact of these
an recreation users' area preferences.

In. recreat.ian, tom problem has always been to measure crusntitativel
those variable that are litative in nature. Ny colleagues m.t a per~t
for the empirical way of i e smi e skeptically when I argue for the study
of beauty and lippiness as carqanents of the recreation experience. Even
so, and understanding tao well the ancient and incantravertible antagonism
between science. and metaphysics, I believe that these are the ultimate end-
points of aur professional enterprise.

A former classmate of mine, flushed with enthusiasm by his graduation
and anancipatic~ from graduate school, ance proposed the canstruction of a
recreatian "price list" whereby dollar values would be assigned to various
forms of recre-tian experience, While nane of us were entirely certain of
his method, the. impression was that through s~ form of statistical alchemy
s~mning would turn out to be worth sanething like a dollar sixty-five a day.
Pres~bly, adjustments would be made for off seasan rates, weekly specials
and fire sales. After a cansiderable period of effort and scare frankly un-
civilized criticism fran his associates and former friends, the project was
abandoned in a state of intellectual prostration.
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As fruitless as this exercise turned out to be, it was, nonetheless, a
response to the cost-benefit gytx~tics of the Axmy Corps of Engineers and
the enviraraa ntalist's lamintation, 'Krv can you put a dollar value on a
sunset?" The rational respanse is, of course, that we shauldn't try. But
the question af beauty and happiness as part of the recreation experience
persists, and we are finding that they can be studied pragmatically through
an understanding of hmen values, perceptians and preferences.

The Recreation Landsc e

The recreation landscape, in this case the coastal zone, consists of a
set of identifiable and measurable variables. In the past few years, several
good efforts have been made to quantifyesthetic features of landscapes. Not-
able ~ thes are investigations by Elwood L, Shafer and his associates
�969! and by Luna B, Leopold �969! . In the first case, Shafer divided
landscape photographs into zones consisting of sky, several levels of vege-
tation and non-vegetation, and three kinds of water--streams, waterfalls and
lakes . By determining the preferences of people for variaus landscape scenes,
he was successful in isolating those landscape variables that contribute most
to user preference.

Leopold defines esthetic quality not so arch in terms of user prefer-
ence as in the jni ~ess of a landscape resource. By evaluating selected
physical factor-., s as river width and depth, factors related to biology
and water quality  e.g., water color and turbidity!, and a third set of
factors related to human use and interest  e,g., trash and littering!, he
was able to ranjc order river valleys on the basis of their uniqueness. The
ratianale that underlies this system, as stated by Leopold, is that, "Land-
scape that is usque either in a positive or a negative way is of rare sig-
nificance to so iety than ane that is c~."  Leopold, 1969, p. 40! .

Both of th se systems rely heavily an the presence or absence of
natural landscape characteristics and the availability of desired resource
endo<its. My awn interests lead vm to ask questians about people and man-
induced canditi<~ as "un-natural' canponerxts of the landscape and the effect
of these an the satisfaction derived fan outdoor recreation activity. The
basis for this interest lies primarily in the observation that the factors
which have cant ~buted to the increase in darend for outdoor recreation--

creased leis<r-e, inccme and mobility among others--are also respansible
for a general increase in the levels of' crowding and development of outdoor
recreation facilities,

These conditions of crowding and development are especially compelling
in the coastal zane where recreation supply is best and mast rraaningfully
measured in terrt<s of length rather than area. The coastal zone is a x'igidly
limited resaurc< but ane that is desperately sought for recreational use.
The most heavil r used public beaches in the United States are those within
a two hour driv< of a metropolitan center, with increasing use closer to
the city.  Out<bar Recreatian Resaurces Review Caxoissian, No. 0, 1962.!
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What thi; means in a place like New York's Long Island or Florida's
Miami Beach i.; that virtually every foot of the shoreline is in the prize
use zane, An<I those of you who have wi~ssed the process know that when
suburban man hits the beach he cannot resist building his castles in the
sand ta say nothing of hot dog stands, boardwalks, cabanas and parking lots.

In a stwcty of people and man-induced conditions as units of recreation
landscapes a@el the effect of these an user preference, I arrived at three
major findirg..  Carls, 1974.! Althaugh the study was conducted in the
Midwest, about as far fran an ocean as you can get in North America, the
findings are relevant to the coastal zone, and they will serve as a focus
for the remainder of this discussion.

The Desirabili of Water

In the first place, it was found, to the surprise of no ane, that
water is a highly desired attribute of the recreation landscape. This fol-
lows one of Q..e major findings of the Outdoar Recreation Resources Review
Commission, reported in 1962, also pointing to water as a focal point for
outdoor recreation activity. These results have been supported repeatedly
in subsequent investigatians, and it scans to make little difference whether
the activity depends directly an the availability of water or not.

In a study of canyground use in Minnesota's Superior Natianal Forest,
U. S. Forest Service researchers found that seventy-seven percent of all
campers wantec waterfrant campsites. Of that graup, over ninety percent
said they wanted to camp by the shoreline because of the view it offered.
 Lime, 1971, p. 13! The esthetic force of water seems to~just as strang
whether the activity depends directly an water for participation or is sixnply
enhanced by its nearness.

The Effects of Pe le

The second maj or finding of my study showed that as the number of peo-
ple in a landscape scene increased, preference for that scene decreased.
In comparing scenes with no people and those with only a few people--a family
group, for example--the reductian in preference was minimal. As the neer
of people increased to obviausly crowded condition, however, the decrease
in preference was both pronounced and statistically significant.

In a separate study of recreation behavior and the site characteristics
of beaches, Hecock �970! faund that an escape fran crowds was a reason fre-
quently given by respatxIent for selecting ane beach over another. In Rhode
Island, Spaulding �973, p. 14! found similar results. Hecock also faund,
however, that teenagers preferred beaches where their peers were located, and
we are led irreversibly to the canclusian that the preferred alternative to
crawling is not necessarily the absence of all people.

Kn is a territorial creature, respand~ endlessly to changes in avail-
able space and the intensity of outside stimulation. Edward T. Hall, author
of The Hidden '.3imension, observes that, "Man's feeling about being properly
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oriented in space runs deep. Such knowledge is ultimately linked to survival
and sanity. To be disoriented in space is to be psychotic."  Hall, 1970,
p, 17! In terms of recreational use of the coastal zone, we transform this
concern for mental health into questions of user satisfaction and quality
of the leisure experience.

It would be wrong to conclude that no people is a preferred condition,
As our knowledge increases, we will find that the need for personal space
varies fran t~ to time, fran location to location, and fry person to per-
son. To cite Pulitzer Prize ~r and Professor ~tus of Rockerfeller
University, Rene Dubos:

"Little is bum concerning the density of population or the inten-
sity of stizUlation that is option in the long run for the body
and the mine. of man. Crowding is a relative term. The biologi-
cal significance of population density must be evaluated in the
light of th» past experience of the group concerned, because this
experience conditions the manner in which each of its members
responds to the others as well as to environmental stimuli and
trauma."  Ijubos, 1970, p. 207.!

Recognizing the potential effects of crowding, the task is to examine in de-
tail the nature;md dimension of the problem. Are urban dwellers, because
of their greater conditioning to high density living, more tolerant of
crowded beaches than people who live in rural areas? Do surf fishermen need
axrre space alan charter boat fishermen, and are fishermen, in general, less
tolerant of crating than sos? These suggest a whole carplex of hypo-
theses that invit e study in an attempt to better utilize the recreation po-
tential of the c~>astal zone.

The Effects of Devel t

Finally, my s~iy showed a negative relationship between landscape pre-
ference and the wcidence of man-induced conditions or, broadly speaking,
development. Development, like crowding, has a variable effect on preference,
Developments tha:: conform to the natural character of the landscape and can-
tribute to the recreational use of an area do not reduce preference in any
consistent way. In fact, hiking trails, boating facilities, picnic tables,
mewed fields and the like may enhance preference. Tt was found, however,
that major departs from the natural landscape and developments that did
not contribute to the recreational amenities of the area, such as industrial
or carrmercial de'relopment, had a major effect in reducing preference and
presumably user,satisfaction.

There are gtoup differences in responses to development, and it is in-
teresting to not in this context the findings of two Northwestern Univer-
sity researchers in a study of Lake Michigan beaches. They found two groups
with distinct beach preferences, The first and largest group was attraced
to scenic beaches with trees, natural vegetative growth and no crowds. The
second and small r group actually preferred city swirrrrnng beaches, and they
were more sensitive to sand quality and the attractiveness of surrounding
buildings. This group was not bothered, hcmever, by crowding or the lack of
vegetation,  Peterson and Neman, 1969 , p. 237.!
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We do not understand clearly why s<xre developments are perceived as
rustic and therefore desirable backdmps to the recreatian experience while
others are seen as shabby and undesirable. Neither do we know or under-
stand differen.es in taste that may exist between various user and activity
groups. In both cases, ~ver, our approaches to praviding recreation
services will be improved with additional information.

licatians for P ' and ement

What does all of this mean in terms of planning and managing the coastal
zone for recre,xtional use? It rreans, in the first place, that we can expect
a cantinLung gtawth in the demand for coastal recreation areas and facilities.
On Long Island, the most popular autdoar recreation activity is mArrrnixg,
and a simple a cretian in populatian will produce a substantial new demand
for sw ink~ f.abilities. Based on projectians made by the New York State
Office of Parks and Recreatian �972!, the forecast calls for a half million
new mrizmers f cern New York City by the year 1990 and another 800,000 fran
borg Island. i4dd to this the expected growth in sport fishing and boating,
and the prospects are staggering.

Secondly, and finally, it means that planners and managers of coastal
recreation are.~ will have to be more sensitive to the nature and quality
of the recreat.ian experience, including the effects of crowding and develop-
ment. Having spent sweltering August weekend days both in the Branx and at
Janes Beach, I would have to say that Jones Beach is a better bet. Nonethe-
less, sitting i 1baw-to-elbmr and blanket-to-blanket with my back against a
parking lot M s not score very high on my index of user satisfaction.

The day is gane when the solution to every recreation problan was to
add another pa. k. New park acres are nan-existant on the most intensely
used shoreline:; and usually too far away frcm the peaple who need them treat
where they do insist. The need is clearly for greater izmovation in using
what we already have and providirg high quality, satisfying recreation act-
ivity.
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Ab s tract

The gro»» m<lrphology of an estuary is initially employed to identify
static vi. ual. attributes. Two aspects of change are discussed as they relate
to visual character: long-term evolution and the tidal cycle, Static and
dynamic. attributes of an estuary combine to produce a legible image through
patterned comple>.ity.

As wc begin to look at the coastal zone more closely in terms of visual
analysis, we' ll be asking questions about the attributes of each of the various
features: bluffs, beaches, rocky headlands, estuaries. This paper advances
some preliminary notions about the visual character of estuaries. Being new
to the field of visual analysis, but having had some experience with estuaries,
I was struck by the fact that most landscapes are treated as static forms.
'I'o see the estuary as static is perhaps to overlook its most fundamental attri-
bute, that of ch;age. So in this paper, I will first identify some static
aspects of estuaries. Then, I will discuss what I consider to be some rele-
vant ideas about the ~dnamic qualities as they are manifested in visual char-
acter. By "dynastic" l simply mean the capacity for ~chan e.

The Mo holo ic Units of an Estua as Princi al Visual Com onents

The estuary or lagoon has three morphologic units. These units can be
justified using tiologic, hydrologic or visual criteria. They are  i! the
intertidal marsh,  ii! the mudflat, and  iii! the channel  Fig. 1!.

The Intertical Marsh: From the line of Mean High Water  on the Pacific
Coast, Mean IIigher of High Water!, down to the lower edge of intertidal vege-
tation we find several plant communities lying side-by-side in clearly dis-
cernible zones determined mostly by elevation and tidal submergence. The
upper boundary, between the intertidal marsh and the adjacent terrestrial  or
"high marsh"! vegetation, is not well delineated often showing a "diffuse"
edge  the visual terminology used herein is from Litton, et al., 1974!.
Within the marsh the boundaries between communities are either "digitate" or
"butt." These fairly clear lines of demarcation are due to the physiology of
the dominant species, especially with respect to salt tolerance and the
ability ta withstand submergence.

'I'he most important visual consideration in the marsh is the distinction
between those estuaries with a predominately Salacornia marsh as opposed to
those with a ~S aItina marsh. In many of the world's estuaries, the marsh is
dominated by the low pickleweed, Salicornia. This is a matted, bunchy cover.
By contrast the fields of tall cordgrass, ~S artina, undulating in the shore
breeze present an entirely different visual display  Fig. 2!.
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The Mudflats. The unvegetated zone lying between the marsh and the
channel can be caIl d mudflat or tidal flat. At first encounter, one could
easily mistake this zone for a visually barren component of the estuary. Yet
much of the action takes place here. Loaded with benthic organisms, the mud-
flat becomes a supermarket for shorebirds. They t'ake worms and ghost shrimp
from the mud as the tide goes out and cull young fish from the first incoming
waters of the flood tide. Furthermore, this is the zone of active marsh inva-
sion, the region wh=re fingers of vegetation reach out to claim the rich sub-
strate.

The Channels. The remaining portion of the estuary below the Mean Low
Water  on the Pacific coast, Mean Lower of Low Water! line can be termed
"channel." At low tide these winding incisions in the estuary bottom will
still be full of water, There is a complex of tributary channels technically
lying above the MLW elevation that, together with the main channels, consti-
tute the estuary's circulatory system. The complete network forms a sinuous
branching pattern that is one of the estuary's more predominant visual charac-
teristics, While some of the channels may shift their location fram year to
year, the pattern is essentially a permanent one, And, it is given visual
emphasis by the galleria of shorebirds waiting along the channel banks on each
incoming tide to pluck the first precocious fish from the shallow waters.

Chan es in Ma halo and Visual Character Durin Estuarine Evolution

The life cycle of an estuary begins when a coastal depression is flooded
by rising sea levels. Its ontogeny is complete when, under stable sea level
conditions, the embayment is filled with sediments. How long does this take?
Sea levels began their rise at the end of the last glaciation some 10-IS thou-
sand years ago. During the time of general sea-level stability beginning 2-3
thousand years ago, estuaries have grown more and more "mature" as they evolve
to coastal meadows,

During the period of man's habitation of the watersheds and littoral
zones of the world's estuaries, sedimentation rates have increased somewhat
due to land use. Cenerally speaking, as long as sea levels remain roughly
what they are today, and there is no evidence that they will not, we will see
many estuaries and lagoons entering the last phases of their life within the
next 50-100 years. In some cases, the speed with which they grow old will be
influenced by man--increased in some cases, decreased in others. This section
will suggest some changes in morphology, and visual character during an estu-
ary's life cycle, but will not be concerned with visual changes after extinc-
tion when an estuazy becomes a coastal meadow and terrestrial succession
begins.

During the life cycle the mast visible changes will be the creation of
extensive mudflats, the constrictian of channels and the expansion of marsh
finally spilling irto the channels to c!og the circulatory system with vege-
tation. Wie can refine this picture and speak in more specific terms appro-
priate for the caa tal planner, the question being: Can changes in the morpho-
logic composition «f an estuary have predictable visual consequences.

Visual consequences of morphologic change can be termed "direct" and
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"indirect." The direct consequences will be the changes in the relative
extent  the area.. ratio! of the three morphologic units, The indirect conse-
quences will fol:.ow upon these direct changes in the form of changing specia-
tion and numbers of visible biota  birdlife, primarily! resulting from changes
in the lower strata of their food chain, the non-visible organisms inhabiting
each morpholgic unit. I have just begun to approach the problem of character-
izing morphologic evolution  Rowntree, 1973! and have not yet developed a
satisfactory method for extrapolating to changes in the food chain.

Present Mo~r iholo ic Status of Estuaries. In order to get some perspective
on the present state of estuaries, we can divide them up into simple Davisian
categories of "Youth," "Maturity," and "Senescence"  Table I!. For illustra-
tive purposes, I' ve done this with some California estuaries using the simple
criterion of percentage of total estuarine area classified as "water." The
raw data for Table 1 were taken from an unpublished survey of coastal wetlands
in California. 'Ihe acreage estimates were made from air photos by the Depart-
ment of Fish and Game and I should point out that the definition of "water"
does not conform to my definition of "Channel," However, the tidal stages in
these photos were roughly the same from one estuary to another so the data
will suffice for our purposes.

Because our objective is to suggest visual attributes of estuaries in
different stages of evolution, we' ll forego any discussion of the true geo-
morphic status though this is an intriguing problem in itself. In Table 1,
the most "youthful" estuaries have a high percentage of' water and a low per-
centage of both mudflat and marsh. They are seen primarily as water bodies by
the observer. At the other extreme, Elkhorn Slough near Monterey is 97% marsh
and categorically in the late stages of senescence. Viewing this estuary from
the perimeter road one would see only a flat plain entirely covered by low,
greyish Salicornia marsh. The banks of the channels are steep as they have
been stabilized by vegetation and tend to be undercut during tidal flow.
Between the extremes of early youth and late senescence many visual combina-
tions exist. Humboldt Bay has a very high areal ratio of mudflat to marsh
even though I' ve classed it as being in late maturity.  This points up the
need to weight the initial criterion--percent water--with some factor repre-
senting the ratio of mudflat to marsh.! There the marsh does not seem to be
expanding rapidly and the gross visual character is relatively stable. The
high ratio of mudflats to marsh predominates in mature and senescent estuaries
 with only one exception!, according to Table 1. In the youthful category, the
opposite is true for the Klamath and Smith River estuaries  more marsh than
mudflat! but not for San Francisco Bay which has had a significant area of
marsh reclaimed far salt evaporation ponds.

visual character =an be approached in another way, by watching an estuary
change over time. Redfield �972! did this for the Barnstable Marsh on Cape
Cod but his time Frame is 3 thousand years. This gives us a good picture of
long term changes. Using a shorter time span, I reconstructed as best as
possible morphologic change at Bolinas Lagoon in California. Figure 3 shows how
the lagoon change1 during a period of slightly more than 100 years, Table 2
indicates that there wasn't much change in the areal ratio of the morphologic
units comparing 1359 with 1969. The lagoon got smaller, just as at Barnstable,
but the relative «xtent of marsh, mudflat, and channel is much the same in
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1969 as it was in 1854.  Note that the 1969 percentages for Bolinas Lagoon
differ between Tab]e 1 and Table 2.!

It must be explained, however, that Bolinas Lagoon is somewhat of a
special case. Lyir.g on the San Andreas Fault, I believe the lagoon was
"rejuvenated"  set back in its evolution! when, during the 1906 San Francisco
earthquake, the Ia~;oon muds were compacted and the elevation of the lagoon
bottom was depressed. By looking at the sequence of morphologic change
depicted since the earthquake by the 1929, 1939, and 1969 surveys, however,
we might get a picture of "normal" evolution, The marsh unit has expanded,
during these thirtl years, from 6R to 13d< of the total area of the estuary.
The area of mudflat has increased at the expense of the channel unit from 58".
in 1929 to 70'e in J 969. Marsh expansion has not been able to keep up with the
creation of mudflats.

At Bolinas Lagoon one would expect to see in the next 25-50 years the
area of channel rerraining stable, the marsh expanding to produce a concomitant
decrease in the area of. bare mudflat. This is the picture for one estuary.
In order to predict morphologic change in another estuary we would have to
know I.i! it's present stage of evolution,  ii! how much sediment is being
deposited in the estuaxy and where, and  iii! the species of marsh vegetation
acting as primary invaders. The stage in evolution is simple to calculate
from a good set of air photos and it is quite helpful to have historical sur-
veys in order to set the present morphologic state in its proper historical
sequence. Sedimentation rates are very difficult to come by and involve a
series of surveys <>f the estuary's bottom done over a number of years. Even
with these data, sedimentation rates may change as a result of changes in land
use, natural erosion rates, or the hydraulics of sediment transport. Thus,
gaining an underst rnding of the changing visual character of an estuary
requires both an irrterest in historical morphology as well as the capacity to
monitor estuarine I!rocesses from year to year.

T~he Ex and~in Marsh

Resulting Charrges in Birdlife. For a given estuary, with a given number
of acres to divide among three morphologic units, the more marsh, the less
mudflat. Unfortunately, the mudflat is where the food is for the medium sized
and smaller shorebirds  Fig. 4!. They are primarily diggers. The swarms of
Sandpipers, aggres: ive ir'illets, Dowitchers, Dunlins, and Oystercatchers are
squeezed out as thi: ratio of marsh to mudflat increases, The mudflat is also
a stage of prime v Lsibility, a dance floor on which the trophic ballet is
repeated with each tidal cycle. In the last stages of evolution when the
marsh abuts the estuarine channels, those smaller birds that still inhabit the
estuary wi !.1 be hi iden from view. The large birds--Herons, Egrets, and Cranes--
have the capacity r.o remain with an estuary after the mudflat unit has dis-
appeared !Fig. 5!. They can stand knee-deep in the channels and feed, though
they too will often be hidden from view as the channels become narrow and
constricted,

The primary Colonizers. The kind s! of plarrts irrvading the bare mudflat
help to determine the visual character of the estuary in both static and
dynar!!ic terms. In both respects, the major distinction is between two common
invaders, de!!corn!a  !stckleweed! and ~dartina  cordtrass! . On the west coast
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of England, Salicornia is the dominant colonizer. Along the English Channel
~S artina  the aggressive hybrid, S. townsendii! has within several decade»
changed the visusl character of a large number of estuaries. S artina foliosa,
a cousin of the European species, actively expands onto the lower elevations
of selected California estuaries  Fig. 2! . S artina alterniflora covers the
marsh in estuaries along the Atlantic,and to a lesser degree on the Gulf coast
of the United States  this species is also prevalent on the east coast of
South America and in the English Channel!. Smarting is generally absent from
the estuaries of Oregon and Washington.

There is a marked visual difference between marshes boasting the tall
�-5 feet!, wheat-like ~gart na and those having a low �-10 inches! mat of
Salicornia  Fig. 6!. The thick, shiny-leafed cordgrass undulates in the shore
breeze, presents a cIear edge to adjoining communities and to the bare mudflat.
It browns in winter whereas the pickleweed remains a greyish-green. A common
display is of circular groves of cordgrass standing amongst the extensive
pickleweed mat or along the lower edge of the mat in a distinct band 10-20
yards wide. These are the static attributes of ~S artina and Salicornia communi-
ties. What about the dynamic aspects.

It is my contention that ~gart ca is the more aggressive colonizer and
once it is introduced to an estuary we expect to see rates of morphologic
change increase there. The cordgrass is able to withstand longer periods of
tidal submergence, consequently it extends itself farther down on the mudflats
than the pickeweed. Like other pioneer vegetation, the cordgrass seems to
tht'ive on disturbance. It is common for Smarting to invade tidal channels
 Fig. 7! and thes: aggressive plants are often tom out by the rushing water
of a heavy rainstiirm occurring at low tide. If they are not removed in this
way, the cordgras.,-clogged channels are often dredged to restore the flushing
action of the estuarine circulatory system. In either case, the broken but
viable ~Sarttna rhizomes float off to sprout new colonies elsewhere, Many
estuaries in central and northern California, for example, have heretofore had
only moderate amounts of cordgrass, but these colonies are expanding and in
the near future w 11 probably dominate these landscapes.

The second t!rpe of change making the estuary a dynamic visual feature
takes place continuously and is cyclic. An observer may have in his mind the
image of an estuary as a placid body of water. Confronting the estuary in
reality he may be disappointed to find at low tide what looks like a drained
reservoir. To vi.;ually characterize the estuary as a body of water is simply
a technical error. As shown by the tide curves in Figure 8, the estuary is
full only 20". of the time and empty only 20'4 of the time. During flooding or
ebbing  "midstage" in Fig. 8!, the mudflats, as mentioned before, are teeming
with birdlife. TJ us, to overlook the visual attributes of a half-filled estu-
ary is to neglect the most common as well as the richest stage of its tidal
cycle.

The Tides as a Unif in Medium. In the tidal cycle we can find a solu-
tion to the old c<tnflict between visual complexity and visual unity, Litton,
et al. �974! ides tifies three critical aesthetic criteria for the evaluation
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of environmental stimuli: unity, vividness and variety. "Unity is that con-
cern or expression whereby parts are joined together to a coherent and sin-
gle harmonious unit"  p. 105!, But, he goes on to say, "Variety does have a
potential conflict with unity"  p . 107! unless there can be found some cohesion
in diversity.  As others have, I shall use the terms "variety," "diversity,"
and "complexity" synonymously to denote the array of elements in a landscape
display ! To see unity in a static. landscape, the observer must infer some
degree of structural cohesion or coherence among the parts. To see unity in
the dynamic landscape of the estuary, the observer witnesses the repeated link-
ing of morphologic units by tidal action. These units are the visible compon-
ents of the estuarine system. Tidal flow is the dynamic medium that unifies
them by immersion. This unifying process is given visual elaboration by the
action of shorebirds at each tidal stage. As the incoming tide begins to join
channel with mudflat, mudflat with marsh the diggers scurry about poking in
the mud for worms and small crustaceans while the egrets and herons stand in
deeper water and wait for fingerlings. As the birds flutter back and forth
between channel, marsh and mudflat the observer can with ease see the estuary
as an integrated whole comprised of distinct parts.

Because perception of unity in this sense is dependent on the emergent
qualities of a visual entity over time--rather than on the structural attri-
butes of static composition--one might rightfully ask, does the observer have
to sit through a six-hour tide change in order to perceive the unity thus des-
cribed? Admittedly, the degree to which unification of an estuary's parts is
comprehended by the viewer is determined by either how long he waits out the
tidal cycle or how much he knows about the role of the tides in estuarine
ecology. At Bolinas Lagoon, California, observers invested a significant
amount of time in the visual exploration of the lagoon, thus allowing them-
selves the opportunity to observe the tidal waters' "capacity to provide connec-
tion in the landscape"  Litton et alee 1974, p. 107! . Many viewers, on the
other hand, were observing the lagoon under constraints that were potential
barriers t.o comprehension, These were time constraints, limits to their
patience and interest, poor location for viewing, or problems with weather, to
name but a few. A public education program at the lagoon, supported by the
Audubon Society and a local community college was an important vehicle in over-
coming some of these barriers using indoor photographs with explanations of
estuary dynamics.

a Final Comment on ~Le ibilit

In his paper in this symposium, Roger Ulrich suggests that observers pre-
fer landscapes that display "ordered or patterned" complexity and show low
preference for those that display unordered or random complexity. Said another
way, landscapes with pattern are highly legible. If this is so, and the
supporting researcl certainly indicates that it is, then we must ask what con-
stitutes a pattern as opposed to a random display of information. I suggest
'that a pattern is: rec~onizable display; recoynizable in tltat. the visual structure
of the display is riot entirely new to the observer. This definition does not
require the observer to have previously viewed the structure in the specific
landscape context. tinder consideration, only that he be familiar with the funda-
mental attributes tlf the structure from previous experi ence.  This conforms
to the common definition of pattern as a form repeated and imitated in one or
moro contexts.! Lct me exemplify this using the case at hand.
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I' ve propos d above that the one thing that holds the parts of an estuary
together visuall! is the direct observation of the tidal cycle or, in the
absence of direct observation, an elementary understanding of the tidal cycle.
The weakness in this proposal lies with the fact that observers may not be
able, due to a nirmber of constraints, to perceive or comprehend the unifying
role of the tide: . Recognizing this weakness, then, we must be prepared to
fall back an the static features of the estuarine landscape in order to make
a case for the urrity of parts. This is where the idea of pattern, or patterned
complexity, becorres useful. The critical pattern imprinted on the static
estuarine landscape is the incised network of tidal channels that, from the
air, resembles a deciduous oak in winter. Whenever water flows over the sur-
face of the eartlr, this branched network is permanently etched on the land-
scape. And so it is in the estuary, But here we find it at a much smaller
scale than that  !f the river or watershed. This imbedded pattern visually
connects the comI!onent parts in a way that allows easy comprehension and does
not require the viewer to observe the action of the tides over a period of
time.

Returning tc the definition of "pattern," the branched structure is one
of the most commcn displays in nature. Therefore, due simply to its redun-
dancy it qualifies as a pattern. To coraprehend the unity of parts in an estu-
ary, one needs only to have previously comprehended the branching structure of
a tree, of root fibers, of a human circulatory system. Or, because the
branched structure has been replicated and idealized by artists, one need not
have had to see a tree. Merely to have observed the folk or commerci al art oF
iiomo ~sa iens, for over the centuries the branching pattern has become somewhat
~o an idealized form. Thus "patterned complexity" in this sense is the order-
ing or arrangement of landscape information into a structure that is easily
comprehended because that structure is not new to ones experience.
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Table l. Evolutionary Stage of California Estuaries

Mudflat Marsh

Acres R Acres

Water

Acres

YOUTH  �65 water!

er

co Bay

MATURITY �3-66% water!

ro

SENESCENCE  �3> water!

150 12;oon

er

tugh

Base data from Calif. Dept. Fish and Game, Coastal Wetland
Inventory, 1968-69,  unpublished!

Table 2. Mcrphological Elements of Bolinas Lagoon Expressed
as Acres and as Percent of Total Estuary Area, 1854-l969

Area of

Year ~La oon ChannelMudflats

Acres

Marsh

Acres Acres

150: 12

402 : 36

266 : 24

166 : 17

58

1854 1216

1929 1130

1939 I 96

1969 ~ 38

840 90

4,250 I 80
258,QQQ I 78

3,825 I 76

5,950 64

1,290 I 62
2,300 I 59

120 I 47
4,500 I 45

370 30

40 I 24

600 I 23
97 I

157 : 13

72: 6

88: 8

118 : 13

165 ~ 3
41,600 i 13

230 5

2,900 31

580 I 28

500 13

90 I 35
5,000 50

720 58

100 I 58

1,400 55

QI 0

909: 75

653 : 58

742 : 68

654 : 70

50 5

870 I 17
32,000 I 9

920 I 19

440 4

200 I 10
1,050 27I

45 I 18
500 I 5

30 I 18
575 I 22

2,840 97
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~Fi ure 1. leorphologic units of an estuary as pri.ncipal visual con-
ponents.  .l! Intertidal marsh, extending from right margin of photo-
graph, �! >fudflats, a rich substrate for feeding shore birds, �!
Channels, remain full of water even at low tide.
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Figure 2. Field of wheat-like Spartina  S. foliosa,
Bo]inas Lagoon, Marin County, California! colonizing
rnudflat and abutting channel is one of the principal
visual features of many estuaries.
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~pi ure 4. ghort-legged diggers rely primarily on the Mudflats
for food. These birds leave the estuary in its senescent state
when extensive mudflats no longer exist.

Figure 5. Long-legged Egrets, Herons, and Cranes can remain at
an estuary in its senescent state because they fish in the Channels
and rest .n the marsh, employing the Mudflat only minimally.
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F~i nre 6. Comparison of Salicornia  left! and ~S artina  right!.

vary in height depending on their location. Generally, ~S artina
alterniflora on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts is taller than S. foliosa
shoots shown l,ere,
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Flare 7. The aggressive ~gartina images channels of the
estuary, choking off the circulation of tidal water. Often,
these plants are tom from the channel bottoms during storms
and the broken rhizomes are deposited on bare mudflats else-
where to spring up again in profuse colonies. This appears
to be an important means of expansion for cordgrass.
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VISUAL QUALITY ASSESSMEXl' METHODS

INTRODUCTION

Dr. Thomas J. Nieman
School of Landscape Architecture

S.U.N.". College of Environmental Science and Forestry

The consideration of vi.sual quality as an important element in the planning
process is rapidly gaining support among planning agencies, consulting firms
and research institutions. While there has been considerable documentation of
efforts to appreci <te in a literary sense the visual aspects of the environment,
visual quality has not been a major consideration in policy planning,
Nonetheless, under the term "aesthetics", federal and local guidelines refer to
visual quality as a required consideration on an equal basis with economic,
social and envirorzmntal issues. Ae problem lies in that understanding visual
quality, much less objectively quantifying it, is at a much lower level of
sophistication than the other issues. As a result, policy planning ~s at best
inconsistant and leads to conflicts that further frustrate attempts to deal with
visual quality as a tangible element in the planning process.

One of the up; hots of the confusion is the adoption, through misunderstanding,
of cosmetic polici< s and implementation procedures, cg., putting fences around
junk yards and cleaning trash out of streams, etc., that whi.le better than
nothing are evens'ive and relatively short-termed. Concomitantly public opini.on
has demanded morc and Congress has responded with the National Environmental
Policy Act  Public Law 91-190, NEPA 1969! which requires the Environmental
Protection Agency 'o define a workable procedure for assessing visual quality
impact. Because ol. the paucity of available information and research no way
presently exists for establishing objective guidelines for application on a
uniform basis to vi.sual quality planning.

In recent years, basically since NEPA, serious attempts have been made to
quantify and qualify various aspects of visual quality so that they could he
utilized feasibly with economic, social, and environmental planning proposals.
While these have primarily been directed toward forestry, water resources,
highway programs, :onservation and preservation areas, and land use planning,
some studies deali:ig with coastal environments have been developed for the
California coastli.ie. Unfortunately the very dramatic natural landscapes and.
visual quality variables which bless the Cali.fornia coast and the west coast in
general are not fomd on most of the other coasts of the country. Thus, in
New York State we arc faced with the problem of developing workable objective
analytical methodologies that can relate to a far less exciting coastal landscape.

Our interests presently center on the development of methodologies that
relate to application, rather than basic research. They may be thought of as
tools to aid plann=rs and decision makers in their attempts to i.dentify and
maintain the visual quality of thc coastal area of their immediate concern.
Thcsc would hopefully allow their use on a level comparable with the better
known and >ore frequently utilized variables common to planning decisions. In this
vein methodologies for quantifying visual quality may be considered from two
perspectives: visual assessment and user preferences. Visual assessment is the
approach that planners or decision makers would utilize to evaluate visual
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quality so that the implications of environmental impacts or changes may be
better understood. User preference methodologies involve the evaluation of
user responses to certain landscapes and landscape settings. The goal of both
approaches however is to allow a more obj ective evaluation of visual quality so
that planners and decision makers will be in a better position to respond
positively to alternative planni.ng proposals that deal with the visual quality
of an area.

Some of the problems inherent in visual assessment and user preferences
involve the bias of thc administrator or designer of- the methods by which the
experience of the pubIic i.s somewhat guided b> the perception and attitudes of
the individual te t and the individuals administering the test. Questions
also arise as to the selection of samples of potential visual resource users
being evaluated. Varying the socio-economic status may lead to different
conclusions as to the quality of the visual resource in question. Bias also
comes into play ir. defining the physical attributes of visual quality. What
one designer may consider important another may disregard The range of
criteria offered to the evaluator for preference ranking may not bc
indicative of his actual preference. His sophistication in this situati.on
may be overestimated or underestimated, thus forcing a middle-of-the-road
response. As a result the evaluation becomes indicative of an average landscape
with average likes and dislikes being identified as areas of high or low visual
preference. The impli.cation of these and other similar problems is that more
objective and rigorous techniques should be developed so that effective
evaluations become the rule rather than the exception.

One observation in relation to these approaches is that, for all practical
purposes, they are still theory. While many have been tested and have been
replicated, the results have not been applied to real life planning situations.
'I'hey have been suggested as approaches to take and results to consider but they
have not been proc ssed i.nto the comprehensive planning procedure. In cases
where this attempt has been made the results have not been processed through
the implementation procedure nor have they stood the scrutiny of numerous review
procedures. While almost everyone agrees that visual quality is an important
aspect of the planzing process, few have been successful in gaining its
acceptance on a par with economic, social and environmental concerns.

In thc papers that follow, problems of the nature presented above are
addressed, although the authors readily admit their dissatisfaction with the
results. It i.s encouraging to note however that attempts to quantify variables
previously considered unquantifiable are being made. The subjective approach is
grudgingly giving way to the objective approach and bias is being reduced.
The attitude is positive and the indication is that in the near future we will be
able to evaluate in a reasonably objective marner the visual quality of any
particular piece o identifiable physical environment.
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THE WATER'S EDGE � VISUAl, 'I'ENSION ZONK

Prof. R. Burton litton,,Jr.
Department of Landscape Architecture

University of California, Berkeley

Abstract

Cer tain dilemma; and communications hurdles conf r onting
research in landscape aesthetics are posed in a prologue.

High potentials for both visual quality and impacts repre-
'ent tension in the coastal zone. A physical inventory concept
is suggested u ] ng three visual element ": �! Shore edge types,
�! Inshore lans scapula, �! Connective corridors .

Pr olo .ue: Dilemmas and Communications

Before turr.ing to the direct subject of this paper, I should
like to comment on some of the dilemmas, both philo. ophic and se-
mantic, af fectir g all of us in the nebu] ous world of research in
"landscape aesthetics."

Whether' dealing with the visual quality of the seashore as a
r elatively speci fic ki nd of landscape or with the broad and unlimited
landscape, the teginning point is essentially that of aesthetics.
"Aesthet] cs" is defined a= a branch of philosophy concerned with
that which is beautiful in ar t and natur e. Physical things per-
ceived through the 'enses, awareness, r eaction, and appraisal are
the raw stuff of it. Discernment of quality is searched for through
te't ; judgment is involved. Theoretical linkage is sought between
human response and things which are held to be beautiful. Santayana
said � � Beauty is pleasure regarded as the quality of a thing."
 Santayana, 1955!. The definition is thus circular as aesthetic
judgment is tied to the beautiful; it is obtuse and abstract.
"Natural Beauty" as expressed during the l960's was never defined.
Perhaps we understood it, well enough. Now, however, with a ur-
pr isingly diver se gr oup of resear cher;,, administr ator s, planners,
and citizen" interested in the landscape as anaesthetic resour ce,
there are all kinds of chances that our communications � hence our
objective � may not be clear . In research, it is my opinion that
aesthet.ics constitute a blunt introduction for landscape analysis
and evaluation unless we take the utmost care to explain both our
limitation- and our,=;oal' . Geographers, geologists, sociologists,
psychologists, economists, planners, designer-., architects and
landscape ar'chitect' are engaged in landscape and open 'pace re-
search, Thi; l975 Conference on Visual Quality and the Coastal
Zone br ings ju. t such dif ferent. discipli nes together . We repr e-
sent the dichotomy of ar ts and science". To characterize our
cooperation in aesthptic terms, we are collectively diverse; but
we mu-t also b collectively unified. Because the landscape is
so varied and so large with our re earch effort so mode t in term"
of money:ind p~ ople, I hope we can maintain the toler ance that
now seems to exist among ourselves.
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One cnmmur<i;.at i ons gap may emerge as we < onsider "subjective"
ver -us "objectiv " criter ia for application t;n landscape evaluation.
As a landscape architect, my work ha- been based upon the physical
landscape which =an be seen. It seems that, the landscape is "ob-
jective" in it elf although my landscape inventory methods are
usually characterized as "subjective" � presumably because of
judgment.", made as an individual professional. Can objectivity
surface from subjective description and analysis if the procedure
is r:lear and accurate enough? Does it matter? I also find it
interesting that. de"igrter 's reaction" are often labeled "intuitive";
it would be mor e accurate to say t,hat a designer's r eact;ions are
conditinned by»is t. ield of knowledge � a field constituted par-
tially of design principles, percept;ion and aesthetics. Does a
scientist;'.-. react,ion avoid intuition because of his field of know-
ledge? Intuit.ion i' a par t nf each one of us. I presume all
reactions may be colored by intuition and in that sense cannot
wholly avoid subjectivity.

One nf the presently significant areas of landscape research
deals with user pr eferences � an examinat,ion of subjective opinions.
Scienti"t-,, such as geographers and psychologists, are studying
these sub |ective r eactions through application of objective analyt-
ical methods. Will the final results of such studie- produce
objective nr subject;ive criteria? Does it matter much as long as
the crit,eria are clear, logically constructed, and subject, to
scrutiny. I s<xggest we not waste much energy on the objective-
subjective dilemma; we could count.er it through re"earch teams
which span the diver.ities of our disciplines.

Phi osophically, th re are some trap" built into the premise
that someday wc may have a nice, neat system nf quantified values
for the l an<iscape . Throughout the < ultur e of man there has been
the development of aesthetic"- but, wit;hout any urgency for the
xccnmpanim<'nt nf a <luant i.ficat ion syste<r.. Some do p;ive very high
pr ior'.i t y tn a quality measur ement sy = tern for' the lands cape,but,

woul<3 <'uin the char aeter of our envir nnment i f from adopting
a. quantified evaluat;inn we protected only tho.e -cenic ar eas which
»ad tho di. tinct inn of high values. Or' what if quantified land-
:-;<:ap< va! u< s mer ely r epr esented me<ii ari values? In acco» dance wit»
t»e ae t»oti< '." itecion nf unity, as mu< h of tkie l nd cape' " beauty
i   ve 'ted in its ovo.r all int egrity � it;:- cnnnective fabr ic � as
ir< its n< «l<" n f di'- tinction. Noit'her <., «<;«e t ake a "i.atic view that
whatever w <iosi gnato now a- highly val uable may necessar ily serve
the value.' n  a futur e t ime. I am cnnvi need that «ri acceptable
quant i f'led system of scenic evaluation" will be a very long time
i nming, i f nv<.r, an i thai: then we shnuiri expect it to apply only
to mo-t "e-  ,r icted 'egments of our totai land'cape. Maintenance
of the landscape 's overall integrity is tn me the fundamental
goa k that. a.I 1 of us cou L<t adopt in what e ver means we u -e for r e-

earch. There i" room fnr all of u" in that endeavor.
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Vi"»al Tension Zone

Vis»al ten:.;ion or" the sea wat;er's edge comes from the meeting
of water, land, and sky. It i" difficult to consider water' and
its line agains', the earth in purely vi"ual and perceptual ways,
but that. restr i< tiorr wil.l be atterrrpte<i here. Ackrrowledgement of
unfathomable hursan response: to water i suggested in Loren Eisley s
well chosen wor<ts: "If ther e is magic on this planet � it i"
contained in water  Eisley, 1959! .

Distinctiorr lies in the difference between fluid water and
sol.id land � th<rugh land i anything but, .-olid in coastal places.
Visually the re .ati<>nship is vivid. It is much like a skyline,
character ized bi the changing contrast.s of light "ky above and
darker terrain below, Water, like the sky, has its own life of
infinately < hanging color s and movement. Brst water is perhaps
more tangible ttrarr the air above, it" c easeless motion ever chang-
ing at the shor e, always grrawing at the land junction. Sometimes
1and and water , oin together and are seen as one in color and plane.

Looking seaward, the Lands' edge and any man-made structures
there can bc. expected to show in sharp ciisplay; the simplicity of
the water -sky background becomes an ideal foil. This is a most
conspicuou" expression of' the figure-ground relationship.  Koffka,
1935!.

Thus the cc ast's visual tension zone is two fold: its land-
scape has highly visible contrasts, visual impact potentials for
man-made change- are similarly high. With the objective of holding
all possible qu-Iities of the varied coastal landscape, one of the
necessary 'teps will be 4o make an inventory of existing conditions
using vi.,ual elements .

Physical Inventcry: Visual Elements

Three visual element,: may be consider ed for coastal landscape
inventory u=e. They are �! Shor e Edge Type", �! Inshore Land-
s c apes, and   3! Connec.tive Corridors .

With t;he junction of .land and moving sea water having the
distirr< t ion of visual contr asts that capture o»r att'ent:ion, then
that edge must be the primary inventory element. The water edge
is the most limited part of the whole shore landscape � off shore
water' surface and land "urface Inshore represent the far greatest
<luantit.ative part or the total. What kinds of visual edges doe
a coa=t i<ave? How much of each? What do they look like � from
placid to vivid � and w»y? Where are they? liow do they hook up
with the Inshore la»d. cape'? For an exec I lent irrtr od»cti on to
certain of the" e que t iorr', see "Mi., cons in '.', Lake Superior Shor c-
lime"  X»~be and Dega, 196rl !; it inventories 1,55 mile;, of cont inuou
lake - tror e and ident If ies 1 ! shor e tvpes . The i 959 "Pac'i f i c Coast:
Recreation Area Survey" �700 mile" of coastline! is also of
interest for illustration of variou' edge types although on1y dis-
<.ontinuous segrrrcrrts ar<.' ide»t. i fied Lecause of llrrritinp reer eatlo»al
criteria used.  USDT, 1959!.
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Shore Edge Types:

At least five water-shore cross-section ed';e categories
-hould provide the beginning of a visual inventory. The hori-
zontal arrows suggest the visual cross-shore connection; vertical
arrows suggest the various edges p,enerally parallel with the water
margin.

J. Flat
with bea. h

2. Low Angle Slcpe
with beach

3. Steep Angle Slope
with k>each

Vertical Bluff

with korea; l>

Vertical B Luf f
no b 'ach
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From
acc 3unt r d
br oad and

are b«1 ] t

depth,  !!
and propo.
k!eteror,r no
cr'oss sec,.

those f ive a corrrpl x set of variations can then be
".or, iepending «pon whether th~ doc«mentation is to be
~", 'ocr'rl i zed or mor'e 1irrii ted and detailed. Var'i at i ons
up-.r> nodi f t ers,-uch as �! Of f shore lope and water

! e:-:«h war].k.  if any!,   <! S!ope � !~.luf f k:;r adient, height,
tier> to beach width,  ~l ! slope!bluff mater'ial: homogenous/

ar>d �! veLetatlon; types and relationships to the
1Url .
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A k though not suggest<- 6 i n the fi ve edge sections above,
another ba"ic. type might bc character ized a: vegetation � dom-
inated: as diverse as estaur'ine marsh grasse, set behind dune" or
beach pine crow<]inp a low bluff. Whatever the nature of the edge
type, the vi"ual inventory for landscape quality has the purpose
of ind i cati ng design at tr it>utes: contr asts  or lack ther ee>f ! of
color"-, I ines, sur face -, proportions, and scale; relationshi ps of
types to one another � linkages into planimetric configuration-,
orientations t > ligi>t, r elative visua] display as seen from both
of f- hor e ar]<1 ons horc v i ewing posi ti on:-;, Whi le a Rand" cape in-
ventor y has s i,-~r>i f i<.ant connections with both geological and veg-
etat,ion "ur vey.=,, ae"thetic qualities are not revealed directly
through scientific information but rather emerge from analysis of
design relationships.

Adjacent to the shore edge will be the Inshore Landscape. Its
character istic:. need parti cular scrutiny and design analys is. Thi s
area exer t. a crucial influence over the visual quality of the
whole coastal zone, either r einforcing or degrading the quality
of the main edge.

Inshore Landscape':

With the shore edge t.ypes accounted
in hor e landscap .: need to be recorded.
for the bounds of the inshore landscape s
to suggest it be .et by the zone wit?> vis
forth from edge to the inshore area. Vis
tation responses related directly to the
should also enter into delineation of tkii

for, then the <.onnected
No limit,ing definition
eems possible other than
ib le inter change back and
ual signs such as vege-
coastal climate influence

special zone.

Again modi f i <>ations aff ecting the visual var iations of the
in" hor e landscap< ' will come into play. These r elate to terr ain
and vegetation patterns, scale di f fer ence"-, color and sur face
ck>aracterist.ics, all to be analysed for the var i nus d> splays pr o-
vided. Land u;c patterns and impact" of agriculture, urbanization,
commerciai endea rors, roads and utility functions need to be
accounted for ac<..ording to the ways they are matched, fitted, or
m3 sfitte<] to the inshor e land.-.< «pes.
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Three basic configurations of inshore landscapes may be iden-
tified. They are  j ! headland areas, �! benches and slopes
generally parall.l with the shore edge, and  <! spatial recesses
with a concavity facing seaward. Headlands ?<ave a dominant thrust
outwar'd against the ~ eneral shore direction; they would be especially
conspicuous seen from either land or water. Benches and slopes
comprise a greatly varied set of land ar eas: flat to precipitous,
simple to dissec".ed in form, low or high relative to the ocean
surface, di.versi{ied in relative ize, the onnection with waters'
edge differing f"om abrupt and hard to gradual and soft. Spatial
reces-e" are -pe ial "land coves" facing the water. They may
especially be he ache., char aeter ized by - teeper backland encircle-
ment or per haps ".ear for est edge definit ion.



Next, w I 1 i. !» ' .i«, '>nrie 'tive C'or r.!<iot's comir>~ fz om irilari<i,
vl>I t, I Tlg I< rc '. .'; t I> ' I r>.;h<ir <. Lar>ds< «pcs ar><f vnnn~vt 1 n<» t n the . h<ire

'I'h<'.;e ar'e t.he I it>kit>,e:; <~>' r oiites frnm hinterlan<i to the en«st<>1
norma�! ly !>e i ri,; tr an;.;ver s<- t n t!ie d I r ect;ional tr end of I hr

edge. Connect iv< cor'r i<!<>i»s «r'e of' two types: tho e compr I:;1<ii,
i 1ver: <ir ma jor .- tv< am; and t,hn: e wh L<.hare r elated to highway <>r
r<ia<! i out,es, I~'requ<»tly the I.wo «r e combined, they f it betweeri
t!ie road rind str e«m cnvr1dor !iavin!; much to dn with perceptions
<if visua ! qual I t y. A!.: <>, f <i < i<i<>.; t, nf' us, the tr'avel cor ridor
repre-crit,o the introduCt<>ry .;e<!ucriCe Of viaual impresainnS WhiCh
indicat e «>«st al inf i»en< e, t'1na! I y reve<<3 ing the inshor e lander «pe
«nd the water edge it" elf. A:; for !>ound.; or edge definition, t,he
corridor may be consider.ed the enve ! ope of space that can be see<i
f'rom r oa<I arid; tream � hist, not s Lnvi: hly re, tr icted to a visual
plot. Lewis ', tudy of cor'r'idor concepts for t>!isconsin should be
reviewe<I f'nr app 1 L cat inn !ir r e.  Lew .;, i'! |>It !

The i iver's sequential changes fr om hinterland tn coast, r i-
par ian vegetat, I.nn,;inri t!ie t; vari.;it,ional i.nfluence of est«urine
water" are the basic sour<.es of' visual varietv within the corridor
 Litton et «1, 107!! ! . These sniirces are all set low in the land-
:-,capc hut, wi 11 carr v apparerit cont;ra. ts with t;he adjacent landscape
of upper -., 1 npes, Ry compar ison, some tr«vel vorridor -., will be
divot'ce<I f'rom st.r earns wit,li rid!;e or hi!,h elevation rout;ing result,�
in!. in qiii.tc d1ffcrcnt vlr ual opp<ir'tunit;ie".

<.,"oi r 1<!or's wi 1 l riot. orily Lie < onnec t Lve f vom inland but s tr earn
<.or r 1 i<>r's w1 ! 1 .=1m»! t <men»sly divide inshore landscapes into; pp'-
merit..; . Su<.h <>r <>, - L>i«s,;l>ouid reveal a ri<>iab ! e cnricent;r at,ion of

visu«1 r clatioii" hip<.' w!ii Lc also providing tangible ubdivisions.

'I'h» <ionceots o" a visual inventory f' or the coastal Land. cape
bas«i up<.n shore edt:e types, in" hor e i«rid" capes, and connective
<inr r 1<for.- are .;c«r c'. !y or 1! ina 1 . 1 shou Id 11ke tn thirik that
fur><!amerital s ave r eoreserit.ed, fundamental" fi nm which character-
isticss nf visu«l qu«1! ty may be teased.
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Ran S. Baster, Ph. D.
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Abstract

The paper is divided into two parts. The first part is a discussion
of the various methodologies available for scenic assessment. The second
part is a description of' the esthetics research program being conducted by
the author and cal:eagues in the Southwest. Concommittent with the first
part, a major purpose of the paper is to cite references of the various
methodologies For describing and predicting scenic beauty.

Introduction

This session af the conference concentrates an visual quality assess-
ment methods and I have been asked to discuss this topic in an overview
manner. Scenic as'essment is both an art and a science, and rarely is
any one method entirely one or the other, From the speakers before me you
have heard of several different approaches to the problem of assessing scenic
beauty. There are many more. The fact that there are so many possible
approaches is both a blessing and an evil; while number and variety of choice
are tenets of humar welfare, decision among many alternatives is more difficult
than for only a fev .

My objectives are twofold. First, I will briefly overview the various
approaches to scenic beauty assessment, evaluation, and prediction. Secondly,
I will review the Tucson-based esthetics research program with which I have
been associated for the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station
of the Forest Service. It was through this research that we noticed the
work of others and began to categorize the various approaches.

Two Questions  a digression!

I'd like to digress and answer two questions:

First Question. Why is an Arizonan into coastal esthestics7 Methodologies
of social research -- and scenic assessment is a subset of social research
are transferrable. Procedures we have used -to quantify public perception of
and preference for the National Forests of the Southwest are rooted in a general
methodology which may also be applied to assessing the visual quality of a
coastal zone. The Scientific Method is the grandfather of "methods", and
specific methods, procedures, and techniques  as for measuring scenic beauty!
are subsets of the Scientific Method.

1. Participants of the Conference/Workshop will note a change of title
from my talk: "the state af the art and science of scenic assessment."
have made this change because the above title better describes this paper and
because the paper by Drs, Arthur, Daniel, and myself  in press! is very close
in content to the old title.
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Second Question. What is an Econor«1st doing measuring scenic beauty?
I have long arguer, 7most Iy unsuccessfully, I might add! that economics
has about as much to do with dollars as mathematics does with numbers, a
very nice anaiogy if made to mathematicians  who are generally outraged
at the sight or mention of numbers!. So, my analogy--though proper--flops
because of the di mal failure of mathematicians to explain to other mortals
what mathematiciaris do. Economics  dubbed the dismal science by Thomas Carlyle!
is a social and a behavior science. As such, Economics is concerned with
the study af hemaris and how they express their wants in response to internal
and external stimuli, not merel in doliar terms. Nobel Laureate Paul Samuelson's
definition of Ecoriomics 1973 is long, but easily understood:

Economics is the study of how men and society end up "choosing".
with or with<iut the use of money, to employ "scarce" productive
resources that could have alternative uses, to produce various
commodities and distribute them for consumption, now or in the
future, amon<J various people and groups in society. It analyzes
the costs and benefits of improving patterns of resource allocation.
 p. 3, emphasis added!.

Just as many people associate mathematics with number crunching  instead
of logic!, many associate economics with money. But, as explicitly stated
in the above defi<>Ition, economics transcends pecuniary considerations. We
often hear of "economic" as distinguished from "noneconomic" outputs, an improper
classification if we buy Samuelson's definition. Thus, the terms "commodity"
and noncommodity" are rearing their ugly heads more and more. While clearly
an improvement ov<.r economic" and "noneconomic", we can do better. The terms
"market" and "nonr>arket" are much better, Ruff �970! has argued for "pecuniary"
and "nonpecuniary''  litera}ly translated meaning "money'' and "nonrnoney''! which
has a certain  snobbish! appeal to me. However, I can also live with "market"
and "nonmarket''.

As with any science, economics is concerned with both description and pre-
diction. It is tiie study of how people choose  and express their wants! among
competing wants. Therefore, if "beauty is in the eye of the beholder", economics
may have something to offer because people make choices and harbor opinions
 sometimes quite strong ones! about the esthetics of their environment.. Other
social sciences -- psychology, political science, geography, and sociology
likewise have much to offer.

Enough of r«y rationalizations! Studying esthetics has some real advantages
for an economist. It gets me out of the office, away from the computer, and
into the woods, and, I sometimes get to go to conferences such as this one and
meet non-economists.

There are mazy procedures available to assess, measure, and predict scenic
beauty. By way oF introduction to these procedures, I'd like to place scenic
assessment in perspective. First of al'I, scenic assess<nent is a part of land
use planning, sometimes a major part, sometimes minor. Secondly, the choice
of a technique de>ends on many factors, one of which is financial or economic
 or should I say 'pecuniary"?!. Third'ly, available expertise is another im-
portant factor. Knowledge of the options defines the range of choice in
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selecting a techriique. This is important because there are many different
approaches and ml reading of the 1 iterature suggests to me that my many
col leagues have riot often made much of an effort to search out the various
options applicab'e so that a conscious, deliberate, rational  as distinguished
from rationalize<i! selection can be made.

A fourth poirit is that both land planning and Science are concerned with
isredictton as wali as description. Unfortunately, land use planning of late
has concentrated on the latter, often ignoring the former. One might infer2/

from this that techniques for description are di fferent from techniques for
predict ion. Whi ie sorr<e techniques are solely descriptive, al 1 predictive
techniques are iii part descriptive. The I ine is not fine, however,, and it
is best to say tiiat some techniques predict better than they describe and
visa versa.

Classification

Classificat',on is the critical element in description. While not com-
pletely arbitrarr -- classification is usually dictated by the sci<:ntific
axiom that the s.'mplest explanation is the best explanation -- classifications
such as the one I am about to present are essentially arbitrary.

For no particular reason, let's start with Public Involvement, which
should not impfy the absense of professional Input. I have divided public
involvement into two broad categories: quantitative and verbal. By the
former I mean pr<>cedures that generally deal with responses that are numer-
ically codif ied, and by the latter, I mean responses that are generally
characterized by words. The two obviously are not mutually exclusive  verbal
responses may quite Iegitiirrately be translated into numerical representations!
Unfortunately, p-ocedures are sometimes prostituted in order to gain a sem-
blance of quantitativeness for materia'Is best 'left qualitative.

Counting the Wa s

Figure 1 is my own arbitrary classification scheme. In this section,3/

wi 1 1 discuss  briefly! each "box", and offer some bibliographical references
associated wi th rhe Methodologies rather than the methods. Unfortunatley, a
comprehensive text on methods or methodologies does not exist, The books
by Emmert E- Broo<s �970!, Festinger E Latz �966!, and by Simon �969! taken
together, are nearly comprehensive. For articles illustrating the practical
application of these methodologies, I refer the reader to the general liter-
ature; Arthur, Daniel, and Boster  in press! offer an "overview" of scenic

2. For an interesting perspective on a possible reason for the emphasis
on description, -ee the Science Editorial by Amitai Etzioni, ''Fact-Crazy,
Theory-Shy?" �970! .

3. The basic requirement for drawing up this chart was �! a familiarity
with the ii terat~re, and �! fami I iarity and experience with flow charts. Of
the million plus possible ways to represent the boxes in the figure. I settled
on this configuation based on the criteria that "it looked good to me." In
this regard, I w~s surprised that Prof. Nieman  a bona fide Landscape Architect!
simply listed his methods.
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assessment techni ques, and Arthur f, Boster  in press! offer an annotated,
critical bibliography of the scenic assessment 1 iterature.

Verbal Public Involvement

Deiphi Procedures. The astue among you wii 1 note that Delphi Procedures
appear under both Public Involvement and Professional headings. The reason
is that Delphi procedures can be conducted with any group -- it is a group
encounter process -- whether experts or laymen, or combinations of both. Al 1
that is required is that participants be considered ''experts" for the job
at hand. Delphi is a game, in the context of formal game theory  Buchler
F Nut i ni 1969!, and was deve loped by He lmer E Gordan at the RAND Corporat i on.
Everyone has probably been in a Delphi situation at one time or another, even
if the fancy name was missing. In the real world of decision-making, many
decisions arising from "staff meetings" are arrived at through a Delphi process.

So, what is it? The procedures vary greatly, from highly structured
to very loose group discussions. The aim is to arrive at a concensus within
a group, a group "guesstimate":

ln Delphi types of games, opinions, information, judgements and
evaluations of relatively poorly defined concepts and intangible
properties of a social problem are brought together from the personal
background of the players themselves. These judgements and opinions
are then brought into potential conflict with each other by the frame-
work of the game and a resolution of conflict is forced by making players
agree upon certain key positions and decisions, In the course of play,
a consensus on a number of difficult issues may emerge from the parti-
cipants which may represent some closer approximation to the best com-
bined wisdom and insight of the persons involved in the exercise.
While difficult to describe adequately or justly, the process appears
to have some substantial merit, qualified primarily by the ability
and background of the participants in the exercise.  Becker E Goodappei
1972, p. 117!

Of course, Delphi procedures do not always work; sometimes hardheads
 so-called "dominant individuals" ! control the situation and meek parti-
cipants don't participate. The idea is that within the group of "experts"
no one has all the necessary information to answer the question before the
group. Through an iterative communicative process, however, a concensus
very close to the "right" answer will occur.

Dalkey and his associates  '1972!, discuss the De'Iphi procedure and
cite numerous experiments aimed at determining if "2-heads are really
better than 1''. Results of experiments using Delphi for factual questions
have often been amazingly accurate.

The value of the technique lies, in my opinion, in answering subjective
questions, Scenic assessment is an excellent example. I once participated
in a Delphi procedure to determine relative esthetic indices for several
ponderosa pine treatment alternatives being considered as part of an
Environmental Impact Statement poster 1975! Since "beauty is in the eye
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of the beholder", we were all bona fide experts, and since the true parameters
 relative scenic values! are unknowable  they can on'ly be estimated!, the
stage was set for a Delphi session, I think it worked. We all had a piece
of the puzzle. In attendance were a landscape architect, the District Ranger,
the Recreation and Land Staff Officer for the Forest, and me  the scientist!.
Through a gentlemanly session we arrived at a set of numbers that seemed
to me to closely approximate the relative scenic beauty of the alternatives
in question  but, may be unrelated to others's perception of scenic beauty!

Delphi can play an Important role in esthetic problem-solving. Delphi
is especially useful in the early stages of an investigation when it is de-
sirable to clearly state the problem at hand, and for exploring alternative
solutions. It can be loose or structured, but two heads are generally better
than one in subjective areas. One caution: there is always the inclination
to pass off Delphi-generated results as gospel; whether the results are fact
or not is often Lnknowable and I would admonish all who use the technique to
keep this in mine.

Letters, Calls, Political Pressure, and Public Meetin s. These two boxes
were combined because of their similarity. They represent verbal public in-
volvement procedLires. Letters and calls often provide valuable public input,
whether solicited or not, In terms of representative samples, this means of
public input is it least as valid as open meetings, There are systematic
procedures for handling such responses, such as CODINVOLVE  Clark, Stankey,

Hendec, 1974!; however, as noted by Arthur et al �975! there are caveats
to keep in mind: 1! the reliability of the input, 2! subjective interpretations
of the coders, 3! randomness of the sample, and 4! whether subjective infor-
mation is best left subjective.

This last pr>int is important not only for letters and ca I
ever subjective information enters the decision-making process
fication of inherently subjective information imposes an impli
that is often misleading. A number implies exactness, precisi
and this implication is strong where subjective concerns  e.g.
value! are pres~ nted with objective ones  e.g., timber yield,
forage production!.

ls, but when-
Quanti-

ed "dignity"
on, accuracy,

esthetic
water runoff,

Public meetings are useful and serve important functions: 1! they provide
a forum for an agency to present a problem  and sometimes its already de-
termined solution! to an interested public  which is usually much more
pal at i ble than fi>r the public to read through thick reports!, 2! they fu i-
fill procedural rules and requirements  e.g., as a requirement for pre-
paring an Environmental Impact Statement!, 3! they provide a vehicle for
the public to as< questions, 4! they permit persons and interest groups to
let off steam, aad 5! they provide a measure of public input and involvement.

This last point is the one of interest here. Pub'Iic meetings may serve
some very useful and important functions  points 1 through 4 above!, but not
on'ly the most interested and vocal participate, and their views may be quite
different from those of the general public or other inteiest groups who, for
whatever reason, choose not to participate. Small group public meetings
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are being tried in TLcson by the Coronado National Forest with generally posi-
tive results to date. Public meetings are time consuming for the agency pre-
senting them, and they are inefficient as far as gathering objective, repre-
sentat ive pub l i c infc rmat ion and involvement is concerned. However, thei r
tata I ut i I i ty must be judged in the context of the other functions served.

What can I say -bout political pressure7 It is naive to bel ieve that
publ ic agencies are insulated from such pressure. Federal Agencies react
wi th speed, i f not vi gor, to Congress ional inqui res, and often the surest
way to get a response from a non-responsive agency is to write your elected
representative. Opiriions expressed by elected officials may represent a
large segment of the agency's clients.

Surveys. The final box under Verbal Public Involvement is Surveys. Surveys
may take many forms, from oral or verbal interviews  structured or unstructured!
to mailed questionnaires  themselves a myriad of possibilities! to combinations thereof
Any manner of collecting public information is a survey method, but I dr;w a
somewhat finer distiriction and consider surveys in the vernacular: interviews
and questionnaires. Surveys have not been used much to evaluate scenic beauty,
though they have beers' used extensivley to assess opinions on environmental
quality consideratioris. Hany of the assessment methods of figure 1 are usable
as surveys.

We' ve all been on at least one of the two ends of questionnaire  sending
or receiving!. questionnaires take many forms  e.g., the semantic differential,
discussed below, is a questionnaire survey instrument!. Questions may be "closed"
 e.g. true/false, mu tipie choice, ranking! or "open"  permitting varying degrees
of latitude in respor>se!. Survey design is both a science and an art and is
fraught with considerable danger  White, in press!. For details on surveys see
Chapter 11 of Goode t; Hatt �952!, and the texts by Raj �972! and Tul 1 and
Albaum �973!.

Quantitative Public nvolvement

Quantification s not necessarily better than the more subjective, verbal
techniques discussed above. The value of quantification is directly related
to the methodologicaI rational, underlying assumptions, sampling procedures,
and responses, among other factors. These> unfortunately, are not always speci-
fically stated. Our analytically oriented society dignifies and adjulates
quantification as "good"; quantification is often cited as its own reward, which
it is not. Scientifically valid quantification does make things easier to
understand and deal with, but if we strive for quantification, it should be for
the soundly-based va -iety.

Content Anal si >. Content analysis is similar to coding and
gorizing qualitative materials. Content analysis is the  one-way
tween qual i tat i ve an 1 quant i tat i ve i nformat i on, Though not techn
with coding, content analysis has been defined by Berelson �952!
technique for the objective systematic, and quantitative descript
manifest content of =ommunication'' �952, p. 18!. Stankey �972
discussed content analysis in the context of resource decision-ma

involves cate-
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four steps: 1! selecting the response categories, 2! sampling, 3! measure-
ment, and 4! ana ly.s i s. As wi th De I phi procedures, content ana 1ys i s i s not
easily explained in a short space. In addition to Berelson's book, and
Stankey's article, see Festinger and Katz �966! and Simon �969!.

its close relation.hip to Surveys  note the dotted I
the same topic alst! occupies a box on the other side
Professional Techniques, and I will discuss it there
duction, you already know what Economics is and shou
thought of applying economics to esthetic problems.
of Economic Survey Methods, see the text by the same
Morgan �971! .

c involvement because of

ine, Fig. 1!. However,
of the Figure, under
also. From the intro-

ld not shudder at the
For the general topic
title by Lansing and

It! ~Willin ness to a . This approach has been widely used to estimate
values for recreational experiences. The economic logic behind the approach
is well stated by Sublett F Martin �975!:

Economic values are measured by what people are willing
to sacrifice in order to obtain a good or a service.
Therefore, a relevant measure of an outdoor recreation
value is simply the willingness on the part of a
consurrrer to give up all or part of his income and/or
time, that is to incur a cost, in order to enjoy an
outdoor recreation experience. This measure of value is
conceptually the same as that for other economic goods.
The method of valueing an outdoor recreation experience
based on the notion that the value of the experience is
reflected in the cost of consuming that experience is
cons istent wi th the methods used for valuing resources
associated wi th market-priced goods, except that outdoor
recreation goods lack a formal market determined price,
Consumers of any economic good or service must receive
satisfaction  utility! that is at least equal to the
cost that they are willing to incur, otherwise they
would nct be acting rationally in incurring this cost.
With a rr.arket-priced commodity, the price 'that is paid
in the rrarket, along with the time involved in purchas-
ing that product  other factors such as incorrre being con-
stant!, regulates the amount that is consumed of that
product. Likewise, the money and distance  time! costs
of a recreational activity will determine the amount of
participation of individual recreators, and the satis-
faction  utility! received must be at least equal to the
cost the people are willing to incur.  p.3!

I know of no study that attempted to derive willingness-to-pay values
specifically for .,cenic quality. The problem is that esthetics is too
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Thus, willingness to pay is essentially the classic demand curve analysis
in introductory micro-economic texts. The well-known Clawson-kotelling approach
 Clawson 6 Knetch, 1966! is widely used in recreation studies.
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confounded wi th recreat ion to be separable, However, the extent recreation
proxies esthetic concerns in a given situation, willingness to pay may be a
good way to gain a quanti tati ve handle on esthetics.

�! Game Theory and Bidding Games. Game theory is relatively new, but
has enjoved increasinq oonularitv and interest Buchler F Nutini 1969.
Coombs, Oawes, I v rsky 1970! s ince f i rst art i culated bv Newman r Mnrgenstern �9'S3!
in their Theory of Games and Economic Behavior in 1947. Many people have

~Pla  Berne 1964!. However, game theory has remained largely rigorous and
mathematical and often incomprehensible to most mortals. Game theory has
yet to make any significant inroads into natural resource decision-making.
Riggs �968! describes game theory in its general terms:

In competitive decision-making two or more decision-makers are
pitted against each other. Both are to be equally informed and
inte11igent. They are referred to as "players" and their conflicts
are called games". The rationale of their competition is the
basis of "game theory".  p. 351!

As with willingness-to-pay, game theory per se has not been used for
scenic assessment. However, a sub-set of game theory -- bidding games
shows considerabl» promise if not extensive use. Bidding theory involves

' forcing' the participants to allocate resources within a budget constraint .
Thus, players fac» a real-world situation  man's insatiable demand! of
wanting to do mor~ than resources permit,

Respondinq to a questionnaire, a person may ascribe infinite
value to a given proposal if that person knows he will not have to pay for
it  the ''free rider" concept, see Dolan 1971!. But, bidding is more real-
istic because of i he presence of the budget contraint. Of course, hypo-
thetical bids may or may not simulate actions in the real world. Stark
�971! has compiled an impressive bibliography on competitive bidding.

at measuring human perceptions to that dimension. Scaling -- the assignment
of numbers to propertires  such as scenic beauty! or objects  Coombs, Dawes,
and Tversky 1970, p.31! -- has become a rigorous, mathematical science. The
lion's share of the development has occured in the fie!d of psychology. The
short text by Hay �967! -- Quantification in Psychology -- is excellent and
readable.

If scaling is desired, the type of output must be selected: ordinal or
interval, Ordinal means rank. For example, six landscapes may be ranked
1-6 in order of n-tural beauty. This is often adequate and may be all that
is required. However, many tirAes knowlege of the Ifragnitude of the differences
between stimuli  e.g., landscapes! is desirable and so an interval output
is sought. In otl-er words, knowlege that landscape x is prettier than land-
scape y  an ordinal bit of information! is one thing, knowing how much prettier
is another. Scaling procedures provide the methodological wherewithall to
achieve these types of quantitative indices,
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Scaling proc=dures are attractive and powerful tools for determinrng
public perceptions and preferences. However, a warning is in order. Like
many of the other procedures in Figure 1, they should not be applied willy-
nilly. Reading the books and the literature will not make one an expert.
These  and the other! procedures are fraught with methodological nuances
 see Guilford 1954, Ch. 11!. One of the most common errors is non-recog-
nition of the assumptions underlying the procedures, The literature is
repleat with misapplication of techniques.

Some of the important questions that should be addressed  if not answered
explicit'Iy! are: 1! If, as is usually the case, "representations" of the
rea'I world must be used, how good are the representations? Some represen-
tationss  e. g ., black and white photos! are not as good as others  e. gf a
color slikes! which, in turn, are not as good as the real thing  on-site
ratings!. 2! Are the representations unbiased, e.g., are they drawn ran-
domly, or are they one person's notion of what is "representative" ? 3!
Is the order in which the slides  representations! are presented random
 it should be! and do the subjects know the number of areas and other
aspects of the sampling procedure  they should not!? 4! Are the subjects
themselves representative of some identifiable population? The vali<Iity
and reliability cf the exercise will depend on the answers to these «nd
other questions.

 i! Paired L'~om arisons. This is usefui for rank ordering amati sets of

the procedure requi res all possible combinations of pairs wi thin the set to
be considered. it is then straightforward to rank order the elements of the
set. The problerr with the procedure is that so many  often al 1! pairs must
be considered; fcr 6 scenes, 15 comparisons  the total number of combinations
of 6 items taken two at a time! must be made.>

�! Rating l'iethods. Paired comparison is, technically, a rating method
because the produ~ct the rank order! is derived from binary  paired! ~ratin
judgements. However, in this sub-section, I am speaking of rating procedures
that result in iriterval indices, for example, numerical scores of re'lative
scenic quality, -is: Landscape A = 5.3, Landscape B = 6.1, Landscape C = 2.2.
Of course, ordinal information is contained in intervai outputs; rai>k ordering
the three landscapes, Landscape B is the prettiest, followed by Landscapes
A E C, in that order. Note, however, that the interval indices  and not the
ordinal ranks! p>ovide a further measure of the relative beauty of the three
hypothetical are is, namely, the intensities of beauty preference. The output
obtainable with these procedures provide valuable information in their own
right, but are a'so easily compared with values of other resources in a multiple-
use planning/decision-making framework.

The most cor>rr!on means of obtaining interval scores is to have parti-
cipants  subj ect. ! assign numerical scores to Likert-type scales  e.g., -10
to +10, 1 to 10!, where the lower the number the least beautiful and the
higher the numbei, the more beautiful, From the data means, standard devia-
tions and other . tatistics are calculable. One can also perform statistical

5. The forr>ula for this progression is N.'/� N-2!!!, which reduces to
N  N-1! /2.
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analyses to determine 1 f there are meaningful di fferences  e.g., does the
mean rating of Landscape A �. 3! di ffer s igni f i cant ly, other than by chance
from the mean rating of Landscape B �.1! 7!. Often, scores from raw ratings
are transformed mathematical ly to account for differences in how people use
the rating scale and for other methodological reasons.

There are numerous texts in the area of rating methods. In addition
to the one by Hal s ci ted above, the one by Nunnal ly �967! is outstanding
 for other psychophysical procedures as well!, and the well-known book by
Torgerson �958! is also recommended.

�! Semantic Differential. The semantic differential is a technique that
has been used widely to evaluate visual quality. Unfortunately, the procedure
is not easily explained in a single paragraph, though it is not complicated
 in fact, it is «xtremely simple!. Briefly, lists of adjective opposites
are scaled for v irious stimuli. Examples of adjective opposites would be
harmony-disharmony, smooth-rough, monotonous-varied. Examples of stimuli
are the words landscape, trees, ground cover, but may also be pictures, draw-
ing, slides, or other representations. Factor analysis is used in an attempt
to group the scales and try to make sense out of the data as they relate to,
say, scenic beauty. Semantic differential is a controversial technique in
that many pe rsont dismiss the voluminous justifications for the approach as
rationalizations and the procedures as being non-rigorous. The most compre-
hensive treatment on semant'ic differential is the sourcebook edited by Snider
and Osgood �969!.

�! Other Me thods. I have noted in very general terms the more common
scaling procedures. However, this is a large field. There are several other
techniques  e.g., Q-sort, see Brooks 1970; adjective check lists, see Craik
1971!, but this paper is already too long.

Professional

Just as there is no fine line between primari1y predictive and primarily
descriptive methods, there is no clear distinction between methods oriented
toward public iniolvement and those oriented toward professional expertise.
Public Involvement methods, of course, involve substantial amounts of expertise,
and the distinction between the two, I think, is best taken to be the lesser
reliance on input from the public in the case of those techniques I have
labeled ''Professional."

 an encounter group of one!, and is by far the most common form of scenic
assessment. If invertory procedures appear to be a close second, it is only
because experts commonly invent their own inventory scheme to legitimize their
product, so that their report does not appear to come straight from the blue,
which it often does.

if you thinl. I'm down on expert opinion, you' re wrong. What I am opposed
to is elitism, a failure to recognize that in the area of esthetic assessment,
there are no experts or everyone is an expert; there is no middle ground. There
are professional and non-professional estheticists and they often must work
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together as a tear», This is not a one-way street. Non-professiona! estheticists
often fail to recognize what professional estheticists have to offer, which is
a lot.

~1nventor ih scriptive inventory techniques are the second most comson form
of scenic assessm'nt. In our effort to work up a bibliography of assessment
procedures, inventories comprised by far the largest category  Arthur E Boster
in press!. They are almost entirely professionally oriented and may be quali-
tative  purely descriptive! or quantitative  assigning numbers or weightings
to various compon.nts of landscapes!. Inventories are as varied as the people
who use them; there is no set of landscape components common to al I inventory
schemes; there is no accepted set of component weights. For a fairly detailed
overview of the approach see Arthur, Daniel, and Boster, in press! .

but I did want to spl i t Economic Approaches into the two main groups of Figure
1 -- Professional and Public Involvement.

�! Benefit/Cost Anal sis. 8/C analysis though often maligned and misused
is a fact of life. Properly or improperly! used B/C ana lysis is a very use-
ful and powerful tool. B/C analysis is a "with and without" procedure; for
example, a multifunction reservoir/dam project is analyzed on the basis of
the consequences  economic, environmental, esthetic, etc! with the project vis
a vis without the project. 8/C analysis is thus a marginal analysis  see
Berkely f. Seckler 1972!; it is the incremental analysis of one alternative

Like some of the other scenic assessment approaches. 8/C anaiysis
is not applicable to scenic assessment per se, Rather, its utility lies
in permitting the comparison of alternatives that differ in several respects,
not only in scenic quality. Knowing what went into a particular 8/C analysis
and identifying the scenic consequences as best as possible often permits
valuable compari<ons between the relative esthetic-economic tradeoffs between
projects.

�! Benefit< Foregone. The value of a resource is measured by sacrifice.
For example, an officially designated wilderness has a value based on what
must be  sacrificed! foregone  e.g., timber production, mineral extraction,
many forms of recreation, etc! to enjoy such a luxury, Thus, resources are
valued on the ba,i s of benefits foregone, otherwi se known as opportunity costs
 i.e., one gives up the opportunity to cut timber, extract ores, or ride a
motorized vehiclr in a wilderness!.

Amenity values  if not scenic quality per se! can also be measured using
opportunity cost.. The procedure is to account for all resources except
amenities, which are called the "residual claimant". The approach is similar
to benefit-cost analysis; alternatives are first analyzed on the basis of the
non-amenity  dollar quantifiable! resources. For example, assume Alternative
A has net non-ami nity benefits equal to those of Alternative 8, but A costs
"x" dollars more than 8, yet 8 is greater in amenities. The decision is made
on the judgement of whether the greater amenities of S are worth 8's greater
cost, not a particularly easy decision, but one that is made a log easier be-
cause economic analysis has trimmed the fat and reduced the problem to its bare
essentials.
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Forest Service

Southwest Esthetics Research

The second portion of my discussion deals with the esthetics research
have been invcived in over the past several years. This research has

been sponsored by the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station,
USDA Forest Service  my employer! in cooperation with the University of
Arizona.

This research began in 1971, I think in response to a growing public
awareness of scenic beauty as a resource in its own right  a logical out-
growth of the Environmental Movement which had reached a peak in April the
year before! and in the face of a substantial void as to how to adequately
consider scenic beauty in a multiple-use planning context.

The research has been related primarily to concerns of forest lands,
but applications to other environments are certainly possible.

Needs. We first identified four ''needs" which we have been trying to

meet. 1. The need for better integration of scenic beauty with other resources.
2. The need for better justification for land use decisions.

3. The need for increased and more meaningful public involvement.

4. The need to restore the client-designer relationship.

think the first three needs are self-evident to anyone who has dabb!ed
with scenic beauty evaluation problems in the real world, I' ll not go into
detail here as I have done so elsewhere  Daniel S Boster 1975!. However,

might expand a little on number 4. The Forest Service, I understand, is
the larqest employer of landscape architects. This is commendable, at least
for the Forest Service, however, there is a world of difference between a
landscape architect practicing in the private sector and one working for a
public land planning and managing agency such as the Forest Service. That
difference, I believe, has to do with the intensity of the client relation-
ship -- intense in the private sector and weak and poorly defined in the
agency case wher. the Public is the client. There is little opportunity or
means for an agency-employed LA to interact with his clients  the Public!
in order to determine client preferences, wishes, and wants. Our research
is directed, in large part, at providing LAs  and others! with objective,
defensible inforaation about the public's esthetic preferences. I would
argue that an LA who is aware of client perceptions is in a position to do
a better job for the client.

Goals E Criteria. With these needs articulated, we established four
5
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1. Develop > asily used, relatively inexpensive tools and procedures
for asse;>sing scenic beauty that are scientifically defensible and
adequately tested.

2. Develop a predictive capability to permit relatively simple
determination of scenic beauty indices for management alternatives.

3. Develop tools, procedures, and mode'ls that augment the Visual
Managemer>t System  VMS! and VMS-type procedures.

4. Conduct >elated studies.

Some of the criteria we adopted to guide the development, testing, and
application of ou> proredures have already been noted  e.g., easy to use,
inexpensive, methodologically sound!. l have also discussed the question of
criteria elsewher»  Boster 1973!> as have others  Brown 1973!. Basically,
we chose a rigorous>s experimental approach  Figure 2!.

mental psychology because psychologists have been studying perception rigor-
ouslyy for several decades. We found that with appropriate modifications of
their models and methods, scenic beauty considerations  as a type of human
perception! could be handled quite well. The figure helps explain the approach.
This first box is discussed in detail elsewhere  Daniel and Boster 1975!;
suffice it to say that the Scenic Beauty Estimation  SBE! methodology evolved
from classic pychophysical scaling theory  Thurstone 1948' Torgerson 1958!
as well as from the more recent Theory of Signal Detection  Green E Swetts,
1966, Swetts 197 '!.

The SBE procedure utilizes randomly sampled color slides, shown to sub-
jects  observers -- such as special interest groups> professiona'1 persons,
and users! in a randomized order. Observers judge each slide stimulus on
a numerical ratinc scale  e.g., 1 to 10!. SBEs are standarized scores de-
rived from the assigned ratings. The SBE Program is a computer program which
computes SBEs for the represented landscapes or areas. Pretesting involved
you guessed it -- university students, who gave their valuable time for science
and brown points. Pre-testing taught us a great deal about how people reacted
to this particular kind of task and we came to appreciate the upper limits as
to the number of slides to show and the lower limit as to the exposure time
per slide, among ether concerns,

Testing. Pretesting involved several forested areas that were quite different
from each other. For the final testing, less divergent areas, more feasible
treatments, and ncn-students were used. We sought out 30 environmental interest
and user groups irstead of students. Following this extensive testing  pre-
testing and final testing! program, we concluded that the SBE method is an
effective way to assess scenic perceptual preferences; people can and do make
distinctions between different forest management schemes.

Having established that SBE is reliable and valid  we have bused several
groups to the areas and compared their on-site judgements with -their by-slide
judgments! we moved into the next major phase of the research, developing a
predictive capability.
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Developing a Pred i~ct ive Ca ahi i i ty

As you might imagine, i ts rather hard  in fact, impossible! to take
slides of treatments that do not yet exist, which is the normal case if
one is analyzing a set of treatment alternatives for a given piece of
real estate. A m thod based on slides is hardly useful here. Determining
the scenic value tor actual landscape is one thing; predictinrr what the
scenic value woultl be given a treatment prescription is another. So just
as managers use and need water, forage, timber, recreation prediction
 response! models, so too does the decision-maker desire a predictive tool
for esthetic const quences. A model that predicts esthetic consequences
would therefore bi termed an Esthetic Response Model.

Our efforts st developing esthetic response models fall under the
heading Feature Analysis  see Figure 2!. By Feature Analysis we attempt
to determine the relative predictive importance of several manageable
landscape feature  " manageable" meaning those over which the decision-
maker has some control, e.g., amount of downed wood, average tree diameter,
tree density!. We have employed various empirical procedures  e.g. factor,
cluster, and regr.ssion analysis! for up to 50 such features. Results
have suggested th.st only a handful of features are necessary to adequately
predict scenic beauty. /

Whi ie we hav concentrated most of our efforts on the ponderosa pine
forests of the Southwest, the methods and procedures employed wi I I enable
simi lar esthetic response models to be developed for other areas  the
relative importan=e of certain variables may change drastically!.

Esthetic Ha in

Figure 3 is an es thetic contour map. The area is the Thomas Creek
Experimental Watershed, located on the Apache-5itgraves National Forest,
in northeastern Arizona. The watershed is approximately 1100 acres, and the
vegetation is mix=d conifer.

Two randomly-directed color slides were taken from each of 250 survey
stakes on the ground, Slides were rated by subjects in the normal manner.
The SBE Method was modified to yield re!ative Scenic Beauty Estimates  SBEs!
for each point with zero the average value for the entire watershed, Scores
above zero represent scenic beauty in excess of the average scenic beauty
and scores below zero represent views with less than average beauty. Note
the analogy with topographic maps -- on a topo map, values are the elevations
on the contour; on an esthetic map, values on a contour are what can be seen
from that line. Once each point had a value, contouring was straightforward.

These features become scaleable independent variables in a multiple
regression equation  model!. SBEs are the dependent variable. Preliminary
findings are reported in Daniel and Boster �975!, but the state of the art
is documented by Arthur �975!.
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The idea of an esthetic contour map is exciting to me and also to many
landscape archit cts and others. The reason are obvious. Such a map has
the potential for becoming a va1uable planning/decision-making tool. One
obvious application is as an overlay with, for example, soils, vegetation,
and engineering ~aps. The scenic beauty of alternative roading systems
would be readily apparent. With the use of esthetic response models  pre-
diction modeis!, alternative management plans could be systematically
analyzed from an esthetic viewpoint. And, there are other possibilities.

Because of the significant interest and possibilities associated with
esthetic contour mapping, we have expanded our research efforts. We have
resampled Thomas Creek, this time with four shots per stake. Our aim is to
determine the number of shots necessary to adequately represent the view
from a point and also to determine optimal sampling point densities, We
have also expanded our studies to include Woods Canyon, a large  approximately
15,000 acre! operational-size watershed. There, we have also sampled from
points located at random throughout the watershed. Woods Canyon is pre-
dominately ponde rosa pine which means we can apply our prediction models and
derive a set of esthetic contour maps for various management alternatives,
including present management. At this writing, we are still running subjects.

.udi es

The immediate esthetic impact from land management activities is often
significant and negative. A perfect example is when timber is harvested;
the si te looks quite bad just foi lowing the harvest because the evidence
of the activity  fell ing, skidding, bucking, and loading! is dramatic. With
time~ however, there is an esthetic recovery as the evidence becomes 'less
apparent and as the new landscape takes on a more natural look. it is known
that del iberate disturbances such as timber harvesting can lead to a more
pleasing landsc ~pe  Boster E Daniel 1972! .

The main consideration concerns the rate of the esthetic recovery, as
illustrated by the figure:

pre-treatment scenic beauty

recovery curve
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We have studies currently underway aimed at quantifying the above con-
ceptuaiization. One study is concerned with the esthetic effects of
prescribed burning. Control and treatment areas have been established
and have been plioto sampled, At this writing, we are waiting for the
right weather conditions to burn the treatment areas.

Our thinking is that decision-makers would benefit from denfensible
information such as how long will be required for the scenic quality to
return to, excel d, or otherwise level off following a specific treatment.
Methods  such a i SBE! are available to obtain such information,

Integration witii VMS

The Forest Service has long been concerned about scenic beauty:

The time has arrived when there is a definite need for

the adoption of a national policy for the landscape
development of the National Forest areas. A long-range
program of planning, relating to the scenic and recre-
ationai features is most essential  Taylor ~!.

Most recently, :onsiderable effort has gone into what is termed the Visual
Management Syst m or VMS  see for example, USDA Agricultural Handbook Numbers
434 C 462!. VMS is intended to provide the framework for considering the
visual resource as an important resource in its own right and for integra-
ting visual con=erns with other management considerations.

Development of VMS is an ongoing process and all Forest Service Regions
as well as in the Washington Office are participating. Part of our research
is directed at integrating SBE-type approaches with the more descriptive VMS-
type approach. We see the two as compliments rather than opposites,

Many persons are working with VMS to iron out some bugs and shore-up
soft spots~ and otherwise see how VMS works in their particular area and
for their parti=ular concerns, For our part, we are working closely with
National Forest I As to identify those places within VMS that SBE-type pro-
cedures can be integrated with advantage.

Application

Research i

and at manageme
of research get
scenic assessme
ment. Much of
ployment in man

ling is that both researchers and practicioners need to
=erted effort to understand each other and to work together
nutual concern and consternation. Involving the expected
=arch is important if the researcher is really interested
=ation of his findings, The old traditions of publishing
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in journals or outlets primari ly for other researchers and giving papers
at meetings attended mostly by other scientists does l i ttle to foster
application. Coriferences and workshops such as this one are a move in
the right direction
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Abstract

Viewers > rom areas across the United States evaluated
slides depict .ng riverscapes. Frequency distributions of
ratings of each slide indicates  with three exceptions! that
there is a distinct esthetic value for each. Thus esthetic
gee|.'erences can be determined. There seems to be no difference
in esthetic ratings between men and women.

Introduction

All of u.' at tigris conference are deeply concerned with the
estiretic apI.rcciation of nature � witir the recognition and
evaluatiorr of our natural surroundings in order to conserve and
preserve a quality «nvironii«:rit.

who ar = present here come frori a variety of disciplines
so it may be rro great surprise to you that a geologist is taking
part � but it does seem strange to geologists. Traditionally,
a geologist would not be professionally interested in the es-
thetic" of tr«- environment in which he works. liowever, as a
geomorphologi: t, concerned with landscape formation and analy-
si", I feel w» s»ould be professionally involved in determining
the esthetic «nd environmental values of landforms and, parti-
cularly, in pr c crving unique or beautiful landscapes. Some
geologists ar» presently offering their expertise to aid in
choosing wil ' arrd scenic rivers and natural landmarks, to be
nresr rved by t ice 'uational I'ark Service. So I cor>e irere as a
student of natural landscapes and, especially riverscapes.

It has been stated  Sonnenfeld, 1966! that man's attitude
towards natur» varies with the society to which he belongs and
to his individual outlook. Primitive man regarded nature with
superstition «nd awe. Its forces were powers that lie could
not understan~!, so the. extraordinary, dramatic and mysterious
in rrature in-,pir«d fear and reverence. Particularly
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awesome spots were preserved through taboo.

In other societies  as in Japan! nature is an esthetic poten-
tial � a source of rerrewal of spirit, a force with which man can
harmo»ize or which he can imitate � where natural beauty pleases
b~ mere conterrplation.

In moder» westerrr society we nave u.",ually regarded nature
as»! opponent, to be corrquereit, dominated or ta>med. Ilowever,
even in our i c'»anized, ngineering society we realize that our
health and well-being is related to nature and to natural beauty-
"ost in lividua3.s try to surround themselves with physical en-
vironment. which are beautiful. Ne buy paintings and sculptures,
raise flower- or plant greenery. In our spare time or on vaca-
tions we rush off to scenic areas to "return to nature". Xn a
previous stud~ at Green liiver Lakes campground, we found that
people vi.;itei  the «res to get away fror!i the pressures of society
and to enjoy the peaceful natural surroundings  ~lorisawa and
curie, 1970! . The campers said tnat modernization or "improve-
ment" of campgrounds or road access would be detrimental.

although basically societal, our attitudes and appreciation
of natural beauty are also partly a result of individual set or
outlook. Reaction to a natural scene, as with any art object,
is both emotional ancl intellectual and depends upon the point
of view of the observer. 'i~'e see a river with churning white-
water. 'i'« o~i. it r!.i ght convey a feeling of exhilaration,
adve»ture and exciter~ »t. To another it might bring a sense of
danger or fear . To still others, observing such turbulent, foam-
ing water might instill a sense of freedom and escape frorr! the
boredom of everyday life.

ilppreciation of a scoriae rieans losing oneself in it. Thus
t»e view,~izht be plea'urable  or beautiful! if it brings back
pleasant m mor ies. Tho relationship of the scene to the ob-
server i , t.>us, very important. ilence it has Keen maintained
t»at j» Tuber!f »i «f natural Leauty is so personal -ind subjective
that it is ~'ifCicuI t, I.f »ot impossible to predi':t, ~orrr~enfeld
�~�6! .

i owcv~ r, .i t i I c ii v!..3  and we» rve heard t ..i ...;eve.rvl
til de~ to ! i ! t .;,c': i her~ .< e !s to be a» esthetic,4 r ~r! of con-
sciousness as a result of biological evolution. There are
some basic universal qualities which man values and which
appeal to nis esthetic sense. These basic qualities are the
object of our search.
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An Inquiry into Esthetic Preference

Even though the esthetic qualities of an object or land-
scape may be irdeterminate and its appreciation vary from
person to person or society to society, it may be possible to
measure and compare preferences. This will rrovide a guide in
choosing areas with the desired qualities for preservation.

Accordingly, a project was devised to determine:

1! If it is possible to predict landscape  riverscape!
preferences.

2! Qualities or factors of riverscapes .which are of
universal appeal.

3! Qualities in the landscape which are universally
disliked.

4! Differences in preference among groups of different
sexes, ages, education and region of the United States.

To do this, 45 riverscape slides were chosen and shown to
a wide variety of people in widely dispersed regions of the
United States. In addition to evaluating the scenery depicted
in the slides, viewers were asked to give their sex, age,
education, region of the United States where they spent most of
their lives, and population of the area in which they considered
their »ome, Table l.

0f course a slide does not represent the actual scene as we
all know. Seddon �970! claims that the living scene is not
recorded in a pi>otograpli which is simply an abstraction from
reality and thus the visual experience of the eye is not truly
represented. I4uch of tlie beauty of the scene may have to do with
the time of day, time of year and ability of the photographer.
ilowever, all slides would suffer under the same drawbacks and
all represent a natural scene under specific conditions with
certain qualities that can be determined. A photograph or slide
is the best t»at can ~e done short of the impractical procedure
of going to each place and asking viewers in p rson how they
evaluated the sce»e. Shafer and Richards �974! concluded that
viewer response to slides or photographs agree favorably with on-
site evaluations'

Slides were put into the carousal randomly to eliminate
the effect of order. Viewers were asked to rate the slides from
1-5 a" follows:

1 � uniquely beautiful, breathtaking

2 � very beautiful, out-of-the-ordinary, more than average
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3 � pretty and pleasant to look at, but not especially so

4 � unpleasant to look at, not pretty

5 � an eyesore, ugly

Statistical analyses are being carried out to determine pre-
ferences of grcups and qualities of scenes preferred.

Fsthetic Factors

One can approach the problem of landscape characteristics
which determine t»e esthetic quality of a scene from several
points of view. We can characterize the landscape in terms of
characteristics of the sky, land, vegetation and water elements
and try to understand how each contributes to the value. Or we
can disregard these specific elements and speak in general over-
all terms such as variety, unity, diversity, texture, spatial
relationships in the scene.

We chose a mixture of these two approaches in character-
izing the riverscapes. One set, of factors have to do with the
vegetation, lardforms, and water. These are categorized accord-
ing to variety, arrangement and abundance  Table 2! . The other
set of c»aracteristics are somewhat more intangible. These are
relief, vista, vividness, and form. Relief and vista are spa-
tial concepts which can be quantified and measured. Vividness
refers to tne c.ramatic effect of the scenery, perhaps mostly in
terms of contrast. Form applies to pattern, relationship of
pieces within the scene to each other and tice overall unity.
'i'hese were categorized according to Table 2. Emotional appeal
refers to the cuality of excitement or adventure versus mundane
or serene. Each slide was tabulated according to the ranking
in Table 2. Ti:.e numbers have no value, they are simply cate-
gories.

Discussion

Statistical analysis of the data is not yet complete but
I would like to share with you some results and comments. First,
from analy"is of the data, I believe that it is possible to
determine scenic preferences of people. Tabulation of the
ratings siiowed a clear cut evaluation of all except three slides.

I would like to show you some of the slides and talk about
their ratings «nd characteristics.  The black and white photo-
graphs do not do justice to the scenes since the color is not
visible.! The slides chosen as uniquely beautiful most often by
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the 510 evalua =ors were slides 32, 11, 37, 39 and 35. The four
rated most oft<:n as unappealing or ugly, an eyesore, were 4, 3, 27
and 26  Table 3!.

Slide 32, Plate 1<% was taken along the headwaters of the
Big Sandy Rive:- in Wyoming. It was rated as uniquely beautiful
by 757 of the < valuators.  The black and white photograph does
not emphasize .:he partly snow-covered mountain in the back-
ground and con =rasting green and white river water.! It gives
a sense of spa<.iousness with a long vista and high relief. The
mountain in th<: distance and the turbulently flowing water give
a feeling of d: ama, adventure and freedom. The man with a pack
promotes the e-. feet of isolation and remoteness.

Scene ll, Plate lB lies along a small, steep-gradient
tributary to the Colorado River in the mountains of Colorado.
The lush, gree» vegetation is in striking contrast to the bare
rock and white, frothy water. There is a strong contrast, vivid-
ness and sense of drama to the scene, even without much relief
or vista. Pla< e 2A, shows slide 37, again, a highly rated view
of rushing, wh:.te-water with densely vegetated stream banks.
whether the man is recognized as a fisherman is debateable- I
tend to think so as more men rated this view highly than did
women, Table 3,

Plate 2U, at the headwaters of the Green River, Wyoming
stood fourth in number of highest 1 ratings. Could it be the
lack of wnite-water here which lowered it in the viewers esti-
mation? Othe' ise, it has many of the characteristics of slide
32, mountains, vegetation, variety. It simply lacks tne ex-
citement and c<>ntrast of rushing water.

The next two slides were highly ranked esthetically despite
the fact that there was no vegetation and not very inspiring
streams. In b<>th cases, however, the relief, drama, vividness and
color of the s<:enery were enough to satisfy over 50% of the
evaluators,  Plat<.'s 3A an<1 38!

Readers m'<y note that all of these uniquely beautiful rivers
are in tne west er<> United States. Eastern river scenes which
were evaluated as uniquely beautiful, but not by such a high
percentage of viewers as these discussed in tnis paper, are
Xaaterskill Fa.<ls and the Letchworth Gorge of the Genessee River
 both in  Jew Y<>rk! and the Wisconsin River as it flows though
the Dells in W;.sconsin.

<Jow let us look at some of tnose scenes ranked as ugly or
an eyesore  Tai>le 4! . These were not as unanimous as evalu-
ations of beauty, perhaps because there is some beauty in all
nature. The o»e slide ranked as an ugly eyesore most often
 by 60% of the viewers! was one which showed river pollution,
Plate 4A. It may be that this was a result of "education"
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those who knew or realized that they were looking at pollution
evaluated the scene accordingly. Those who did not realize this
saw the beauty of the patterns in the suds and the contrasting
colors of the Lrown and white froth on the blue water. Per-
haps ignorance is bliss even in esthetics.

Plate 413 is an old gully in Iowa, and Plate 5A is an eroding
stream in Ohio. These, although rated ugly by about half the
viewers seem tc be considered almost normal by large numbers of
people. It is the kind of "river" view to which the; are accus-
tomed and, hence, do not find it unpleasant. That familiarity
does influence evaluation seems to be pointed out by results
of viewers of Plate 5B. This scene in Wyoming is typical of
many western streams � drab, little vegetation, Riuddy water. It
was acceptable to western viewers, easterners were the ones who
found it ugly.

Finally, it may be interesting to look at two riverscapes
which had a bread and indeterminate spread of values. Plate 6A
shows rubber-rafters on the Salmon River, Idaho. The raft and
white-water gives a feeling of excitement and adventure to some.
but the same scene strikes others with its lack of vegetation,
drabness of the land and even fear of the water. The result
was that evaluations spread fairly evenly from ratings of 1 to
2 to 3, Ta~le '. Plate 613 is of a stretch of Cabin Creek in
i4ontana. Lvalc,ations were evenly spread witn a slight weight
towards the pretty. There was one other landscape which had a
close ratinq over three values with an 8~ spread. Other than
these, ratings were definitive. Hence we conclude that pre-
ferences are discernable, and predictable.

Although the complete analysis has not get been done, it
seems tnat in the cases presented in Table 3 there is no great
difference in the preferences of males or females. Certainly,
the slides most frequently rated uniquely beautiful are rated
so almost equally by male and female viewers. The same is
true of those scenes rated most ugly. However, a definitive
answer to the cuestion of sexual preferences in esthetics can-
not be given at this time. This and other analyses are being
processed and a report will be made as soon as they are
completed. Th» important point at this time is that pre-
ferences can be established. and should be used to guide our
choice in preservation of natural landscapes.
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TABLE 1

Questions Accompanying Slide Evaluations

This test will be used in an attempt to determine preferences in
natural riverscapes. Please rate each slide on beauty according
to the scale g:iven. Try not to rate on photography.

Since an important part of the analysis will be preference by
background of person evaluating, please answer the following:

Education: less than high school
High School College
Graduate school

Age
Sex

I am from a town less than 1000 population
1000-5000 in population
5000-10,000 in population
l0,000-100,000 in population
greater than 100,000 population

State in which I have lived most of my life

TABLE 2

equalities of Scene Considered in Evaluation Analysis

Character:Lstic Ranking

tl igh ."tedium Low

Medium

t tedium

tligh Low

High Low

112

Vegetation � d:Lversity,
abundance

Landforms � di rersity,
abundance

Water � form, :=oughness
mo rement

Relief
Vista � spaciousness
Vividness, drama, contrast
F'orm, pattern
Excitement, ad'zenture

High
High
High
Simple
tti gh

Medium
>tedium

Medium
Intermed.
Medium

Low
Low

Low
Complex
Low
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TABLE 3

Slides Most Often Rated Uniquely Beautiful

Slide Number Percent rating slide in category 1

*Total Viewers ~*Men ***Women

*Total number of viewers 5l0
**Total numtier of men viewers 323
***Total nuDAer of women 187

TABLE 4

Slides Most Often Rated as ugly, an Eyesore

Slide Number Percent rating slide in category

Total Viewers WomenMen

TABLE 5

Slides with an Xndeterminate Evaluation

Percent of viewers rating in category
1 2 3

Slide Number

13

31

43

33
34

35

33
29

32

27
32

28

113

32

ll
37

39

35

38

4

3

27

26

75

64

64

56

55

51

60

58

48

45

75

63

66

60

58

46

61

52

48

43

75

66

63

51

51

56

59

64

48

47
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Plate 13 . Scene most frequently rated uniquely beautiful.

Plate 1B. Scene with second highest uniquely beautiful
ratings.
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Plate 2A. Scene with third highest "L" ratings.

Plate 2B. Scene with fourth highest "L" ratings.
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Plate 3$i. Riverscape with fifth highest "1" ratings.

Plate 3�. Riverscape with sixth highest "1" ratings.
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Plate 4A. Sc~ ne most frequently rated ugly, an eyesore.

Plate 4B. Scene with second highest number of "ugly"
ratings.
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Plate 57<. River view with third highest number of "ugly"
ratings.

Plate 5B. River view with fourth highest number of "ugly"
ratings.
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Plate 6A. Salmon River, slide with indeterminate ratings.

Plate 6B. Cabin Creek, slide with indeterminate ratings.
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Abstract

Increasing pressures for land development along the
Blue Ridge Parkway have led to conflicts over land use between
the local people and the Federal government. This study was
conducted for a county agency in Virginia to use in controlling
development in sensitive areas along the Parkway. Visual,
environmental, and developability analyses were conducted and
synthesized to show which areas had the highest priorities for
development control, and which could most easily accomodate
growth without great impact on the visual and natural
environment.



A PLAN TO SAVE THE SCENIC
VALUE OF THE BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY

The Blue Ridg~ Parkway is a 469 mile two-lane scenic highway through the
mountains of Virginia and North Carolina, connecting the Skyline Drive with
Asheville and the Great Smoky Mountains. Millions of visitors travel the road
each year, experiencing the many moods and panoramic views of the Blue Ridge
Mountains. The road winds its way through the crests of the mountains, pass-
ing old churches, barns, and nineteenth century farmhouses. Its split-rail
fences and hillside agricultural patterns create an image of rural America
that is unique only to this part of the country, The Parkway's overlooks and
panoramas are some of the best in the eastern United States.

Creating the Parkway has not been easy. Construction began in l935, when
recreational traveI by automobile began to increase tremendously. Before the
first shovelful of earth was turned, however, many bitter arguments over the
location and purpose of the road had ensued between states and localities. Much
skepticism prevailed during the early thirties � in Washington, the states, and
backwoods localities--that a road would or even could be built through the
terrain  Jolley, 1969! .

Through the perseverance and devoted efforts of political forces, engi-
neers, National Park Service landscape architects, and thousands of local
laborers, the Blue Ridge Parkway is essentially complete today. The gentle
curving ribbon of asphalt is a monument to modern technology and an inspira-
tional experience to many travelers.

The future of this experience, however, lies with the localities through
which the road passes. The Blue Ridge Parkway owns only a narrow strip of land
on each side of the road; only the adjacent landowners can determine what
happens to the land beyond this strip. Since the l930's, the land has re-
mained primarily in the family ownership, and has continued to be used agri-
culturally. In rec nt years, however, increased pressures have mounted for
these family farmer- to sell the land which they have used for subsistence for
decades, to develop.rs of second home and recreational communities, as well as
to others interestei in commercial ventures along the Parkway. An ensuing
change in land use, therefore, is threatening the very quality that makes the
Parkway unique--its rural, pastoral scenery.

It was with thLs problem that the Floyd � Floyd County Planning Commission
approached the landscape architecture program at Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State Universitr, in nearby Blacksburg, for assistance. Like most rural
counties in the reg.Lon, no form of land use controls had been implemented;
until recently, the:-e had been no need for land use guidance. The rural agri-
cultural county had not experienced much growth because of its remoteness and
unsuitable topography. Lately, however, an increasing demand for second homes,
weekend mountain ret reats, and permanent homes has driven the value of land in
the county, particu. arly along the Parkway, to unheard-of heights. The Plan-
ning Commission and the county citizens echoed similar concerns: how could the
county improve its e conomic situation by accepting growth, but still maintain
its rural character., particularly in the immediate area of the Blue Ridge
Parkway.
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A group of. ].andscape architecture faculty and students at Virginia
Polytechnic Insti,tute and State University took on the task of attempting an
answer to the question, with the encouragement of the Virginia Fourth Planning
District Commission, the regional planning agency which provides assistance in
Floyd County.* Work on the proIect began in Nay, 1974, and an initial presen-
tation was made i.n October to the Floyd-Floyd County Planning Board. The
methodology empl<iyed, a unique combination of field surveys and computer
analysis, was we]1 received by the citizen group, It is hoped that similar
projects might bt undertaken by other jurisdictions contending with similar
problems and by t.he Blue Ridge Parkway Office in Asheville.

The project team began with a period of research and data gathering. The
40-plus miles of the Parkway were driven several times to establish the
character of the Parkway in Floyd County. It was observed that this segment
had no features t.hat were outstanding compared to other portions of the total
Parkway, but it c',id have a relatively unspoiled pastoral landscape. Several
overlooks, with c'.istant views to the eastern plateaus of central Virginia, and
a restored grist mill were the highlights of the drive. Some evidence of
second home deve]opment and many mobile homes were observed. Strip commercial
along adjacent arid intersecting highways was also prevalent. The group was
pleased, however, to find that the majority of this segment was relatively
free from any un .ttractive, incompatible uses.

The pastora] landscape and the architectural heritage- � rough hewn barns,
zig-zag split-rai.l fences, old frame houses, rural cemeteries, and similar
features--were dccumented with over 500 slides. These were used in later
analyses, and abcut 150 of the slides were used as an introductory show, dis-
played with soft bluegrass music in the background, for presentations of the
project to the pc.blic.

Base maps wc re drawn for the study area, which encompassed the area to
both sides of the Parkway which could be seen from the road. Distant views
over the escarpment of the mountains were occasionally experienced along the
roadway, but since the scope of the project did not allow for control of the
land within thes~ views, the nearest ridge outside of Floyd County was used as
the boundary of the study area. A grid of squares representing approximately
ten acres was imE osed on the base maps, which was later used for coding in-
formation into a computer-usable format.

+The project team included Professor Alan G. Winslow; Assistant Professor
Benjamin C. John.on; the author; Gary E. Day, Instructor; H. Ca1es Givens,
Charles Crai", 1;ndscape architecture students; and Robert Gariepy and Robert
Hogan, architectire students.

From t.hi.s pc
used to formulat 
a visual analysT:
able land within

overlays, to faci
met]iod.

int three simple analyses were undertaken, which were. later
a composite "priority areas" map. These three analyses were:
an environmental analysis, and the delineation of develop-

the study area. This information was drawn onto plastic
litste the creation of the priority areas map by an overlay



The visual analysis was handled by combining a field reconnaisance method
and a computer-aided method called the 'VIEWS" program. After reviewing exist-
ing methods of visual landscape analysis  some ten studies were examined in
detail!, the project team developed a classification methodology that was
suited to the Blue Ridge landscape. A simple system was devised, so that it
could be readily understood by the citizens of the county. Six basic view
types were catalogued for the visual experience of the Parkway. These in-
cluded:

1. Corridors or enclosed landscape. This type of landscape
encompasses the majority of the study area along the
Parkway. In this landscape the roadway is completely
erclosed with vegetation or landform, or both. It allows
no visual penetration from the Parkway,

2. Corridor with openings or semi-enclosed landscape. This
landscape is similar to the preceding one, only it pre-
sents the viewer with an occasional opening in the barrier,
such as a dip in constraining topography or break in tree
lines.

3. Intermediate view landscape. This landscape is one where
the middl ground predominates, providing the focus of the
viewer's attention on a subject away from the road. An
element af enclosure or foreground may be present in this
classification as well.

4. Intermediate view landscape with limited distant view.
This landscape consists of an intermediate length view,
with an o< casional or brief distant view past the middle-
ground.

5. Distant v .ew landscape. This landscape is comparable to
R. Burton Litton, Jr,'s panoramic landscape, where the
observer 's in a superior position with a distant view
of severa miles.  Litton, 1968.!

6. Distant v:.ew landscape with distinct foreground and
middleground. This landscape type is a combination of
all of the above landscape types, with distinct visual
elements in the foreground and middleground.

These view types were mapped through the use of a graphic symbol indicat-
ing where a particular type of view could be experienced. Figure 1 is an
example of the visual analysis maps prepared for this report. The first two
types offer little visual penetration, and are therefore not readily subject
to visual impact. Intermediate views which represent primarily a view of a
"meadow landscape" are more subject to sight than enclosed views. The develop-
ment of these lands could detract from the scenic character af the Parkway,
if the design and siting of structures were not carefully studied to ensure a
blending of buildir.g character, materials, and other factors. The final view
categories, the distant views, are the most dramatic and scenic views along
the Park~ay. It i important that the land areas within the distant view
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Figure 1
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categories be cont: oiled in some manner to avoid development which is detrac-
tive from the scenic quality of the Parkway.

Another factor in determining visual significance is the frequency of
which something is viewed. To study this aspect, the project team employed
the "VIEWS" prograra, a computer system designed to assist in visual analysis.
VIEWS is a search program, which simulates the view that a person would have
from a particular point, by scanning all of the grid cells in the study area.
Topographic elevat'on, and vegetation height and density were the variables
used to determine what was visible. In this project, the computer simulated
a drive down the P;irkway and recorded the number of times a particular cell
could be "seen", up to a maximum of seven times. For this exercise, it was
decided to record r.he number of times an area could be viewed if vegetation
was removed, thereby giving an impression of the potential visual character
if development werr to occur. The project team made an arbitrary judgment
that if a particul ir cell was visible between four and seven times, it. should
be considered visu illy significant. If a cell was seen once, or up to four
times, it was classified visible, but not as significant. Figure 2 shows this
final VIEWS map. 'J.'his information was transferred from the computer output
to a plastic overl;iy to permit its use in determining priority areas .

A second analy sis was made to determine critical environmental areas
within the study area. This information was available in computer format
from a previous study conducted at Virginia Polytechnic institute and State
University,  Simuti.s and Johnson, 1974! and was employed on the Parkway study.
These critical envi.ronmental areas were defined as those areas with maximum
potential for productive forest cover and diverse wildlife habitats. i.enerally,
these areas are ch-.racterized by steep, north and east facing slopes at high
to moderate elevations. Because of the relatively rare and unique conditions
which prevail in these locations, they are regarded as areas which might be
highly sensitive tc landscape modification, thus disrupting delicate plant and
animal ecologies. The greatest concentration of potential productive habitats
is along the escarpment of the Blue Ridge mountains, generally to the east of
the Parkway in Floyd County.

The informaticn generated on the computer maps was transposed onto a
mylar overlay. This is shown in Figure 3. Only one category was delineated�
critical environmertal areas � as precise locations of individual ecological
communities of various types were not possible with time and data limitations.
These critical environmental areas served as a second input into the Priority
Areas map,

A third analysis was undertaken to determine which areas within the study
area could realistically be considered developable. It was assumed that if a
parcel was essentially undevelopable, it would not be necessary to impose con-
trols on these parcels. Figure 4 shows this analysis map.

The developability analysis was generalized, because of time and data
available, to include three factors; topography, accessibility to improved
roads, and soils suitable for septic systems. Only slopes of 12 percent or
lower were considered developable, because of serious cost and feasibility
problems encountered at gradients above this percentage. If access to improved
county or state roads was not within a reasonable distance of a parcel, it was
not considered developable for the purposes of the project. Likewise, if soils
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Figure 3
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Figure
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were not suitable f~r septic systems, which is the primary means of sewage
disposal in rural areas, the land could not be considered developable. De-
velopable areas wer delineated in a generalized manner on another overlay.

The three component maps described above were overlayed and given equal
importance to develop a synthesis map of priority areas. Figures 5 and 6
show the priority map and the criteria used for determining the categories.
A graphic system analogous to a stoplight was used for easy understanding by
the public. This iavolved using a red, yellow, and green color scheme on
the map to indicate the highest to lowest priority areas for development
controls. Also for this last phase of the work, an investigation was made
into what kinds of Land use guidance mechanisms were most appropriate for
use in a rural environment such as Floyd County. These mechanisms were
summarized, and the most appropriate ones for a particular priority area were
enumerated.

High priori.ty  red! areas were those whish showed an overlap of d~evelo-
able land and visuall si ificant areas, or visible and critical environmental
area in combination. These areas, because they are likely to be critical to the
preservation of the scenic and environmental quality of the Parkway, should
receive the strongest and most immediate attention to prevent irreversible and
incompatible development. The consideration of means for controlling develop-
ment in these high priority areas should include land acquisition by the Park-
way, easements, or tax incentives to land owners if they agree to preserve their
land. If these meaus are unrealistic, strict site and building design per-
formance standards should be imposed on any proposed construction in these
areas.

Moderate priority  yellow! areas on the wap were the overlay of ~devalo
able land with areas falling under either the visible or critical environmental
delineations. Thes are developable portions of the study area which deserve
serious consideration for protection from development because they are strong-
ly visible from the Parkway, or they are sensitive environmentally. The most
probable method of land use control in these areas would be site and building
performance criteria to ensure minimal visual or environmental impact, yet
not discourage compatible development.

Low priority  green! areas are those with develo able land, but are not
subject to view from the Parkway or critically important environmental areas.
Development can be allowed in these areas which would improve the overall
county economic development. This development might include second homes,
cabins, motels, or highway commercial. Even development of this land should
be subject to some regulation, to ensure a minimal envitonmental and esthetic
impact in the county,

The final portion of the study involved determining responsibilities for
land use controls, based on the findings of the research team. Since two
very different governing bodies � the local county and the federal Parkway
agency--have interest in what happens to the land along the roadway, it was
felt that some initial guidelines could be established using visual, environ-
mental, and developability criteria.
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Figure 5
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Figure 6. Priority Areas Criteria
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In general, it was felt that the higher the priority and the closer ta
the Parkway a parcel is, the greater is the federal government's concern and
responsibility, The lower the priority, and the farther from the Parkway,
the greater would be the County's responsibility. Mechanisms for land use
control would vary, based upon responsibility, from outright purchase or
scenic easements on the part of the federal government, to site an archi-
tectural performance standards for low priority areas in the County's realm
of responsibility. Thus the priority areas system, based on visual, en-
vironmental, and developability, plays a strong role in controlling future
land use in this very scenic area. These responsibilities are summarized
in Figure 7.

VIEW TYPE CATEGORIESPriority
Area Froze round

High
 red!

High Federal
Responsibility

Mixed Federal
and Local

Responsibility

High Federal

Responsibility

Moderate

 yellow!
High Federal
Responsibility

Mixed Federal
and Local
Responsibility

Local

Responsibility

Low

 green!
Mf.xed Federal
and Local
Responsibility

Local

Responsibility
Local

Responsibility

Figure 7. Land Use Control Responsibilities

The method employed here, or similar ones, can be used on other portions
of the Parkway, as well as for other scenic districts. The procedure is
simple, and it provides a readily understood product which can be applied by
the locality to assist in solving its land use control problems, and at the
same time, allow the visual quality of its scenic resource to be maintained
at a high level.
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The result.- of the study have offered rural Floyd County a new way of
controlling dev lopment along the Parkway, Previous attempts by the Parkway
Office to impose an arbitrary setback distance for development limiations
had been met wi'h strong disfavor by county residents. The system described
above would allow any development in non-visible and non-unique environmental
areas, and would only control development in visible and critically important
environmental aceas. This would allow landowners the right to develop in
areas that do not affect the Parkway, and impose controls only on land that
does influence :he scenic and environmental quality of  he roadway and the county.
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1. Environmental Analysis of Central Ohio

a! Objectives

Environmental Analysis of Central Ohio consisting of 29 counties  Fig. 1!
is conducted under the contract with the Army Corps of Engineers by the
Ohio Biological Survey to which reporter is a subcontractor,

The overall objective of the analysis is to provide base information to
guide future study and to reveal tradeoffs and optimum choices for the
environmental quality objectives in water and land resource planning.

b! Areas of Analysis

The Environmental analysis is conducted in the following areas:

c! Scope of Analysis

It should be eriphasized that the study is limited in scope to a compilat1on
of existing data. As such it will not represent a complete analysis of the
study region bit it will serve as a data base upon which more compiete
analyses can b» built.

Duration of ths visual component study lasted for six months. During this
time a reporter and an assistant spent two weeks on the ground and air;
the rest of the time was spent collecting available published data, executing
analysis and producing maps and reports.

2. Visual Componerit Study

A. Objectives

The specific objectives of the  Visual Component Study! of the Environmental
Analysis of Ceritral Ohio were established as follows:

To identify the visually homogeneous landscape depend1ng on landscape
pattern and land form areas.

2. To evaluate v1sual quality of the ident1fied homogeneous landscape
areas on a basis of the diversity of the total landscape.

3. To integrate rare, unique, natural and wild landscape visual features,
which are mainly point datas, with a broad regional visual analysis
established through 1! and 2! to establish a total visual quality for
a given unii: study area.
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[I] Environmental Analys1s of Central Ohio

Climate
Groundwater
Surface Water Cuantity
Surface Water <uality
Geology and Physiography
Nineral Resources

Soils
Vegetation
Forestry

Terrestrial Vertebrates

Aquatic Biology
Archaeology and H1storical Features
Cultural Features

Social and Population Geography
Land Use

Landscape Analysis
 Visual Component!
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4. To investigate the possibility of utilizing the study for the formula-
tion of policy and for planning and management decisions.

l3. Method  See Flow I!iagram Fig. 2,!

Ident if ica tion

a! First, attempt was made to identify the homogeneous landscape pattern
on a basis of the percentage coverage of a unit study area by such
land uses as ri sidential, farm and forest.

The entire study area is gridded into 10 x 10 km squares on 1;250,000
scale USGS map, The size was chosen as suitable to a visual analysis
study after a preliminary site observation, taking also into considera-
tion of our study methodology and time constraint.

Then, the cells are sorted into nine categories depending upon their
pattern of land use.

Landscape patterns categorized are: urban, suburban, town/farm, town/
forest, village/farm, farm, farm/forest, forest and strip mining areas
 see Fig~. 3! . Final landscape Pattern of the study area is shown in
Fig. 4. Urban and strip mining areas are not shown on the map

Fi
Landscape Pattern of coverage in a ce

Forest

Urban

Suburban 60

20

25 60

Village/Farm 5 25-75 20

75farm

25-75 20-60

60

 del ineated areas!

Note: 1. Urban area~ are those delineated in the Land Use Map.
2. Population based on the coverage of residential development.
3. Mining areas are those delineated in the Land Use Map,
4. Farm and Forest coverages are interpreted from a combination of USGS

topo maps and the Land Use Map.

Town/Farm

Town/Forest

Farm/Forest

Forest

Strip Mining

Po ulation

Idelineated areas!

25-75

25-75
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b! Secondly, the Land Form Map is prepared on the Physiographic Region Map
supplied by the participating geologist with a minor modification; the
inclusior of valley bottom areas since they have a distinct visual form.
 Land Form Map, Fig

The Land Form categories mapped are:

Plains

Plateau

c! Identification of Landscape Region

A composite of the two maps, Landscape Pattern and Land Form, is produced
using an overlay technique. A pattern presenting homogeneous areas appears
on the map, identifying the Landscape Regions of Central Ohio.  I;,~

Identified Landscape Regions shown in I-'ig. b are:

I! Ohic Till Plain
II! Columbus Metropolitan

III! Ohic Escarpment  Glaciation line!
IV! Lexington Plain
V! Ohic Plateau

d! Thirdly, the sensuous/visual elements and the characteristic elements
of the landscape based on the field survey and literature survey were
inventoried and recorded on a map.

[IIj Evaluation

The visual components of the environment of Central Ohio as described above
are evaluated on the basis of the following three factors:

I. Landscape Diversity
II. Scale of Sensuous/Visual Landscape

III. Scale of Characteristic Landscape Features

These three factors are numerically expressed after a series of manipu'tations
and interpretations performed on the several base maps.
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i! Forest Area
ii! Strip Mined Area

ii i ! Dairy Farming

VI! Lower Scioto Valley
VII! Hocking Valley

VIII! Ohio River

Upland Till Plain
Valley Bottom Till Plain
Lexington Plain

Unglaciated Upland
Unglaciated Valley Bottom
Glaciated Upland
Glaciated Valley Bottom
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a! The first of the three factors, Landscape Diversity deals with the
diversity of components, namely landscape pattern and land form. Maps
of vegetation, topography and land use provide the base information
which is manipulated and interpreted. Our hypothesis in Landscape
Diversity is that in each unit area, a 10 x 10 km sqaure in this study,
the visual quality of the area is a function of the diversity rating of
the area.

The existing landscape elements identified in the LANDSCAPE PATTERN
and the LAND FORM are employed to evaluate the degree of Landscape
Diversity of th study area by a unit cell �0 x 10 km! basis.

Those landscape elements identified are l! Water, �! Ve etation and

Variations in the l AND FORM category.

The numerical points ranking system was employed for a total evaluation.
The maximum rating points for LANDSCAPE PATTERN AND LAND FORM was set
equally at six ~oints. The highest diversity points a cell may get is
l2.  e.g. LANDS:APE PATTERN 6 + LAND FORM 6 = 12.!

a-1! Diversity in Landscape Pattern

Evaluation of the Landscape Diversity in LANDSCAPE PATTERN was
executed in the following manner:

�! First, the water element was evaluated in the following
categories:

a! Ri~ers and Creeks in terms of river order
b! Intensity of year round streams by graphic scale
c! Large water body by 40 acres as lower limit

�! The Diversity of Forest Coverage  Vegetation! is evaluated
employing the established graphic scale for each cell.

{3! The lsnd use pattern of the study area is evaluated according
to the following categories employing established graphic
seal e:

a! Existence of Urban Area
b! Intensity of Residential Development
c! Intensity of Road Development
d! Intensity of Manufacturing and Commercial Development
e! Intensity of Mining and Extraction Industry

a-2! As to Diversity in Land Form

At the same time, land form element was evaluated on the bas~s of
variations of topographical contour lines in each cell.
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All <:elis are evaluated on the scale of High � points!, hledium
� points! and Low � points!.

a-3! Tota I Evaluation

In o< der to get the total evaluation of Landscape Diversity for
each cell, two steps are involved:

Firs-, points assigned for LANDSCAPE PATTERN are totaled.

Example: Cell Nu~ber 330 E. 4350 N,

TO'I'AL 13

The I!oints acquired are divided by three and added to the
poin'. established for LAND FORM to establish the total points
for I andscape Diversity.  See Fig. 7for result.!

Landscape Pattern �3/3 = 4.3!
Land Form 4

8.3

b! The second factor, Sensuous/Visual Landscape, focuses on edges,
linear elements, landmarks, nodal points and views. The primary
method of i ollecting data on these components was field observation
of the stuiy area, supplemented by interpretation of the topography
map.

As the major objective of the study is to collect and analyze
informatio i which exists prior to the study and from other con-
straints-- time and fund, a gross visual survey of the study area
was conducted.

Topographi-al edges, enclosures and view-vista points are inven-
toried using field observation, average 2 stations in a cell
�0km x 10km! on major routes and interpretation of topography
map.

Due to the grossness of the unit cel! scale of the study and
of the source af information  USGS topography map 1: 250,000!,
vegetative and man-made visual screens are not considered.
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Inventoried Datas  Edge/Enclosure and View/Vista! are evaluated
subjectively as major or minor visual elements depending on the
scale.

The following score points are given to each evaluated datas.
 See Figs. 8 f 9!

Edge/Enclosure  Topographic! Major
Minor

Major
Minor

View/Vista

c! The thi rd factor, Characteristic landscape Features, designates
natural and human/cultural points of significance located in the
study area. The data on these features was gathered mainly from
existent literatures,

First, those identified landscape features, most of which are point
data, i.e. earth mound, Museum, Mt. Logan, Old Man's Cave, etc. are
plotted on a map,

*Any characteristic landscape features which are identified also as
visual components in Sensuous/Visual Landscape are determined higher
of value.

*Any features existing within the environmental corridor boundaries
establishec by overlaying recreational resource maps by DNR get
higher evaluation.  Fig, IO!

*Any features which are listed in more than two publications get
higher evaluation.

Relative importance among these features is given below:

A. Any features which is a part of visual components
Any features which is not part of visual components

8. Any features which is inside corridor boundary
Any features which is not inside corridor boundary

C. Any i'eatures which is listed more than twice
Any features which is listed once

d! Visual qua ity of Central Ohio

In order to get a total view on the visual quality of Central Ohio,
a composit» map is made from the preceding three maps. First, re-
lative importance of 6, 3 and 4 to Landscape Diversity, Visual
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"PopuIarity of these landscape features both natural and human/cultural
is evaluated on the number of occurrences of the name in the existing
1 i teratures .
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Landscape anc Landscape Features respectively are given to each of the
three components. Later computer mapping is employed to reveal the
effect of var i ous relative wei ghting sys tems.

The following ranking system is employed to grade all cells into five
classes according to the number of points each cell has received on
the composit» map.

Highly Rated Class

Lowly Rated Class

Thus a total view on the visual quality of Central Ohio is rated and
shown in Fip, I],

e! Landscape Perception Survey

e-1! Survey

A primitive survey was conducted to see if there is any correlation
among the image  perception! of the evaluation of the landscape,
and the Landscape Regions identified through the process described
above.

Specifically, the survey was designed to test three hypotheses of
this study. They are:

Hypothesis 1 Areas of rolling hill  abundance of topographical
change! get higher evaluation than flat areas.

Hypothesis 2 There are some homogeneous landscape areas which
can be visually identified in the state.

Hypothesis 3 Those homogeneous landscape areas can be pre-
identified by the mapped information.

Surveye~ s were asked to 1! "divide the state into maximum of 20
areas such of which you think has been homogeneous characteristics
in both natural and man-made", 2! "describe those areas identified
by brie- statement", and 3! "rank those areas in terms of visual
quality in the range of 0  lowest! - 5  hi'ghest!".

Approximately 70 students of various majoring fields responded
and 54 of them were analyzed. The rest were not analyzed because
they showed few identification of any region because of short
stay in Ohio.

e-2! Discussions and Conclusions

The result of the survey from the students on map form is gener-
alized to show 10 areas in the state.  Fig,
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There are four types of information shown on the maps.

They are as follows:

i! most distinctive and commonly agreed division lines
ii! ten areas  identifiable!

iii! brief description of the areas
iv! their evaluation scores as to visual quality

Generally speaking, from the survey results, the following is
concluded:

1. most distinctive and commonly agreed division line
coinci des wi th Glacial Boundary.

2. ten areas identified are identical except in a few
situations.

3. descriptions of the areas are commonly done by Wand
form, land use and name of the major cities.

4. areas south of Glacial Boundary tend to get higher
evaluation score.

Based on these conclusions, we can roughly prove the Hypothesis 1
since the areas which received higher evaluation score are the
areas south of' Glacial Boundary coincides with ro1'ling hill areas.

Visually, there are two homogeneous landscape areas--hill and
flat. '..n addition to those areas, other areas are also identi-
fied as homogeneous landscape in terms of flatness of the land,
forest coverage, existence of water and population, thus proving
Hypothesis 2.

In this study area, four commonly sited areas can be identified.

Flat, Rural, Farm Land Area
Populated, Suburban Columbus Area
Scioto Hill, Pasture, Forest Area
Hocking Hill, Forest Area

Perceived landscape regions  Fig. 13! and landscape regions
 Fig. 6,' identified through mapping process are roughly over-
lapping, thus proving the Hypothesis 3.

It turned out to be useful and practical to employ USGS topo-
graphy map and land use map  each at 1:250,000 scale! for
identifying homogeneous landscape areas.
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f! Conclusions

Identification

The size of the study unit may need careful examination. In
this study, 10km x 10km cells were used for identification of
Landscape Patterns and 5km x 5km cells for the final quality
evaluation.

Identification of visual'ty homogeneous landscape on the basis
of landscape pattern and land form through manipulation of
available mapped information is executed and validated by per-
ception survey.

As one can predict without the aid of any study, the glaciation
limit clearly distinguishes two major visual landscape areas:
Ohio Till Plain and Ohio Plateau,

f-2! Evaluation

The visual quality evaluation of these areas on the basis of
diversity of landscape closely relates to the perception survey,
validating the method used.

The method of integration of visual landscape and characteristics
landscape with landscape diversity for total visual landscape
quality evaluation is still primitive; more comprehensive methods
should be developed in future study.

The rarki ng of the total visual quality of an area i s only re-
lative to any other area in the study area, thus prohibiting
the study from indicating any international, national, state,
and local significance of a given cel'I or area,

The rarking is useful in placing priority for such projects as
restoration, beautification, reforestration and introduction
of water body in the study area.

f-3! Plannirg Implementation

Some of the utility of this study can be summarized as follows:

l. Visual quality ranking can indicate areas needing upgrading.

2. Means of visual upgrading can be suggested from evaluation
cr iteria.

3. Visual impact of the area from development and its related
action can be predicted when the rating is used in com-
b nation with the identification of the ecological stabi-
lityy of the area, when available.

1SS

Although identification and
of landscape  views/vistas,
executed on 1: N,000 scale,
scale in order to cover the

evaluation of the visual components
edge & landmarks! could be better
the study was done at 1:250,000
entire study area.
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V sual integration of the area thus can be indicated.

4. S nce visual experience is largely sequential, the visual
quality map is best utilized in identifying a visual cor-
r.dor which can be designated as a scenic route,

When available, the results of the study on the natural and
human/cultural components done by the other consultants par-
ticipating in the Environmental Analysis of Central Ohio should
be compared wi th the fi ndi ngs of this part of the study to see
if any correlation exists between the two sets of results.

[ I Iij Ross County Visual Analysis

The previous Central Ohio study leaves two questions: 1! appropriate unit
size for identification/evaluation at 1:250,000 scale and 2! level of detail
in the field survey. These are dealt with in The Stud for Ross Count  one
of 29 counties! conducted at a smaller scale and more detailed level, VisuaI
survey at 1::?4,000 scale is executed employing the following method and iden-
tifies sixteen Landscape Sub-Regions, which are evaluated based on diversity
of land form, vegetation and other visual features.

1. Identification of the Landscape Dimension
Following landscape elements were employed in this study:

Slope Gradient
Physiology Unit
VegeI;ation Types
Land Use Pattern 8 Coverage

Corresponding to these elements the following maps were produced:

Topography  USGS!
Land Use �960 State of Ohio!
Elevation Relief
SIop
Physiography
Existing Foliage  ERTS!
Original Vegetation  Gorden!

2. Landscape Unit Identification

a! Composite of landscape elements�
Those maps of landscape elements described in the preceding
section are overlaid to produce a composite map  Fig. 14!

From this process, a pattern of areas with homogeneous characters
is revealed.

A field survey was conducted. This preliminary visual field survey
determined the size of the homogeneous character areas identified
previously. Then, each area was labelled.  Fig 15!
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Also an Image Map of Ross County was produced through the field
survey.  Fig.L6!

1! Identification of Landscape Unit�
Secondly, these areas are grouped into the following Landscape Unit
Categories:

Ci ty
Town Farm
Forest Farm
Town Forest
Forest

3. Visual guality Evaluation
Landscape Diversity in each Landscape Unit Category and for Ross County
as a whole were ietermined and the average of the two was determined as
the Landscape Diversity Rating.

Existing Visual =eatures and View Types were inventoried through field
and map survey.

4. Comparison
Comparison of th se two studies reveals that there is a general agreement
between the results of the evaluation. However, the Ross County Study
results reflect more accurately the land form variations identified by
human perception.
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VISUAL EQUALITY AND CULTURAL WEALTH:

THE CASE OF POWERLINES

Michael E. Rapp
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'1"~ CASF, UF POWZ-'U,CHES

Michael < Rapp
Department of Geography

Vassar College

Abstract

According to L'avid Lowenthal �973, pi 32!, one of our greatest problems
in formulating policies to protect visual amenity is that "we tend to inter-
pret our manmade landscapes as inherited failures rather than tomorrow's
promises. " In our visual blight study at Vassar College, we attempted to cor-
rect this flaw, looking with promise rather than condemnation at massive new
visual intrusions including high voltage energy transmission systems<

Cultural Processes arri the Landsca

Numerous processes occur on our landscape that, interact to form an envi-
ronment for man; some of the processes are natural and some of them are cul-
tural. It 0s generally assumed that most natural processes and most cultu-
ral activ0ties, at least until the industrial revolution, helped contribute to
an aesthetic environment. Suddenly in our century various cultural processes
have exploded, altering our landscape with a myriad of systems and develop-
ments of many types. The question is essentially~ Is worldwide industriali-
zation compatible with the maintenance of a beautiful environment2

The issue is much larger, of course, than just visual environment. What
is at issue is the quality of life in general in a technological world. This
is not a question that can be answered in one study> or really in any number
of studies; but in our visual blisht report  Flad, 1974!, we at least deter-
mined that one fruitful way to inititate debate on this vital issue was to
study a number of particular cultural-visual problems.

'«ich voltage transmission is a large scale process that is both altering
our civilization and altering our landscapei What process so concisely epi-
tomizes the harsh impact of a massive industrialization on natural wilderness
areas and the further adding of complexity to developed areas' The sheer
conception of a super high energy web spun over our landscape is a symbol of
just how large a problem we face in improving visual America, giving insight
into our massive capability to harness natural energy sources to alter our
environment.

Overall, a year's worth of study of powerlines did not lead us to depair
over the prospects of visual quality in a technological society. Qn the con-
trary, the efforts and new ideas that have been applied to the powerline
visual issue lead one to cautious optimism, not only about powerlines, but

ore importantl,;~r ou." ';i:-~sea«e in generala
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Th Pow rline Issue

From a design starxipoi,nt, powerlines exhibit both positive arri nega-
tive qualities. On the positive side they exhibit a regularity and coher-
ence of form and function resulting from modern engineering and economics
that often can be compared to the work of Nother Nature in economy of ma-
terials used and grace of form. On the negative side, not, only are many
powerlines arxi their related substations ugly, but even good. ones are often
not in the best placei they have a failing in the art of "relationship,"
 rlad, 1970, p, 10!, ard their positive qualities are obscured either by
other powerlines, other manmade development or beautiful vistas they might
chance to disrupt.

However, powerlines of all shapes, sizes> and vintage present a hidden
potentia1 for those citizens willing to take a bxave cultural approach to
their appearanceI Powerline rights-of-way, and other technological linear
spaces including abandoned railroad lines, aqueduct paths, and gas lines,
offer us a potential for recreation. According to Robert Royston~

People will soon demand connected park systems> systems which
make sense> Linkages by rights of way for the continuation of
natural processes and people's movements free from automobiles.
sa.. ~ There is a strengthening public demand fox' ~ . ~ access sys-
tems of greeaways that will express permanent faith in the
landscape as a matrix for community life arxi growths  Royston,
1974, p. 238!

erica's ro,M system, while being very useful for the economy, has led
to a serious sho;.tage of small-scale and green paths. Powerline linear space
is of particular value in supplying maximum edge per acre and maximum ac-
cessibility. Powerlin* paths are an ecological resource as well>  Carey
Arboretum, 1973!, a vibrant transition zone supporting many sp~cies of an-
imals ard plants.,

. olo arxi Landsca

A central question still remainsi Are we coming out ahead learning to
use powerlines, or are we accepting errviromental degradation with a grain
of salt7 '-!e must move to a more theoretical approach to evaluate this ques-
tion.

A. David 'iil> looks at the cultural context of landscape change  Hill,
1964, p. W!i

A people's estimation of their own needs and their capabilities
to use natural features determines the ultimate manner in which
those features are exploited.

Hill studied a rural iwxican larxiscape, a landscape almost totally de-
voted to the growing of corn. Corn is the central food; even more impor-
tantly, it is the central energy source for a whole society, with man and
animal being the primary work force. The llexican landscape molded itself
to this energy system of sun to corn to. manI the cornfield itself and
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where conditions a:.e right to put a cornfield not only alters the placing of
every other activity, but becomes the central environmental Mage> assuming
mythological qual i ties ~

Our society ma. ches to a different beat, powered by the forces of rivers,
resources from the crust of the earth, and hidden relationships oS' the atom.
~ust how vital ene..-gy availability has been to the development of modern
civilization has o Qy r'ecently become obvious, with a new "energy conscious-
r.ess" envelopirv. t:!e la&. 3ut as the availability of cheap fossil fuel led
to our "automobile landscape>" it is likely that future energy relationships
have and will become c ntral determinants of lardscape change.

It is not cert,~in just what powerlines represent in terms of energy
utilization in Ame:..ica. To some they are only one more artifact of a waste-
f'ul system that ~i:Ll recede as America learns to use a1ternate energy sources
as well as use ene:.py more carefully. But most experts envisage powerlines as
a potential system that will maximize energy efficiency by pooling energy
from region to region.

If powerlines oecome an enduring artifact of our modern era, than the
use of powerline rights-of-way assumes much greater implications than learning
to live with more 'Right. Hopefully the early efforts and the work to come con-
cerning their visual. appearance will serve as a model for the vigilance »e car.
direct towards our entire landscape.

T'.ze Real Issuer Th Am rican Landsca

Fowerlines are not really the central issue, however, they are only an
isolated artifact, thankfully perhaps. The real issue concerns the places
we spend the most time at, the visual quality of our "beats"  Clay, 197$,
p. 110!, our hiphw.~ys, ou" streets, and our shorelinesI Me face complex
issues in safegua~iing the amenity of these areas because of the multi-
plicity of process .s occurrinr;.

'Je face hard issues in balancing economic factors and visual coherence,
but these two issues are not as separated as we often make them out to bei
Yi Fu Tuan  Tuan, .L974, p. 64!p says that we tend to judge harshly,

the raw disord arly cityscapes of the American 'vilest- � -the errd-
less rows of' gas stations, motels, "dairy queens," and hambur-
- er stands. !'h~ operator. of an eat starxl, however, can be
proud of' his bisiness arxi his modest role in the community
just as the backwoods farr,".er saw in his untidy patch of' corn
r~assurirz evidence of' his success in the struggle for inde-
ne..dent livelili cd'

.uan would certainly bn the last one to call for more hamburger stands on
our Za.+scare, however. His point is that not only must we recognize the
r~lativ. sr of judgement as mediated by economic factors, but that overzea-
lousn ss ! n squashinr our landscape s ability to communicate the f'eelings of

o'.	 can Read to a sterile larriscapei
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i!ltimately the determination of what is beautiful is undoubtedly
historical, Our conference on coastal management certainly might in-
dicate a new era when hamburger starris owners will begin to find out
that they must sell visual quality as well as hamburgers to a more
discriminatinr pr..blico The point is, as expressed by A.>.,Parr
 Parr, 1972, p. ~'7!, that the task,

of environmertal quality is not to provide a terminal re-
tirement home for civilization, but to guide the evolution
of our surroundings in such a manner that we may find de-
light aced assurance both in the process and in the stages
it takes us through.

A cultural committment to improve the looks of the landscape can only
come through a greater appreciation, urderstarding, ard respect for the
many processes that occur on it. Our landscape can not be beautified
across the bo=-.rd at orjceI <le are likely to make the best progess by con-
centratinr efforts in areas where results are likely to be reaped. One
fruitful areas is powerline impact! results are possible in this area
because of the singular nature of the process occurring. Another area
is the case of shorelinesl we can achieve in this area because of the
strong likelihood of popular support to improve this vital recreational
space, Tn these tao areas in particular> an example can be set for the
development of the American landscape in generals
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Artifacts stand as presences in their own right ~
like persons themselves, in the;ir own immutable
idiosyncracy and entirety. They differ of course
fron man himself in their usual immobility and
unmoved permanenc,e, thus forming a sensibly dif-
f'.rent realm - allied and related to man, derived
from and representative of man and deeply in-
vclved in hie life.  Philip Wagner, 1972, p. 67! ~
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Isolated islands of green are no
langer enough for the enlightened
urban community. People will soon
demand connected park systems,
systems wt ich make sense, linkages
by rights of way fox the continu-
ation af ratursl processes and peaple's
movements free from automobiles.
There is e strengthening public
demand fax corridors to protect wild
open axeaa; end conservation zones,
and access systems of greenways which
will express pexmanent faith in the
landscape es a matx ix fax community
life and growth.  Raystan, 3 974,
p. 238!.
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A SCENIC HIGHWAY ASSESSMENT PROCESSt
ITS APPLICATION TO THE MASSACHUSETTS COAST

Nancy Watkins Denig
Depa:rtment of Land, scape Architecture and

Regional Planning
The University of Massachusetts at Amherst

The work de..;cribed in this abstract is part of a larger trans-
portation study undertaken Curing the 19<<'4-75 academic year by var-
ious d.epartments of the University of Massachusetts, and. spon-
sored, with funds from the Federal Highway Administration, by the
Massachusetts De partment of Public Work's Bureau of Transpor-
tation Planning and. Development. Nancy W. Denig and. David C. Hol-
d.en were student researchers d.eveloping and co-authoring the asses-
sment process, supervised throughout the year by Professors Julius
Gy. Pabns and Ba;<..rie Greenbie, Principle Investigators.

This assessment process was d.esigned as a simpLe way to eva-
luate the scenic quality of exist1ng Massachusetts state-num-
bered highways. Its ultimate purpose is the creation of a state-
wid.e network of:Legally designated. and. protected. scenic routes.

The process includes six levels of scenic evaluation - land-
scape context, v:Lewshed, corridor, special resource linkage, field
check, and sceni<: potential. The first three levels were develop-
ed. fully and. app.Lied during the first year of the study, and. are
described. below. All of these first three levels are based on
data derived from USGS 7-' topographical maps. Their basic unit
nf analysis is the highway segment, ranging from 20-35 miles wher-
ever natural breakpoints in the highway network occur. Each seg-
ment is ranked in relation to the others and placed. in one of three
groupings d.enoting high, medium or low quality. Rather than eval-
uating with exte:mally fixed. standards, relative ranking was thou-
ght to recogni,ze the given-ness of the existing highway network
from among which the best must be chosen.

LeveL L out:Lines a procedure for assessing the land, scape
context. The study area is classified into d.istinct terrain and.
land use landsca.~e types. The highway segments are then ranked vis
a vis the divers;Lty and contrast levels of their surrounding lanZ-
scape. Diversity refers to the number of land. scape types per mile;
contrast refers .o the average degree of change thought present in
each Juxtaposition of .Land. scape types along the route.

Level 2 - the viewshed area assessment - is applied to areas
having special o.~en and. discrete characteristics, qualities wh1ch
have long been a~preciated. As such, this level does not obtain
for the maJority of highway segments within the state. Highway
segments whid.ar within viewsheds are evaluated accord.ing to their
percentage of mi:Leage within such an area, the degree of visual
access  openness! it affords, and. the number of visible special
landscape features  landmarks w1thin the viewshed!.
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Level 3 1s the corridor assessment whereby each segment is
ranked. according to its sequence of roads1de elements  ie. types
of vegetation, development, topography!, and its degree of align-
ment variability' This th1rd, level is of the kind. most usually
associated with scenic highway studies.

Each of the three assessment levels. borrows heavily from pre-
vious studies. It is the combination of overlapping foci, however,
from the general to the more specific which makes this process
unique. The final score for each segment represents the sum of
the scores earned at each level. With a range of 2 - 9 � rather
than 3 since not all segments go through viewshed. areas!, a seg-
ment must receive a minimum score of 6 to qualify as highly
scenic.

This process has general reLevance for the coastal zone
.,ince highways - the maJor mode of public access � deeply affect
both the 1ntrinsic quality of the coast and, our peraeption of it.
Also, each of the three assessment levels relates to the coast in
a specific way. The coastal zone, for example, is one of the ter-
rain landscape types  level 1!, large water bodies such as ocean
fronts and bays are prime determinants of viewshed. areas  level 2!,
and. water bodies such as rivexs and lakes are one of the special
roadside elements counted in the sequence evaluation  leveL 3!.

The assessment process was applied to most of the highway's
throughout Massachusetts. Hesults brought no surprises, confirm-
ing intuitively held notions about areas of scenic beauty in the
state. Coastal segments ranked. high 1n relation to the others-
of the 11 coastal segments  represent1ng 15$ of the total num-
ber!, none received a combined low score, 2 received a medium
score, and the rest ranked, high. The only segment receiving the
highest possible score was a coastal one. The coastal segments
even ranked. hiZher in relat1on to other segments with the added
benefit of a viewshed.  scoring an average of 2.27 as opposed. to
2.08 out of a possible 3!.

One curious phenomenon noted in the results is that more
than half �4/! of the coastaL segments received. low scores for
the other two aspects of scen1c quality � context and. corridor.
This suggests t;hat the coastal zone routes are highLy scenic due
to the compelling nature of the water and its edge, rather than to
more ubiquitous factors shared by non-coastal routes.

All of th above results should. be seen as preliminary, since
they need to b mod,ified. by the next and. last three Levels of
assessment procedure � special resource 11nkage, f1eld. check, and
scenic potential.

Editors' note: <mfortunately, a fu1I text was unavailable when these proceedings
went to press.
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Carl Steinitz and Merlyn Paulson
Landscape Architecture Research Office
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Abstract

This paper describes a computer-based model for evaluating visual aspects of
urbanization in a rapidly suburbanizing area. It is applied to part of the
coastal zone in Massachusetts.

Introduction

This paper outlines the Visual Quality Analysis Model that has been developed
as part of a research program entitled "The Interaction Between Urbanization
and Land: Quality and Quantity in Environmental Planning and Design." The
maj or premise underlying the research program is that it is feasible to develop
a series of major models that analyze the processes of urban development in a
region; the social, fiscal, and environmental evaluations of these changes, and
the legal constraints upon them. One of these component models is the Visual
Quality Evaluation Model. It was presumed that these allocation and evaluation
models could be organized to share a technical infrastructure consisting of a
computer data base, a variety of spatial and other analysis programs, and a
series of computer graphic and other output devices. It was further assumed
that these analysis models could be combined in a variety of ways to respond to
questions posed by users beyond the scope of any single component model. The
intent of the research, therefore, was not to develop a single model, but a
series of discrete, yet inter � related, models that could be combined in a number
of ways depending on the kinds of information desired, or the type of policy
question being addr ssed. In the proper combinations, the models may be used
for such tasks as planning-simulation, projection, plan evaluation, gaming,
"optimizing," and the exploration of new legal and implementation tools. These
goals have generally been met, and the resulting models have been used to address
growth-related issues in the study area.

The area included in the stuoy is located in the southeast sector of the Boston
Metropolitan Area  Figure I!. Considerations for the determination of the
boundary of the study area were both physiographic and political. A foremost
consideration was the delineation of the drainage bas!n for the North and South
Rivers and the presence of a coastal zone, In addition, the study area was
expanded to include all of the eight towns which were either contained in these
two watersheds, or save major land areas within either watershed. The eight
towns contained are: Duxbury, Hanover, Hanson, Marshfield, Norwell, Pembroke,
Rockland, and Scituate. The total data area measures 756 square ki!ometers
 or, at the scale of the data, 75,600 hectare cells!, of which approximately
one-fifth is water.

lSponsored by the National Science Foundation/RANN under Grant CAEN-72-03372-A05.
The studies described herein are a part of the visual quality analysis studies
conducted by Carl Steinitz with the assistance of Mer!yn Paulson, Peter
Klinefelter, William Blair, Charles J. Frederick, Peter Lavender and Katherine
Kiernan.
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The Visual ualit Evaluation Model

The model postulates that the visual quality of an area  or the visual impact
of change! is to be evaluated in terms of how people perceive or "like" what
they see as theylook from the places in which they are located  or as they
move about! . In order to provide this evaluation, it also identifies visibility
patterns and spatially organizes information about land types and land uses
that are relevant to preference evaluations.

The output of the model provides criteria for evaluating any "future state-of-
the � region." The model is also used to provide preanalyses that are required
for the various land use allocation models. For example, it is used to analyze
the visual quality components of land price and housing price. The model makes
the assumptions that the existing conditions in the area will be stable over
time in terms of appearance, except that they will change as development occurs
 as per new allocations of houses, industry, roads, etc.! and as vegetation
changes  as per growth and change as described by a Vegetation Growth Model! .
It assumes that viewing populations are stable except as they change with
development and through changes in transportation patterns  according to the
various Allocation and Transportation Models!. It also assumes that viewer
preferences wi 11 remain stable, though hypotheses relating to this can be tested
by the model.

The Visual Qual ity Evaluation Model has two basic stages. The first is the
identification of the intervisibility of places  the pattern of what can be
seen from any cell or group of cells!, and is accomplished with a flexible
searching process. The model can be run to establish the views from points
 single cells!, lines, or areas. Questions of intervisibility can be satisfied
with a yes � no statement, or with a more complex response indicating frequency
of view, by number and type of viewers, and the spatial composition and content
of the observed environments. The search process takes into account the eleva-
tion of view, the various blocking and screening factors that are associated
with buildings and vegetation, as well as salient visual characteristics of the
viewed places such as height. The model recognizes that places are perceived
and evaluated differently as a function of distance from the observer. There-
fore, the madel describes and evaluates the land use and landscape types in
more aggregated groups as distance increases from the cell from which the view
originates. Generally, physical features become less distinctly recognizable,
and extremely positive and negative evaluations tend toward a more neutral
evaluation, as distance increases.

~ln ut

The model requires the user to provide information which establishes the locations
of views to be analyzed, and data files which describe the visual topography
 including various height and blocking factors associated with vegetation and
development!, the dominant visual characteristics of cells and their several
distance � preference evaluations.

The model assumes that the viewer is located at the centroid of a cell defined
as the view origin. The origin elevation can be set by the user to reflect
pedestrian or vehicular height, or any other elevation.
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The view origins can be described--and the program run � -on the basis of points,
lines and areas. Aa example of a point origin is shown in Figure 2, in which
a panoramic 360 search has been performed from the tip of Fourth Cliff in the
town of Scituate. In Figure 2, the photographs are part of the process used to
verify the accuracy of the search procedure. A linear example would be a search
from those cells wh Lch constitute highway Route 3. The Coastal Zone examples
cited in this paper are an example of the view to or from an area, in this case
from the land  area i to the ocean  area! and vice � versa.

Visual To o ra h

The model, through its search process, operates in a "visual topography" con-
sisting of the base topographic elevation plus the visual blocking heights of
the various types o- development and/or vegetation. These descriptions are de-
veloped from files rmintained in the data base, and thus can reflect changes in
land use and vegetation over time which in turn change the patterns of visibility.
The user can a]so d:.rectly change the visual topography. For example, one can
test the visual impact of a proposed project, or test the changed visual quality
from a new origin such as a proposed high bridge.

Vis ual Dominators

Three Visual Dominator files define and describe the 267 land use and landscape
types of the NSF re.earch project in visual terms and characterize the content of
what is visible for each type on the basis of its distance from the observer. In
near distance views, those cells seen within or immediately adjacent to a view
origin cell, visual dominance "recognizes" all 267 separate types which individu-
ally describe the study area. In medium distance views the 267 types are aggre-
gated into thirty ty pes recognizable at a distance of 3 cells �00 meters! from
the origin. Fsr distance views recognize 13 aggregated groups' These files
describe the study area physically as it could be seen at different distances.
They are also able to be changed and updated, allowing the testing of changed
landscapes.

Visual Preferences

Each land use and landscape type  dominator! has been assigned preference ratings
as a function of its distance to the view origin. A five � level rating system is
used- most positive, positive, neutral, negative and most negative. Since the
model is organized around three distance zones--near, middle and far � each domi-
nator can have up to three preference rat:ings. In general, as distance increases,
the ratings tend away from the extremely positive or negative groups and toward
the neutral. The ratings are based upon the literature2 with photographic-
interview field studies as a verification of the ratings and the output visual
quality evaluations. Figure 3 shows the near view preferences, indicating in
effect the visual preference of a cell for a viewer located in it.

S ear ch

The pattern and content of the area seen from a view origin cell is established
through a process of searching out along rays extending from the origin cell.
As shown in Figure 0, the area surrounding the origin cell is separated into

2As part of the research program, a summary of visual preference research was
prepared. It will be part of the full technical documentation of the study.
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eight, forty-fiv» degree octants which are delinated by principal rays of which
there are also e- ght. Each of the octants and principal rays are assigned
numbers corresponding to cardinal directions. The central ray and the number
of octants to be searched can be specified by the user so that only desired
areas are studied. Thus, the user can specify the range of angle, distance, and
density of cover<.ge which are desired for any search. As shown in Figure 4, the
interleaving of «ight rays per octant will result in 100/ coverage out to nine
cells from the origin, 90X coverage out to thirteen cells, and 65Ã coverage out
to twenty-six ce1ls from the origin.

The program records the user-specified analyses as it processes the searches from
each origin cell in turn.

In its descriptive output, the visual quality analysis model describes the area
seen from the origins in terms of what types were seen  visual dominators! and
how much these were visible  frequency! . In its evaluative output, the model

visual ~unlit of the views from any origin.

What Is Seen?

The model produces in a mapped format the pattern of development and landscape
types  dominators! recognizable from any set of view origins. It aLso produces
 optional! tabular output for each view origin in which each octant and distance
zone is described in terms of the distribution of dominator types within view.

This output is useful in describing the changing visual character of an area
over. time, or via a specific proposed change. It is also useful in establishing
the qualitative, descriptive character of views from a place, route, or area.

How Fre uentl Is A Place Seen?

The modeL records the number of times a cell is within view of a set of origins.
A higher frequency rating means that a cell has been seen from more origins, and
is more highly exposed to view, If the number of viewers can be established for
an origin, as for example via the traf fic loads on a road network, the frequency
measure can be converted to person-views  or even person-time-views! .

This output is useful in establishing whether visually desired places are in
fact exposed to view. Conversely, it is useful in Locating visually undesirable
but otherwise necessary facilities by putting them in low view-frequency areas.
Visual frequency is an important criterion in determining which areas are
visually sensitive to new development. An area which is highly visible from
many significant viewing areas is more sensitive to impact than one which is not.

Are Visuall Preferred Cells Seen?

The model records and maps the appropriate preference-distance ratings for those
cells within the pattern of visibility from an origin set.

This output describes the extent to which people prefer to see the visually
exposed area. It is useful in establishing whether the visually exposed area
is "improving" or "decl.ining" as a result of development over time or thraugh
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any other proposed changes. Figure 5
seen from all land cells in the study
are mapped with blank symbols  white!
areas. For example, one can tell how
water.

shows the visual quality evaluation as
area. In this figure, all 100/ water areas
in order to graphically highlight the land
and where views improve as they approach

As part of the Coastal Zone Management Process, the states are establishing
definitions of the oastal Zone as an area in which special planning programs
will be applicable. There are many possible ways to define this zone, among
them by visual crit ria. In this example, therefore, the focal question is
the following: Where is the coastal zone as defined by visual criteria?

Anal sis Process

The Visual guality Analysis Model can be used to define the coastal zone bv
determining the int rvisibility of the ocean and coastal wetlands with inland
areas, The first step is to provide the geographic boundaries, in visual/per-
ceptual terms, of c>astal wetlands and the ocean, and the adjacent inland area.
These are derived f rom the visual dominator files. The second task is to iden-
tify all inland areas which can be seen from any part of the ocean or coastal
wetlands areas. This is done by searching from the ocean and coastal wetland
cells  as view origins! and by checking the output for the presence of inland
cells. The third sLep determines the land area from which the ocean or coastal
wetlands can be seen. This task is accomplished by searching inland from the
ocean and coastal w tlands to pedestrian eye level  five feet! above each
inland cell. In ef feet the analysis assumes that i.f a person standing in an
inland cell is seen from the ocean or coastal wetland, he can similarly see
outward to ocean or coastal wetland cells.

Three maps have bee> produced in this example.

Figure 7 shows the '.Land use and landscape dominators visible in the Coastal
Zone. The 267 dominators are displayed in their 13 level aggregate groupings.

The preference ratings of the area within the Coastal Zone is shown in Figure 8.

A lication Issues

The output displayed on these three maps and their accompanying tables demon-
strate analyses whii h can be useful in addressing a variety of issues relating
visual analyses to Coastal Zone management. Among these are:

179

Figure 6 displays the results of the frequency analysis. It displays both the
number of times an:Lnland cell is seen from ocean and coastal wetland cells,
and the number of times an ocean or coastal wetland cell is seen from the inland
cells. The dark co.Lored cells are seen more often than the light colored cells.
The cells displayed in white  as a mask! are those land areas from which no
ocean or coastal we".land cells are visible, and thus which fall outside this
visual definition of the Coastal Zone.
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Projection:

1. How will the visual character of the Coastal Zone change in the next
30 years?

Plan Evaluation'.

1. What are the potential visual consequences within the coastal zone
of the town of Marshfield Master Plan?

Project

l.
Evaluation:

Where is the "most scenic" route for a highway or bicyle path within
the coastal zone?

What would be the visual impact of an oil drilling structure if built
in a lo ation close to the coast of Scituate?
Where might residences be located inland to afford an open view to
the oce.~n?. . .and thus a higher sales price?
Which visually sensitive areas and/or areas of high visual quali,ty
should receive priority in a conservation policy?

3 ~

180

Several of these issues have been investigated as part of the research program
and in workshops which have applied the visual model along with the rest of
the research models. These efforts have demonstrated the feasibility of devel-
oping a set of interactive allocation and evaluation models, in which visual
quality plays its appropriate role.
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Figure I
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VISUAL QUALITY PLANNING ON THE COA&

INTRODUCT ION

Dr. John P. Felleman
School of Landscape Architecture

S.U.N.Y. College of Environmental Science and Forestry

Land Use Planning has been defined as

"...consist ing! of methods and techniques to coordinate and bring into
harmony the uses of land, and the numerous and varied public and private
structures placed upon it...unless design coordination and adjustment
are applied in determining their location and relation to one another,
serious deficiencies are likely to ensue."  International City Managers
Association, Local Plannin Administration. P. 10.!

The essence of this definition is its combination of functional and aesthetic
considerations in enhancing the quality of man's environment.

Visual quality is not a new concern in American planning. L'Enfant's
original design for Washington, D.C. made strong use of existing natural
features while incorporating a circulation and monumental open space system
that focused attention on the major governmental structures. As America grew,
construction of new communities provided opportunities for innovative designs.

By the beginning of the twentieth century, the growing reaction to the
ills of industrialization and rapid urban growth generated renewed interest
in visual quality in planning. The "city beautiful" movement which emerged
from the World's Colombian Exposition in Chicago stimulated the growth of
metropolitan park systems and municipal architecture. The English "Garden
Cities" concept was translated into the development of new towns which
combined urban uses and natural open space. Parkway systems, pioneered in
Westchester County, provided scenic views to auto travellers.

7oning and subdivision regulations were first allowed by state enabling
legislation in the 1920's. These gave planners the tools to regulate the
visual character of discrete districts by specifying permitted uses, building
shape and locaticn, and site improvements.

If one examines these rich historical roots some general conclusions can
be drawn about Qe character and content of visual quality in the planning
process. First, decisions tended to be made by rather few participants.
I'The Power Broker about Robert Moses is an excellent example.! Second, the

h f h

designs individua.lly developed by trained professionals such as architects
and landscape architects. Finally, capital projects which resulted from the
plans were typic'.lly local in scale or single purpose in function.
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The rapid social changes of the past decade have profoundly affected
the role of. visual quality in the planning process. Planning today is by
mandate comprehensive. For exampLe if the state highway agency wishes to
construct a new road, it must consider alternative transport technologies and
alternative locations. For each alternative, benefits and costs must be
evaluated for ~~enty-three factors ranging from national defense to historic
and natural areas.

Another broadening of the planning process has taken place regarding the
geographic and insti.tutional scale of planning. Site plan and architectural
approval by municipalities may go so far as to dictate the color of buildings
and tree planting locations. The Federal Office of Management and Budget
requires regional planning agencies to review aid requests in the context of
statewide, areawide and local plans.

Planners and des.ign professionals can no longer be the sole developers
of a plan. The move to "open planning" has led to widespread citizen
participation, and review by other levels of government. Section 305 of the
Federal Coastal Zone Management Act

"...encourages the states to move beyond formal public hearings to
actively engage the public in the development of management plans
and policies."  Introduction to Marine Coastal Plannin , p.42!

The speakers in this afternoon's session represent a diverse cross section
of the planning profession. Each of them is playing an active role in
translating these complex and challenging trends into plans and projects which
will protect and enhance the visual quality of our coastal resources.
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NEW YORK STATE'S COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Henry G. Williams, Jr.
Direct:or of Planning, Division of State Planning

New York State Department of State
Albany, New York

My assignment today is to describe New York State's activi-

ties concerning coastal zone management, particularly with respect

to the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 and its rela-

tionship to the current planning and regulatory activites of the

State and local governments. I would betray my own experience

and default on the opportunities this Conference provides, how-

ever, if I failed to comment on the relationships between the

idea of coastal zone management and that of visual quality.

Certainly, there is a fundamental similarity in Coastal Zone

Management and Visual Quality because both must be regarded in

terms of their totality and continuity. Our conception of the

Coastal Zone is not limited to the finite band which marks the

meeting of land and water; rather, it is comprised of the overall

environment which it influences, and by the functions, benefits

and problems we identify with it. Similarly, the meaning of

visual quality is found not only in the individual objects we

may see, but in the endless stream of impressions which reaches

our brains and interacts with our experiences.

Perhaps, "comprehensiveness" is as good a word as any to

characterize the approaches we must take to derive maximum

benefits from our Coastal Zone and Visual Quality planning efforts,

especially to assure their proper integration.
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The Coastal Zone Management Act provides for assistance to

coastal states to enable them to develop "management programs"

for the wise use of coastal resources.

The Federal Coastal Zone Management Act has two phases:

planning and implementation. During the planning phase, partici-

pating Coastal States undertake the development of a "management

program" which is to consist of a plan, a procedure for bringing

together diverse interests, both government and private, and the

means to carry out the plan. The States may receive up to three

consecutive on year grants for this purpose. Approval of the

Management Program by the U. S. Secretary of Commerce could be

followed by a series of administrative grants to assist in

carrying out t:ae program. So we have a two phased operation, a.

planning phase and an implementing phase.

Another k y point of the Federal legislation is that it

requires the participation of all the parties having interests

in the States' coastal territories -- public, private and govern-

mental. It provides 2/3 federal aid to be matched 'by a balance

of state resources -- either cash or in-kind services.

While the Federal coastal zone legislation will be useful in

assisting New York State to further advance the interests of the

State and locaL governments in the coastal zone, considerable

attention has already been paid to the State's coastal areas.

County, regional, town and village plans have been formulated

and in many cases have been reflected in statutes that are being

seriously impl mented -- and in which local residents have been
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heavily involvecl. In many instances these local efforts have

been assisted through the State and Federally-aided comprehen-

sive planning assistance program. At the State level, planning

activities of the Department of Environmental Conservation and

the St. Lawrence � Eastern Ontario Commission, for example, illus-

trate the interest of the State government in taking action where

matters of statswide concern are clearly indicated. Tidal Wetlands

legislation, for example, was enacted at the 1.973 legislative

session and is now being carried out. The Pure Waters Program is

another indicate on of the State Government's interest in matters

where statewide concern is clearly demonstrated.

Neverthele. s, the basic authority for the use and control of

land in this St ~te rests with local governments. It is in that

context that we must continue to plan and carry out, a program for

coastal resources.

In 1973, when a Federal agency was created and charged with

the responsibil'.ty of carrying out the requirements set forth in

the Federal Coa. tal Zone legislation, and it appeared that Federal

funding would b~ available, we determined that it would be appro-

priate to under:ake action that was designed to keep the State' s

options open, to insure that regardless of how the State wanted

to proceed ultimately in addressing the questions and challenges

associated with its coastal resources, Federal support would be

available. Accordingly, in. January 1974, a draft document was

prepared, and distributed to over 400 local officials, planning

agencies and other interested parties. Scores of replies and

many useful comnents were received -- reflecting the wide interest

in the subject. 195



Subsequen'ly, we submitted an application for an initial

coastal zone development grant, and a State agency was designated

to receive a F< deral planning grant and to be responsible for the

preparation of the State's coastal zone planning effort under the

Federal prograra. A Federal grant of $550,000 was awarded to the

State in Novena!er 3.974.

The major objective of the State's initial coastal zone

planning program, is to enable State and local governments and.

the public at large to determine the need, desirability and feasi-

bility of Coastal Zone approaches and techniques. It is also ex-

pected that ba.ic information and procedures will be produced

which will be useful in themselves, and in the existing planning,

development ancl regulatory activities of State, regional, county

and local agencies.

New York 'tate's coastal zone planning task is especially

difficult because it has both a Marine Coastal Zone and a Great

Lakes Coastal Zone. The existence of two coastal zones in New

York State presents a special problem because many elements of

the Management Program must be handled separately in consideration

of the different characteristics and needs of coastal zones, while

remaining in the overall context. of a single Statewide Management

Program as required by the Federal law.

In order to develop an orderly and effective Management

program, a Coastal Zone planning Area has been delineated. This

includes all coastal counties, but it is anticipated that attention

will be concentrated in the areas in proximity to the coastline.

This procedure will enable the State, working closely with local

governments, to undertake plans and studies for a broad area and
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also enable specific delineation of a smaller coastal zone for

purposes of a management program. The number of governmental,

planning, citizen, and private bodies and parties in the planning

area and the diversity of their interests and activities affecting

the coastal zone accounts for another challenge. Any management

program, to be effective, must have full participation by all levels

of government, as well as private agencies and interested parties.

There are 116 towns, 94 villages, 27 cities, 8 regional

planning bodies, and 4 Indian Reservations bounding on New York

State's coastal waters; and planning activities have been underway

in most of them. Approximately 80 percent of the State's 1970 popu-

lation resided in the 28 counties  including New York City!, com-

prising the Coastal Zone Planning Area and every county except one

has been engaged in comprehensive planning.

Our coastal zone planning program calls for the investigation

of a number of -tatewide coastal zone issues, including:

1. Visual quality -- how may visual quality be handled in

relation to coastal zone goals and objectives?

2. Competition among land uses -- how may competing land and

water uses .~e reconciled with the need for economic and

social development and preservation of natural and scenic

features?

3. Preservation of Wetlands � � how may further loss or

degradation of the State's wetlands 'be prevented without

causing undue economic hardship?

4. Public access -- how may opportunities for public recreation

and enjoyment of coastal resources be achieved without

undue adverse impact upon private property?
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5. Protection of fish and wildlife resources -- how may

fish spawning areas and other wildlife habitats be

protected «nd restored'?

6. Siting electric generating and transmission facilities

how may sites that satisfy generating and transmission

facilities requirements be developed for such purposes

without. undue impact upon other Coastal Zone resources'?

7. Planned development of fossil fuel resources -- should

coastal fossil fuel resources be exploited'? How may

fossil fuels be produced, transported, refined, stored,

distributec. and consumed with minimum advance impact on

the coastal zone?

8. Erosion -- how may shoreline areas be managed to minimize

the impact of storms, winds and flooding'?

9. Intergoverrmental cooperation -- how may maximum volun-

tary cooperation among State and other levels of govern-

ment be achieved?

l0. Port and waterfront development � � how may the economic

advantages of existing and potential major ports and

harbors be maximized? How may dredging problems be

minimized? How may blighted waterfront areas be

restored?

In additicn to these Statewide issues, we are also giving

particular attertion to the formulation of standards that reconcile

local interests and impacts with State and national priorities.

lt is in this ccntext that the opportunity to identify and work

out acceptable guidelines to help restore and maintain the visual

quality of our coastal territory should be pursued.
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In setting boundaries of the coastal zone such factors as

statutory requirements, character of natural systems, recog-

nition of jurisdictional units, permanence of boundary indi-

cators, and co't of surveying boundaries must be considered.

Other standards must be developed with respect to the nature of

uses that may be permitted in the coastal zone, identification

and proper management of areas of particular concern  such as

unique wetland=. or areas having substantial value for industrial

development!. Standards must also be devised to assure that the

people who will be directly affected. by any regulatory action

will have full opportunity to help shape any program. Finally,

standards must be worked out to assure Chat a coastal zone

program, once identified, will be implemented. One of the more

perplexing aspects in standard-setting is the determination of

the Federal interest � � which must be accommodated under the

Coastal Zone Management Act -- and many other Federal programs.

An example of the difficulties in nailing down Federal interests

in relation to State concerns is illustrated by the current

Federal proposals regarding the award of leases in the Outer

Continental Shelf.

We have taken specific actions to encourage participation

by local governments in the coastal zone planning program be-

cause the effectiveness of any management program would depend

upon local governments' direct involvement in implementing

regulatory measures, such as land-use controls. We have designed

our work program in such a manner that the federal grant is
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being shared equally with participating local governments.

Numerous meetings have been held with State and local officials

and other interested parties, and work schedules have 'been

developed and are now being undertaken under contract with the

State. Regional planning boards  such as Genesee/Finger Lakes

Regional Planning Board!, two counties, and three cities have

contracts with the State.

While this substantial local participation will contribute

significantly to the strength of the program, we have recognized

that the number of participants makes it imperative that careful

attention be given to prevent duplication and to assure that all

important issues are addressed, and that they are addressed by

the appropriate parties. Accordingly, we have been working

closely with interested State agencies, regional planning bodies,

and local governments to make sure that planning activities are

properly coordinated.

The St. Lawrence � Eastern Ontario Commission, for example,

has the statutory responsibility to prepare a comprehensive plan

for a portion of the Great Lakes coastline; so we are undertaking

the coastal-area planning for that area in close cooperation with

the Commission. Similarly, we have been working with other State

agencies, such as the Department of Transportation which has a

port development study; with the New York Sea Grant Program in

order to integrate its research and advisory services capabilities;

and with the Public Service commission which has major responsi-

bilities in the planning and review of electric generating and
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transmission facilities. Arrangements have also been made to

work through th< locally-established Nassau-Suffolk Regional

Planning Board which has a coastal zone planning operation. We

are also workin<y to assure that Federally-sponsored programs,

such as the Long Island Sound Study, are effectively integrated

with our planning efforts.

Obviously, the implications of the Coastal Zone Management

Program, as set forth in the Federal act, raise not only issues

such as I have previously described, but many key questions for

the people of this State. How do we set up a structure that

builds effectiv< ly and thoroughly upon the activities that State

and local governments have been pursuing over many years?

Another question is; how may an organizational structure be

developed to insure that the authority vested in local govern-

ments � � and th< interest that local governments have in carrying

out and continu:Lng their statutory authority -- be maintained. How

do we develop a coastal zone management program that insures the

protection of natural resources of the State's coastal territory,

but at the same time recognizes the need for economic vitality?

We need to insu.-e that jobs are maintained in many areas of the

State where the quality of the economy is a pressing concern--

we can't do it ~11 one way and ignore other considerations.

As I have 'Lndicated, there are numerous ongoing activities,

involving many governmental and private agencies, directed at

particular aspects of coastal zone management. Through our
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collective participation in the development of planning programs,

we can build upon these efforts, bringing the interested parties

together to fin3 workable solutions to the important problems

which I have outlined. In my view, this process is essential to

the successful 3evelopment of any sound overall program for

managing our coastal and land resources.
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SHORELINL APPEARANCE AND DESlGN MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES:
THE I.ONG ISLAND SOUND EXAMPLE

Roy Mann
President

Roy Mann Associates, Inc.
Cambridge, Mass.

Abstract

The I.ong Island Sound Study, Shoreline Appearance and Design Handbook
is an illustra ed guide to a shorescape planning process for the Con-
necticut and Ni w York shore areas of the Sound. Both local and regional
landscape mairagement questions are dealt with and specific recommendations
for large-scalr facilities are provided.

The key qur s!.ions posed by the Shoreline Appearance and Design Planning
Element are much the same as those that emerge from any landscape planning
effort, whether o] a regional or individuaL site scale: where do you avoid
putting things and how do you design them, where you do put them?

Translated irito planning terms, this meant, at the regional and sub-
regional sca1e, fi.rst the identification of the general scenic resource
base, second the identification within this base of outstanding scenic
assets as well as eyesores and other value-eroding factors, which could be
interpreted as areas of particular scenic concern in the coastal zone, and
third, the development of management measrires which would aid in the pro-
tection of scenic resources and in the enhancement of damaged areas. At the
site scale, the need was for, first, the identification of constraints and
variables in the physical layout and structural or architectural design of
major facilities -- arrd urban development, and second, the development of
site planning and design recommendations which would optimize the compatibility
of facilities or development harmonious with the environment in other respects,
and with scenic values in their surroundings. The study product dealing with
the regional-subregional scaLe we have termed a Scenic Resources Planning
Atlas; the study product dealing with the site scale is referred to as a
Shoreline Appearance and Design Handbook.  »gure I!

Our first planning assumption was that rural or unaltered natural areas
possessed greater natural scenic potential, generally, than urban-modified
areas, This assumption was consistent with the stated I.ZSS objective of
preserving as much of the existing Sound shoreline as possible.

In the case of the Long Island Sound region, the question of avoiding
the siting of large-scale facilities and urban development in areas of
natural scenic significance was an urgent one, for relatively little un-
urbanized or unsuburbanized scenic shoreline or upper shoreland is now Left.
Lorig reaches of partly rural, partly small-town shoreline and agricultural
upper shoreland are still found on the Sound east of Port Jefferson on the
North Fork of Long IsIand and low density settlement with pockets of rurality
still exist along mich of the Connecticut shore east of New Haven to the
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Rhode Island border, with the exception of the New London and Old Saybrook
areas. But the conversion of this relatively rural shoreline and countryside
to more densely si ttled patterns is proceeding rapidly, while the smaller
semi-natural area: left in the denser western end of the region are being
subjected to even greater pressures. The first challenge at the regional and
sub-regional level, therefore, was to devise a methodology for the identi-
fication of areas of natural scenic value, that is, of the general scenic
resource base, wh'ch would include as many of the remaining unspoiled areas
of the Sound shor< line as possible. The methodology has to be both authori-
tative, for obvious reasons, and simple, by reason of the fact that between
1,000 and 2,000 square miles of land area would have to be examined. The
scenic resource base also had to be easily interpreted for identification
of areas of speciaL scenic concern in the following step. The methodology
selected, t'herefore, relied on three criteria easily examined and checked
through use of U.S.G.S. quadrants, aerial photography, and field observation:
1! absence of urban modifications, 2! topographic rhythm -- i.e. combinations
of high and low relief which present a molding of landscape views, and 3!
vegetative textur» -- i.e. natural or cultivated vegetation which appears to
have significant coverage in any area meeting the first two criteria.

The second planning assumption formulated was that scenic value can be
ascribed to the m-.n-made landscape as well, although on the basis of criteria
somewhat different from those employable for natural scenic areas. The need
was apparent, therefore, that townscapes and groups of structures that met
these criteria should likewise be identified in the context of the scenic
resource base.  Figures 2 and 3!

The third planning assumption was that the limit of visual significance
for scenic resources on the shore of the Sound generally lies along the
horizon line inland of all points of importance to the coastal zone community,
including access routes, which are relevant to the enjoyment of coastal aes-
thetics or amenity . This horizon line, or re Ional viewshed, may lie at a
considerable distance inland  averaging five to seven miles on the Connecticut
shore! since it must encompass the towns, vi.llages, interstate highways,
feeder roads, and other points which house or serve people in one or another
coastal zone interest, and around which the question of scenic resource man-
agement may play important environmental, social, and economic roles. River-
ine and estuarine systems such as the Connecticut and Thames Rivers, of
course, extended the regional viewshed along their corridors even further back
from the Sound, but on the whole the regional viewshed followed topographical
and access, rather than drainage patterns. Delineation of the regional view-
shed permitted an identification of scenic resources within it as being of
greater importance to the coastal zone than resources beyond it. Delinea-
tion of local viewsheds was not made, but is a step which is urged upon
shorelines and lower major river mouths particularly, for the purpose of
identifying locally important scenic factors for determinations of probable
compatibilities or the lack thereof.

The Shoreline Appearance and Design Planning Element developed a large
number of managerial recommendations which constitute conclusions of the study.
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Relative to study methodology, alone, the following can be stated: 1! that
simple techniques can be used to reliably evaluate and map coastal scenic re-
sources, 2! that the classification of coastal shoreline in terms of a de-
scending hierarchy from region to landscape unit is valuable both in the
resource identification and evaluation pages, and in the development or
management recommendations, 3! that the delineation of a regional viewshed
is a valuable technique for isolating a tier of first priority scenic re-
sources within the coastal zone, 4! that the delineation of areas of
particular scenic concern can best be drafted in a generalized graphic style
prior to public review and in a more specific depictive form following review
and response, and S! that site planning and design of large-scale facilities
and deve1opment be carried out in reference to the local viewshed as well as
to location withir the regional viewshed, and in conformance with viewshed/
landscape guidelire criteria for the given facility or land use class,  Fig. 4!

We are still at the beginning, however, of. the search for effective man-
agement planning for aesthetics in the coastal zone, and we wi11 require
further substantial refinement of aesthetic identification and evaluation
tools if areas and resources of particular concern are to be given suitable
protection and enhancement at both the regional-subregional and individual
site scales.
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COMPUTER - ASSISTED RESOURCE ANALYSIS

Larry 0. St id
Deputy Director

Genesee-Finger Lakes Regional Planning Board
Rochester, New York 14614

Editors' note: unfortunately a text of this paper was unavailable
when these proceedings went to press.
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One of the more impcrtant characteristics of a successful coastal zone management strategy
is its capability to monitor and shape the seeming1y insignificant building decisions made by
ordinary people every day of the week. These everyday decisions, though small when iso-
lated, combine to represent the bulk of force which can reduce the quality of the coastal
zone environment.

Coastal zone management strategies must deal with the local decision-making process. It
must be a way of thinking thai lay people can assi<ni late in the most common settings of lo-
cal decision-making <in development practices. In this sense, therefore, it seems particu-
larly important that coastal zone management strategy be translated into language and pro-
cedures that are direct, practical and sensible to the man on the street. If the layman can
understand the common sense which is the basis of sound coastal zone management, the
chances are good thai the strategy will be built into the daily practices of how a community
deals with its building needs.

If this premise that greater citizen understanding is critical to successful coastal zone man-
agement is sound, it Iollows then that there must be a fundamental motivating interest in it.
Without such motivating force no amount of tugging, pulling, pushing will persuade people
to use this strategy.

Fundamental Benefits of Sound Management

Citizen interests in a program increase when the benefits are direct. Interest in coastal
zone management procedures should be exceedingly high if the pocketbook is important to
people, if health is important to people and if pleasures are important to people. As an
example, consider th<. following expected results from a sound coastal zone management
program:

Increased economy of construction and maintenance involving the various land which
can app<opriatell< occur in a coastal zone .... saving of dollars.

2. Protecting and enhancing the quality of water supplied for domestic and recreational
uses .... clean water.

3. Protecting and ircreasing the stability of the recreation tourism industry which de-
pends so much upon the attractiveness of the visual environment-.... protect jobs.

4. Protecting and increasing the pleasures of environmental beauty .... adding signif-
icantly to the joy of being alive.

Ke Ingredients in th» Strategy

For practical implementation it is important for people to understand the key ingredients
in effective coastal zone planning. Although technical understanding is not critical, lo-
cal citizens involved in development should be aware of what this kind of planning in-
cludes, who can do ii, and to be able to sense their own unique role in it. These ingre-
dients include;

I . Certain critical <;ircumstantial insights such as: a comprehensive overview of coastal
characteristics identifying what the critical problems are and an analysis of where
these problems are most likely to occur in the future.
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2. Coastal zone management strategy involves: a local understanding of coastal zone de-
velopment issues seen in the context of regional and local sets of land use goals as ex-
pressed in a sequential series of development and protection objectives.

3. The approach includes: the careful negotiation between local citizens and those who
propose to develop  both private and public investments!. This negotiation can modify
and alter development plans in order to avoid excessive environmental damage or even
to enhance environmental quality over existing standards.

4. To implement decisions the process includes: the use of enforcement power related to
creative environmental legislation and sensitive, on-thempot guidance by informed
public officials.

5. The entire approach to effective coastal zone management embodies: a necessary part-
nership between federal, state and local interests. Each partner needs to be strong and
aggressive, each partnership needs to know its unique role in the whole set of efforts,
none of the parties can operate alone.

The strategy is logicaI and orderly. It is possible to understand if it is worked at carefully
and deliberately. But by its very nature, environmental management is very complex. For
all those involved it is a big order to accomplish it with sensitivity. It is an even bigger
order for the citizen Io be effectively involved. Yet, in view of the increased dependence
upon citizens at the local level to chart the course of decision-making events, lay people
have to gear up to operate this type of process. The approach involves greater expectations
than laymen are able and even willing to deliver. Accordingly, citizens are in great need
of practical help in increasing their ability, insight, trust and motivation in the management
process.

Local Negotiations may be the Weakest Link

The capability to negotiate effective plan resolutions between development interests and en-
vironmental interests vt the local level may be the weakest link in the planning system at
this time. This type of development control is fundamentalty a communication and educa-
tion problem. It must be kept in mind by those who are implementing coastal zone manage-
ment strategies that the local laymen involved in the process are often truck drivers, welders,
gas station attendants, hotel operators, farmers, hospital attendants, realtors, housewives
and merchants.

The reform in development practices sought by a sound management program is marked with
common sense. It is common sense which appeals to local people. Few of them, however,
ever experience the simplicity with which negotiations can be made if the problems are
raised early enough aad if the "better" practices were more clearly understood.
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A Communication/Education Program is Needed

Hundreds of decisions are being made as each day passes. They often affect the environ-
ment in a degrading way. lay groups at local levels are making these decisions with rel-
atively little of the kind of planning being discussed here. It is urgent that ways be found
to bring to the table of the working local planning groups the best of the logic that sound
management represent,. They need the most literal of criteria with which development pro-
posals can be reviewed and evaluated. They need the most creative ideas with which the
reviewing citizen can counter developer's proposals and thereby improve development prac-
ticess.

It is during the early moments of plan development that creative and Informed negotiations
can do much to adjust development location, development form and development practices
which honor the environment, improve the community and allow the developer to maintain
a sound Investment. It is at this point that the greatest worth can be drawn from planning
and management strategies.

AccordingIy, one of the priority elements in coastal zone management strategies should be
a communication and «ducation program designed to help local citizens become more effec-
tive at their own unique role in creatively working with development interests. The results
can do much to allow local governments to protect environmental quality while stil I accom-
modating the human needs of shelter, transportation, recreation and jobs.

There are an increasing number of examples of development programs which are being effec-
tively Implemented using the planning strategy procedures and the negotiative processes
cited above. Central to their success has been the way in which laymen have played respon-
sible roles in the decision-making.
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An Activist's Guide to the Visual Environment

by Ronald Lee Fleming
Executive Director

VISION, INC.
Cambridge, Mass.

Abstract

This paper is .soth in recognition of and in response to the
Conference on Visual Quality and the Coastal Zone. It is
divided into t;xree parts. First, some general comments on
the conference and what I believe our objectives should be
in having it;,."econdly, a discussion of the methodology of
townscape const rvation which we developed in the two-pro-
jector slide presentation at Syracuse, and finally, a pro-
posed "visual manifesto" for state policy change which can
be one outgrowth of the conference. Hopefully, it can be
further refined by other participants and by the conference
sponsors so th,~t it can become a document endorsed by the
participants. It can help generate a certain public advo-
cacy benefit of public awareness and concern, which should
be a major objective of the conference,

Genexal Comments

During the cou:-se of the two-day conference, I was first.
bemused and th»'n gradually mystified by the enormous atten-
tion given to -he analysis of the mechanics of visual sur-
veys and to th» struggle over definitions of scenic quality,
of beauty. Th»>ugh I can understand how this activity might
be the preoccu~>ation of an academic conference on visual
environment, the very fact of it is illustrative of the
fragmentation in our society of which the visual environment
is one indicat»>r. The majority of speakers evidenced little
or no concern =or issues of implementation, of strategy for
achieving some change in the status quo, which they commonly
perceived as a~>palling.

This complacency about action apparent.ly represents a frag-
mentation of r»>les--a loss of responsibility about outcomes
not unlike the dilemma of the visual environment we have been
talking about. Indeed, it is this very loss of connection
between what we said at the conference and what the world does
about what we say which I feel we need to address in the papers
which accompany the conference. Certainly it has been a fail-
ure of responsibility in the environment as well as a fragmen-
tation of role< which has led to the present visual chaos. The
confusion along the roadside has much to tell us about limited
senses of responsibility. The same limitation of responsibility
amongst those of us interested in the problem can only reduce
our ability to affect change that will conserve and enhance the
visual environment. We need to cultivate the necessa disci line
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of im Lementati.on. Otherwise we will talk only to ourselves
and the visual environment will continue to serve not only
as a metaphor of a larger cultural confusion about roles
and responsibilities in the society beyond these academic
groves, but also as a mirror of our inner confusion about
the allocation of energies to address these visual problems.

One aspect of implementation is to make both the corporate
world and government more aware of our concern.* In order
to do this, we cannot spend all of our time on definitions
of beauty and classification systems; we must define spe-
cific alternat ves--ranging from the distribution of electri-
cal power to the design of Kentucky Fried Chicken, from
highway siting to the character of public telephone booths,
from information systems along the highway to visual conser-
vation districts with the commercial heart of our cities and
towns. As anot her speaker, Nr. William Johnson, noted, we
must cultivate the ability to speak plainly and to illustrate
clearly our alt ernatives, both to policy makers and to the
common men who are usually their constituencies. People are
interested; th~ y are concerned, but it is our responsibility
to develop the process for popular communication which can
insure the imp ementation which, I submit, should be a con-
ference object ve.

Townsca e Conservation

What To Do

I should like to share with you one illustration of this process
of making alternatives clear to people. It is the work of town-
scape conservation which our foundation has embarked upon in
New England and New York State. It is a process of working with
community groups, local government, property owners and merchants,
absentee landlords and national corporations to define the visual
and amenity assets of towns develop visual guidelines which
conserve and enhance them, devise specific and discrete projects
into a plan encouraging pedestrian activity and human scale, and
then advocating the plan to merchants in "design clinics" and to
outside corporations with personal visits. The community parti-
cipation proce. s is used as a basis for building a constituency
for long-term changes--new and revised legal codes, allocations
of capital improvements. money, active solicitation of governmental
grants for the.e objectives.

We would hope t hat it might serve, as it was intended, as a de-
monstration of both the procedures and the results which can be
achieved elsewhere. We also believe that we shall need detailed
processess lik» the townscape work which build in implementation
strategies if we are to grapple meaningfully with the other issues
identified at. the conference on visual quality,

Fleming, Rona..d L., NA Call for Visual Relevance," In Historic
Preservation, iIashington, D.C.: National Trust for Historsc
Preservation. July-September l973, pp. 24-25.
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But first, why townscape conservation? America is becoming
more plasticized, and standardized, and hence, more anonymous.
Those towns which do retain some continuity with their past
are in a position to reap rewards of their differentiation from
the rest, Ind ed, Vermont as an entire state is experiencing
both the pain and the pleasure of such a differentiation, such
a recognition of value.

Ironically, any of the cities and towns that have "townscape"
qualities--a harmonious integration of building materials,
style, archite=tural elements, landscaping and open spaces, are
not specifically aware of these values. Often, too, they have
been consciously or unconsciously devalued in the eyes of local
residents so t:iat neglect, urban renewal or the intrusion of new
development, b it a fast food franchise or the outscale insert
of old age hou-ing can take their toll with only a feeble local
protest overruled in the face of "inordinant" progress. Histori-
cally, that pa "ticularly American concern with saving the most
famous house, where someone important slept or slept with someone
else, has conspired with local apathy to lose the block while
saving the house. Townscape reverses the process. It starts
with an acceptance of the entire block, the tout ensemble, and
states that it is this context which adds value to the individual
properties and ironically too, often makes them easier to conserve
as vital tissui in the townscape.

Where to Look

It is into such places which had townscape quality, often
neglected, often threatened, that our design team has been,
by local invitation, advocating alternatives--illustrating
with our process why that built enviornment is of value.
We sometimes discover that it is the greatest resource the
towns have! Our team of young designers has discovered that
everywhere Americans are hungering and thirsting for a "sense
of place," a phrase quickly becoming a cliche amongst academics
and designers but having great meaning when put in the context
of a townscape process. It becomes an exciting phrase when
the process of rediscovering stimulates a community to find
the old bandstand, lying forgotten in a back yard and reinstall
it in the town common or conversely explore the possibilities
of recasting the ornate Victorian fountain that used to stand
at the apex of the green until it was removed and sold for scrap.
During the 194 !'s, people complained that it was splashing the
cars. What a rietaphor!

This search for continuity with the past is one xesult of
townscape proc~ ss. These acts of rediscovery actual.ly took
places in kidd ebury, Vermont this year. Where
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there is na townscape process to challenge energy into the
conservation of meaningful places, the people will continue
to seek it elsewhere, often at the expense of our balance of
payments, with European excursions, after which people return
to visual squa].ar,, or the privatist retreat of restored farm-
houses and col].ections of antiques, or even, when other means
do not avail, clay trips ta Disneyland, to mingle on a main
street of exaggerated Victorian detail with the instant nos-
talgia of some imagined yesteryear. The townscape conservation
process has as its principle objective tlute recognition of value
where it is now, in the materials, craftsmanship and harmony
of scale and detail, which characterized so many of our older
townscapes. It is conservation rather than preservation because
it means maintaining a ~livre tissue rather than preserving dead
artifacts.

So far, VISION's work has focused on smaller cities and towns
in the northeast. Often the process is initiated by word of
mouth contacts and newspaper articles. Projects have been
completed in Portsmouth, N.H., Exeter, N.H., Windsor,Vt., Middle-
bury, Vt,, Bel].ows Falls, Vt., and York, Me. Projects are on-
going in Warren, R.I., Plymouth, Mass., Oyster Bay, N.Y., and
Great Neck Plaza, N.Y.

Often the town, have come to us because townscape conservation
means ta them «n increase in tourist revenue, higher property
values or improved downtown shopping before the threatened,
banal efficiency of roadside shopping centers. But, the VISION
design team views the work from a broader perspective; that of
making the bui].t environment a source of meaning in people' s
lives that can answer their needs for visual order, for continu-
ity, for complexity andicertainly,for delight. Our work often
has been a demonstration that it costs no mare and sametimes
much less to achieve these objectives by conserving the charac-
ter of "place."

Our process of interacting with local groups has taught us that
Americans are ].ooking not only for "righteousness," a Watergate
fa].l-out, but «iso for the related integrity of place. Often
they know not what they want, but they do know that they are dis-
satisfied, and that the increasingly pathetic weekend pilgrimages
to someplace e] se are not securing it. This does not mean that
downtown merchants will automatically vote for street trees and
coordinated awrrings. They will talk mainly about traffic and
parking, but they are increasingly aware that there are two genera-
tions--the old and the young--who want ta linger in real places and
that this need has something to do with the visual quality of the
downtown environment.
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Ob'ectives

Our townscape process involves the following set of objectives:

�! to build an awareness of the meaning of townscape--its
fragility, the danger of its incremental destruction, and the
potential for reinforcing the Tabric and character of areas
with a special "sense of place"

�! to develop practical techniques for translating this new
visual awareness into visual guidelines which can be implemented
by local communities--guidelines respecting the intrinsic charac-
ter of materials, and the rhythm of spaces and textures that are
the legacy of so many New England towns

�! to use visual techniques and economic rationale to explain
these guidelines to individual merchants and property owners with
free "design clinics"

�! to provide local governments with options alternative
designs, suggested changes in zoning and sign ordinances,
information on amenities which can encourage policy change
including application for appropriate federal and state funds,
changes in the capital improvements budgeting and stimulation
for leadership roles in conserving and enhancing special man-
made environments

�! to represent local communities as advocates to major
corporations and absentee property owners to secure changes
in their installations which abuse the special character of
these townscapes

Process

We usually start by encouraging an appreciation for the scale
elements of nineteenth century towns. We can contrast the
scale, which often is for elements twice the height of a man,
and materials such as brick, cast. iron and wood, with the
materials and scale that we have today. We cast no moral
judgement on those newer materials--plastic, aluminum, neon--
which are designed to attract motorists going 55 miles an hour,
are mass-produced and often do not show the passage of time;
we say merely that they are inappropriate in nineteenth century
towns and when they are imposed on the existing scale of nine-
teenth century architecture, the results often are disastrous.
This is because the proliferation of out-of-scale information,
e.g., signs and facades that are meant to be signs, becomes
ultimately confusing and that the escalation of information is
self-defeating.
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The "creation" of townscape today faces some difficult hurdles.
Today there is a proliferation of building styles and materials
with no particular respect for the dictates of geography or
climate. I'n the nineteenth century, there were really only a
handful of different style books, which were locally adapted
by master carpenters who, for the most part, served as the ar-
chitects. Using local materials and respecting the character
of the land, on the scale of pedestrians, not automobiles, they
produced a building environment which had a certain rhythm and
compatibility.

Great Neck Plaza, N.Y., is challenging us to relate to this
larger problem--the "creation" of townscape. What do we do
in an auto-oriented, nondescript twentieth century village
which, incidentally, has no plaza, but much black top? When
there is no "visual vocabulary," the problem is more difficult,
but also more relevant to the "gray areas" of twentieth century
development. Our work in Great Neck Plaza involves collaboration
with a lawyer, Lisle Baker, associate professor environmental
law at Suffolk University in Boston,and a firm of landscape ar-
chitects, Hornbeck Okerlund in Cambridge. The objective is to
define a comprehensive visual plan and then legally to enforce
it. The designers developed a colored awning system which "ties"
nondescript commercial buildings together, organizes a graphic
system beneath the awnings, and cleans off the facades above.
It involves both private and public investment and defines some
"frontier" legal actions--facade amortization  within a two-
year period!, affirmative actions for facade enhancement by the
merchants, and a series of Design Development Districts which
impose the design controls with the incentive of village subsidy
for street and sidewalk improvements. Each Design Development
District is also treated as a special assessment district with
the city making the initial investment and the merchants paying
a portion of the funds back over a five-year period.

The plan is daring because it combines facade renovation with
the amortizatI.on clause that requires action within a prescribed
period. If the merchants within a given Design Development
District do not like the design produced by the VISION- Hornbeck
Okerlund design team, they must come up with an alternative approved
both by a majority of the property owners and the Village Design
Review Board.

What We Are Down

We send a team of three or more designers to work in a town on
and off for a year's time in a process of analysis, design con-
sultation, and advocacy, Planning with a local advisory committee,
at least partially supported by local funds, and involved in a
series of public presentations and meetings with government offi-
cials, merchants and property owners and representatives of out-
side corporations, the team develops a process involving the
following major components:
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ll! r~eview o ortunities and o ti one with the communit
The design team presents a serxes o visual opportunities
for conservation with communi ty groups, usually including
an advisory beard, and asks for their advice and comment.
By giving people tangible before and after drawings and
visual analogy slides, the team elicits community interest
and hopefully a dialogue ensues which is continued throughout
the project.

�l ~anal sis. The designers develop an analysis of the
townscape, which includes the quality and condition of
buildings, use patterns, opportunities for increasing amen-
ity and open space, growth options, historic continuity,
treatment of traffic and parking problems, and alterna,tives
for standardized corporate installations such as fast food
and gas stations.

�! overall visual lan and su ortive erformance standards.
Based on the previous analysxs, the des gn team prepare an
overall visual plan--a building by building critique of down-
town storefronts. Utilizing this plan, the team develops a
set of visual guidelines which the town can utilize as the
visual performance standards for a design review ordinance,
changes in the sign code, applications for grants, or justi-
fication for new priorities in capital improvements budgets.

Finally, the t am engages t e merc ants an townspeop e
in a continuinp dialogue, called "design clinics," in
which the rationale for townscape change is discussed.
Renovations of their individual building facades, painting,
lighting and graphics are then defined in terms of these
townscape guid lines. A slide show is prepared for this
"friendly perszasion" process, and is also utilized in an
advocacy effort with national corporations which often
have standardized installations which do not respect the
"sense of plac." or character of a particular townscape.
The advisory board usually becomes an implementation or-
ganization. T.iis is part of the strategy.

�! evaluation, A series of public presentations, newspaper
inserts of planning ideas, conversations with an advisory com-
mittee, town government, and interested groups, usually encour-
age a higher pi rcentage of implementation projects which in
turn are evalu,>ted to encourage further change.
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Our work sometimes has been in areas where there had been a
great crisis--in Windsor and Exeter, banks planned to tear
down significant buildings for drive-in parking, elevating
consciousness to the point where broader guidelines for con-
serving many buildings could be proposed  the threatened
buildings were saved; thanks partially due to the national
coverage by Ada Louise Huxtable!. In Bellows Falls, Vt.,
and Warren, R.I ~ , we -initiated action in ethnic, blue collar
communities with little organized support. In some communi-
ties we found particularly enlightened professional staff
who wanted our support. Some towns had no staff; in others,
staff were somewhat threatened by our presence. In almost
all of the communities an advisory committee became the broker
for change, often becoming an implementation committee when
our contract. was over. The best results have been achieved

where existing professional staff have worked closely with an
ongoing implementation committee.

The best way to achieve results is to build awareness--VISION
designers have done this with slide shows running automatically
in storefront windows, moveable displays in post offices and
banks, newspaper foldouts of townscape plans, 7 a.m. breakfast
meetings with the chambers of commerce, banquets with Rotarians,
and bull sessions with bankers.

Perhaps the most radical posit' on we have taken is that in the
work of townscape conservation in a free society there is not
one client but many clients, most of whom do not pay directly
for townscape services. A classic approach of architects and
planners has been to narrow the client down, to satisfy the
client, and then to get out of town. This can work in urban
renewal areas or for large developers who control large tracts
of property. But in the creation of townscape where there are
multiple private and public interests and hence a variety of
actors, whose action or lack of action affects the others, the
only way that some plan for visual quality is going to have a
lasting effect is if its benefits are spread throughout the
society so that merchants, bankers, chambers of commerce, public
officials, even, yes, corporations and other absentee owners
feel that they have a stake in the outcome, feel that they have
a responsibility toward the community in visual terms.

What Are the Results?

What do we prcduce as a result of this townscape process?
We develop an array of sketches and finished drawings which
illustrate alternative treatments for key spaces, amenity
planning, facade renovation, graphic design, streetscape so-
lutions including traffic, parking, street furniture, land-
scaping, written guidelines for individual shop owners or
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tenants, critic~ues of existing zoning and signing codes and
copies of some of the best design and amenity legislation in
the country, a project brochure, a series of design clinics
and public meet:ings and exhibitions of the above materials.

What is the impact in the communities? The townscape process
takes a long time. It is dependent upon community good will,
the state of the economy, and local leadership, which often
needs to be developed  this can be one project result!. Most
of the project, are less than a year old. However, these
results are apparent so far:

Portsmcuth, for the first time in this century, has
a substantial capital improvements program for street
trees and amenities in the downtown  $10,000 a year
for five years!. A number of merchants and the ARCO
statior.. have made visual improvements in their proper-
ties. The city is building the minipark we suggested
adjacer.t to the Loeb Theater parking lot on Market
Square. We have leveraged probably more than $100,000
worth cf municipal and private visual improvements from
the original $l0,000, year-long, visual advocacy effort.
The city is considering an historic distric ordinance
for the entire downtown and revisions of the sign code.*

Exeter has adopted the visual guidelines as part of
their master plan. Banks and businesses have made
change . The town is planning to use Federal Depart-
ment of Transportation funds to build a Town Hall
Common, connecting the bandstand  now engulfed in a
sea of traffic! to the city hall with a greensward.
Estimated costs are $200,000.**

Bellow Falls is spending $75,000 in revenue sharing
funds to implement the pedestrianization scheme for
the main square-street trees, paving and curb changes
to acccmmodate people, not cars. This will extend
for abcut three blocks. Gulf is changing their
service station at the town entrance and planting trees.

I'n Windsor, the first capital of Vermont, Chamber of
Commerce President Harry Gale said recently, in a
feature article about Windsor in Vermont Life, "VISION

community can rally." Stores have been repainted, the
American Legion changed its plastic, internally-lit
sign with Coca-Cola trademark to a carved, indirectly-
lit wocd sign without logo. We are convinced that when
the American Legion changes, VISION has reached the
"hearts and minds'� "

"& �"
Architecture. December 1974, pp. 73-76.
*~"Fixing Up Four New England Towns: The consistent imposition
of "Good Taste." In Architectural Record. December 1974, pp. 96-97.
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Niddl bury. The Garden Club is sponsoring a tree-
plant.'ng scheme down the main street, capturing, as
we suggested in our plan, fire hydrant, no-parking
zones for street trees. The Frog Hollow Federation
now h~s a plan fox a major cultural attraction which
will ncourage pedestrian use of the downtown. The
old Victorian bandstand has been reclaimed from a
back pard and now graces the green again. Mobil has
agree<1 to visually enhance the service station on the
main street  across from the house of our first am-
bassa d'or to England! .

Benefits

With townscap< plans averaging $10,000 per project, we have
"leveraged" s< veral hundred thousand dollars worth of improve-
ments.

Perhaps one of the principle benefits, albeit a spin-off, has
been the incr< ased interest by both professionals--architects,
landscape architects, town planners, and designers--in the work
of townscape < onservation, and by government agencies. The
American Institute of Architects* has presented us at regional
meetings around the nation to discuss the townscape work with
local chapters. Architects now are identifying potential
projects in their own areas and calling us for assistance. We
now feel that some of the front-end costs of doing this work
can be born bp local chapters of the AIA and that they can begin
to lobby for .:unding from local philanthropic institutions to
cover some of the project costs.

As a result o .' our projects and our advocacy work, the state
arts councils in both Massachusetts and New York are allocating
money for townscape conservation work. In Vermont, where we
completed thr<.e successful townscape projects which attracted
wide attentio!i, the Division of Historic Sites determined that
it could use some of the Department of Interior money for town-
scape as well as for the rehabilitation of individual buildings.
They funded a study for Montpelier and a leading vermont archi-
tect is doing the project. Sometimes innovation stings a bit,
as VISION was the other finalist. The architect determined t h

it would be in his long-term interest to take this work, because
the community effort would encourage many individuals to under-
take other renovations in their buildings as well as help him
develop city =ontracts for enhancement programs. This relates to a
long � term VISION theme as a motive for private action--self interest
in the public interest,

*Kashden, San<ira, "Profile: Vision, Inc. And The Practice of
Townscape Conservation." In the AIA Journa,l. June 1975, pp. 46-49.
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Funds for the projects usually came from a variety of sources,
often painfully dollar by dollar  some are still coming!. We
required that ~ ven the poorer towns raise at least a third of
the budget to :i.nsure interest and participation, but often the
"official" budget was underwritten by additional funds which
subsidized som» overhead costs. Regional planning agencies,
planning commission, Rotary clubs, chambers of commerce, downtown
merchants associations, selectmen, individual contributions,
and foundations grants have underwritten the projects.

In conclusion we hope that this in-depth treatment of one process
can serve as the inspiration for many others. The visual
environment cari be one indicator of the ability of our society
to cooperate. Instead of serving as the metaphor for fragmenta-
tion, loss of identity, and failure of civic responsibility,
it can serve a tangible evidence of concern. Seen in this
light, planting daffodials on main street is not a cosmetic
cop-out but a potential catalyst for securing more comprehen-
sive institutional change; it can help provide the psychological
reinforcement many of us need to press on to insure that amenity
is not window dressing but evidence of a sense of mutual
responsibility between institutions, individuals and government,
which is both a definition of what a culture should be and
some insurance that it will survive.
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A Visual Mani festo: 0 ortunities for State Action to Conserve

and Enhance the Visual Environment

Today, the expansion of public powers is generally regarded
to include aesthetic regulations as long as they are neither
arbitrary no> capricious, but in spite of the constitution-
ality of reg«lations, we have yet to develop a comprehensive
body of law which can stimulate visual reform and conserve
existing quality areas. Zoning and sign ordinances at the
local level have been an obvious failure, with a laxness of
minimal standards, or easily obtainable variances eroding
existing visual values. It is our assumption that it is
increasingly incumbent upon the state to protect the public
interest in visual quality, particularly in states where tour-
ism has such an enormous economic impact. We are urging that
the state est.ablish some minimal visual standards and guide-
lines where local government has failed to establish them.
The following paragraphs identify some areas of statewide
concern and suggest policy options. If adopted, this visual
manifesto cari help roll back the tide of visual pollution
which threatens to rob us all of our "sense of place," and
with it the .',ense of shared identification and participation
which is essential to the healthy functioning of our govern-
ment. Seen in this light, the quality of the visual environ-
ment is not. «n expendable frill, but an indicator of the health
of our societ-.y. It needs immediate attention.

1. Land Uae ~Plannin

We need a coricept of land use planning and management which
places increasing responsibility on state and regional plan-
ners for deci. sion-making that has more than local impact.
We specifically endorse a survey of "critical environmental
areas" in the; states. These areas as defined under this pro-
tective legi. lation have a particular manmade or natural
quality that would be protected by statewide visual perfor-
mance standards to ensure that any construction or development
does not erode their character.

2. Utilitie"

We urge the i.ncreased use of underground public utility distri-
bution wires and contend that the utility companies, not indi-
vidual citizens or municipalities, should bear the major costs
of burying existing overhead wires with a certain percentage of
annual reven«es. California's public utility commission recent-
ly ruled that 2% of gross revenues should be earmarked for bury-
ing undergro«nd wires. We support a 1V, of budget requirement
for landscapi.ng transmission line rights-of-way--similar to the
landscaping ! equirement for highway construction projects. We
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urge recreational development of some transmission rights-of-
way as well as increased consolidation of transmission lines.
we further support strong environmental representation for state
public utilities siting commissions, which will make binding
decisions on toe location of future power plants. We support
state requirem=nts that all utility substations be landscaped
in a manner appropriate to the character of existing manmade or
natural envi ro amen ts .

a! Cities and towns. We support an amendment to state
zoning enabling legislation which clearly will authorize
cities and towns to establish design review boards. This
legislation should include a specific mandate of a public
purpose for pr serving natural, scenic, historic, and aes-
thetic qualiti s of the environment as a purpose for such
boards. The d sign review boards would have the explicit
authority to c<~nsider the siting, scale, use of materials,
and general appropriateness of all structures and signs to
be constructed or renovated in areas designated by local
governments.

b! Along turnpikes, intersection of interstates. Here in
Massachusetts, the Turnpike Authority should define design
review criteri~ for facilities located at rest areas along the
turnpike, and require that these standards be met within a de-
signated number of years as a condition of franchise leases.
At the interse<=tions of interstates, the Department of Public
Works should d< fine visual performance standards, including
siting, signing, landscaping, and lighting of facilities. The
Executive Offi =e of Environmental Affairs or the State Planning
Office should be assigned the role of "visual ombudsman" to
inventory the <.apabilities of State agencies to attend to the
visual environment without additional legislative enactments
and then. to insure guideline compliance.

a! Billboards  off-site sign controls! . We favor state
action to remo ze billboards without compensation, in line with
decisions in other state courts  e.g., in Vermont! . Amendments
which would al.Low billboards along interstate highways with
directional si<yning should be resisted, but directional signing
on corporate l<>gos of services available at interchanges should
be permitted. These far~'Liti< ~ should in turn be subjected to
design review which would limit the use of towering, expensive
signs. At a m.Lnimum, definition of commercial and industrial
areas along interstates where billboarding is allowed should be
cl< er so that -his designation is not abused.  At one point,
South Dakota d<~signated the entire length of its interstate sys-
tem as "commer<:ial and industrial" to help the billboard indus-
try.! In the Lnterest~ of energy conservation, all billboard
operato~ ~ ~hou.Ld be required to turn off .he lighting of their
Signs-
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b! On-site signs. We urge that state zoning enabling
legislation b amended to define minimal standards for on-
site signing including maximum height limitations. We
support an amortization clause to ensure the removal of
non-conforming signs within a reasonable period  three years! .
These minimal standards for on-site control can immediately
ban all twirling, blinking, fluctuating, animated or portable
signs. Flashing graphics  lights which are intermittently
on and off! should be permitted only for motion picture thea-
tres, amusement and recreation services, or special districts;
they are a highway hazard.

~Po 1 i c5.

A comprehensive effort by major corporations with multiple
installations is needed to redesign existing automobile-
oriented prototypes so that they relate to the environment
in terms of the use of materials, siting, signing, lighting,
landscaping, and scale. We support legislative and advocative
action to encourage these actions, which can include "environ-
mental audits" by state departments of environmental affairs
of corporate facilities to insure that they meet a given visual
performance standard by a certain date, and the convening of
conferences with key corporate executives to insure visual
accountability. We suggest state action asking corporations
to a! immediately stop the use of temporary paper placards,
flapping pennants, and flashing lights in areas which have
scenic or historic quality, b! to landscape corporate facilities
with plants and greenery indigenous to the area, and to provide
more than minimal landscaping, which often results in the unde-
sirable use of astroturf or plastic flowers, and c! to use
materials which harmonize with the fabric of an existing place.
 This does not necessarily mean gasoline stations which parody
colonial architecture.! State-wide awards for constructive
action would be one incentive to encourage compliance. State
boycotts of corporate facilities that. have not made measurable
progress could be another incentive to encourage compliance with
state � wide visual performance standards.

6. Landsca in of Parkin Lots.

Z34

We support state-wide Legislation requiring the landscaping of
all parking lots of more than two acres. Such legislation
should include specifications as to square feet of landscaping
per acre of parking, to insure that the landscaping is more than
a symbolic shrub. Already, after observing the impact of asphalt
wastelands in the region, Maine has enacted landscape requirements
for parking lots.



7. Information Facilities.

a! State off-site signing systems. We encourage the
development of information facilities for commercial and
non-commercial use along major state highways as an alter-
native to billborads and on-site signing, Vermont's use
of a Travel Information Council which oversees installation
of a state-wide logo system identifying facilities and
erection of standardized off-site signs  with the proviso
that existing off-site signs are then removed! is a useful
example.

b! Sign plazas. A state tourism division, or equiva-
lent organization, should institute sign plazas, located
and designed so that drivers of motor vehicles may leave
the main traffic lanes and inspect them. Sign plazas could
contain maps and other information, depending upon space
availability, and may have telephone and other information
facilities attached to them.

8. Scenic Easements.

We recommend that states embark on an aggressive program in
the acquisition of scenic easements, and that the state zoning
enabling legislation be amended to give cities and towns, through
conservation, design review, and historic district commissions,
as well as designated state authorities the power to use eminent.
domain to acquire extensive facade easements in designated areas
of manmade or natural quality.

9. Public Art.

To increase amenity in new construction, we urge that it be
mandatory that all units of government apply 1% of construction
costs to the purchase or creation of public art. Rest areas
along highways should include public art. We support the creation
of local arts councils which can broker the interests of arts
groups to municipal government.

We support the development of state matching funds for local
appropriations aiding merchants and property owners in desig-
nated townscape improvement districts to enhance their facades,
graphics, lighting, and landscaping according to visual guide-
lines which maximize harmonious design relationships to streets
and adjacent buildings.
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We support a ticket system for litter violations and endorse
mandatory installation of litter containers. We urge legisla-
tion banning the future manufacture of nonreturnable bottles
for beer and,-oft drinks and encourage a mandatory deposit
system for thi se bottles to provide an added incentive for their
collection.

Administrative oversign of adverse visual impact under state
environmental policy acts, should be improved; guidelines
defining visual impact should be graphically illustrated,
both for benefit of administrators and developers.
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Locatince Power Generation and Transmission Facilities
In the Coastal Zone � The Re ulator A enc Vxe oznt

Ener Faciliti~ s: Environmental Pariahs?

Power generating plants and high voltage transmission
lines have been among those necessary manifestations of a modern
society held in special disfavor by the contemporary environmental
conscience. Indeed, siting a transmission line has been called
"akin to locating the skunk works".

Until fairly recently utility companies were largely
dependent upon ocal government for approval of construction.
They found them.'>elves negotiating longer and building less, as
groups organized to oppose new plants and lines on environmental
grounds. In sortie instances this unpleasantness became grevious
when legal sane! ions were employed to halt projects.

Le al Constraini s

A ser. es of precedent.-setting court cases and several
new federal laws  NEPA, Air Quality Control, etc.! changed the
picture considerably, making it increasingly difficult to pro-
gram and construct new facilities. Even when a company sought
to be responsiv~ to environmental considerations there was no
single authorit~ speaking for the environment. Opposition was
often divided b  tween those seriously concerned with environ-
mental quality «nd those simply wishing the burden somewhere
else. The problem was, "Every somewhere else is somebody' s
here."

Transmission Sitincn Law

The utilities in New York early experienced difficulties
in siting power plants and transmission lines and sought a one-
stop siting law. Environmental groups supported state review
but preferred such review to be in the hands of an environmental
-uthority. Article VII of the Public Service Law was enacted as
a compromise pre>viding for a one-stop procedure for the siting
of major transmission lines under the Public Service Commission

The 1«w went into effect July 1, 1970. The New York
State Public Se>vice Commission  NYS PSC! is probably unique in
the country as « regulatory agency with the clear statutory
responsibility for environmental certification of utility facil-
ities and the in-house environmental capability to freely dis-
charge that responsibility.
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The intent of the law is clear, however, in terms of
application thi law is unspecific. The Public Service Commission
is given considerable latitude in its implementation. This is in
general contrast to other environmental laws but appears consis-
tent with previous Public Service Law in New York.

Public Participation

The Law requires extensive public notice and provides
for the participation of certain other state agencies. Commission
rules expand t:ae requirement for certification and embrace other
agencies as well ensuring a complete participation of all parties
with an interest in a project.

Permits and Condemnation

In addition to providing a one-stop certification,
obviating the need for any other permits, the law gives the
Commission the authority to override any local ordinance or
zoning restriction which in its judgement would be unduly
restrictive in its application. The law further provides that
certification automatically is a finding of need for purposes
of condemnation, the condemnation laws have been revised
accordingly.

Generation Pla

Subsequently Article VIII of the Public Service Law
was enacted providing for power plant siting. A five-member
New York State Board on Electric Generation Siting and the
Environment..is empowered to resolve all questions associated
with the siting of new generation plants in a manner similar to
that established in siting transmission facilities. Environmen-
tal staff assigned to the NYS PSC perform a similar role in the
analysis of power plant proposals as they do in transmission line
projects. Professionals from the Department of Environmental
Conservation also participate.

Le al Insufficiencies

There are shortcomings in attempting to employ legal
mechanisms in the environment's behalf. Courts cannot rule on
anything except the instant case coming before them, which may
or may not be a precedent for future action. Judges are in-
creasingly called upon to distinguish between the fine technical
distinctions cf scientists in disagreement, rather than con-
structing decisions on the finer points of law which represents
their own competence. Worst of all, the process of judicial
review often appears interminable.
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Environmentally based appeals have often been based
on the inadequacy of environmental review. Under NEPA it is
enough that an intervenor establish a reasonable doubt as to
the sufficiency of some aspect of the impact analysis for the
court to find against an applicant. The first priority for any
environmental impact analysis therefore is comprehensiveness.

Balancin

The regulatory mechanism permits considerable
flexibility within the legal framework. The regulatory agency
has the expertise at its disposal and a continuing leverage on
the applicant utility to tailor construction activities to the
individual circumstances of each case. The law establishes that
the PSC may not grant a certificate for a transmission facility
unless it shall find and determine:

 a! the basis of the need for the facility;

 b! the nature of the probable environmental impact;

 c! that the facility represents the minimum adverse
environmental impact, considering the state of
available technology and the nature and economics
cf the various alternatives and other pertinent
considerations.

The Plant Siting Law makes similar provisions incumbent
upon the Siting Board. It is this mandate which provides for
the balancing of all the factors. The costs and the benefits
of any accommodation for environmental purposes or need are
taken into account. The adversary proceeding permits any party
an opportunity to present his case and to temper and perfect it
in the heat of the contest and cross-examination of his or her
protagonists.

Public Interest Case

In th» process the staff functions most often as the
applicant.'s adversary, arguing for what it regards as the "public
interest". This pub ic interest is the greater community need
for the faciliti.es, and minimizing the environmental impacts and
the costs. In a judicial context it is not always the vocal
minority which i.s supported by staff position. Considerable
dialogue within the staff predates the assumption of a staff
posture on any i.ssue. As important as the immediate effect with
respect to a sp! cific case, is the precedent in the establishment
of a Commission policy. There are considerable interrelationships
to be considerec.. Permitting the employment of a herbicide to
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control the brush under a power line has important engineering
reliability co;asiderations. Cost is also a factor as alterna-
tive methods of brush control may be more expensive. The
environmental impacts implicit in employing such materials are
obviously important. The visual impact is also a factor. If
applied in certain seasons the "brown-down effects" may create
a very adverse appearance.

Staff cannot afford to take a rigid position in favor
of or in opposition to such a policy without considering the
alternatives. The public interest does not permit a disregard
for the reliability of the electrical facility nor for the
integrity and tuality of the environment.

A Democratic Process?

Decisions must be based on the best evidence it is
possible to assemble. A consensus among the interdisciplinary
staff is sought which balances the various factors. A strict
majority viewpoint cannot be indulged. The opinion of the
professional must necessarily be valued as greater than that
of a citizen or sometimes many citizens and yet not be unres-
ponsive to the concerns of such citizenry. Aesthetic decisions
are particularly difficult to arrive at by a purely "democratic"
process. Ther= is also always an attendant cost to any improve-
ment.

Lon Range Planninci

Article VIII of the Public Service Law contains an

important provision, a mandate for long-range electric system
planning. Accordingly, rules of procedure adopted by the PSC
provide for each electric corporation to submit on an annual
basis a long-range plan for future operations and the facilities
which will be required to meet the needs.

The long-range forecasts and the lead time necessary
to plan construction of generation facilities begin the process
of site selection and development. The analysis of fuels mix
and technological forecasting characterizes the nature of the
facilities to he constructed, and the specific site requirements.

For example present technology and constraints on air
quaLity will not permit fossil-fired generation in some air
sheds.

Planning Parameters

Environmental analysis may be divided into four classes
of considerations, land use, cultural, aesthetic and biological.
They are in many respects interrelated, Unfortunately they are
sometimes in conflict. It is difficult to divorce considerations
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of one kind fro~i another because the decisions which are unilateral
regards one factor ultimately have impacts in others. When a
facility is clearly required an effort. is made to optimize each
class of consid< ration at the least cost possible. Often the
most difficult decisions are whether a particular accommodation
is worth the additional cost, particularly when the object is
improvement of a isual appearance.

Visual Impact

Visual impact is the influence that the placing of a
facility within a particular landscape as perceived by an
average viewer. Considering the average viewer is important as
the professional designer will normally be more attuned to an
intrusion while some persons, particularly if they have a corn-
mercial interest in the intrusion, will tend to minimize it.

The nature of the impact is a function of the context
within which the facility is located, the degree to which rt is
visible and the extent or nature of the intrusion.

Context

A trarismission tower would ordinarily be more acceptable
in the context of an industrial landscape than in a low density
residential subc.ivision for reasons of appearance, scale and a
sense of appropriateness. The average person is more tolerant
of seeing a tower in the context of an industrial land use than
in a residential land use.

Visual Improvement

To make a facility acceptable, particularly one which
is generally regarded as unattractive like a transmission tower
two strategies cbtain. First, one can improve the appearance of
the object itself by changes in design, color, material, etc.
Secondly one can diminish the effect of hide it completely from
sight, by screer,ing or removal to "somewhere else". The some-
where else is rarely a satisfactory solution. In responding to
a request to relocate elsewhere one most often burdens another,
often equally deserving landscape.

Visual impact. as it derives from the degree of
exposure may be said to vary from observable to apparent to
marked to severe. Observable would mean that it is possible
for an average observer to detect the presence of the facility.
Apparent would he more obvious to the viewer, while marked
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would be difficult to ignore and severe would clearly be
intrusive. Anything more visible than "apparent" represents
a significant impact.

Incremental Impact

If no compromise of an otherwise attractive area
exists before the placing of a facility, the impact will be
incrementally greater than if the facility is an addition to
an area already burdened. This, of course, argues for the use
of existing transmission corridors because of the small incre-
mental impact. The ethic argues for making a spoiled area worse
rather than inflicting new damage on an unspoiled area.

The case is not always so simple. Often existing
corridors reflect the lack of concern for visual impact of the
era in which the original construction took place. Sometimes
the land use changes in the intervening years make the choice
less promising.

Even when the circumstances favor the incremental
impact, there =omes a point at which the addition of further
facilities within the context of many previous facilities over-
burdens the visual environment. This is visual saturation, or
the point at which the average viewer is intolerably afflicted
by the cummulative impact. Thus although the incremental impact
is small  like the proverbial last straw! the result is unaccept-
able. These considerations should be addressed in an analysis
of alternatives.

Land Use Impli=ations

PoweL- lines are almost universally regarded as ugly
and unacceptable visual intrusions. To the average person,
particularly those in prospect of having the facility imposed
on their vicinity, the solution is clearly elsewhere or under-
ground.

The zndergrounding alternative with respect to high
voltage lines is clearly an expensive option. Studies of the
impact on rate- of universally undergrounding overhead service
clearly make s~ch a policy impractical. Therefore, selective
undergrounding of utilities becomes a logical policy alternative.

However, selective undergrounding presumes being able
to evaluate which landscapes are most deserving. For this reason
the staff of t:ae NYS PSC has devised a series of priorities
essentially based on land use. High priority is given to those
scenic areas e.enjoying protection by ownership committed to pre-
serving such qualities. Similarly important. cultural resources
are deserving -uch as historic sites.
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Control or Re ulation

Basic to the concept. of assigning priorities is that
the value ascribed to a landscape, justifies expending the extra
funds for undergrounding to prevent a visual intrusion, because
it is otherwise protected. Protection is afforded through govern-
mental ownership or regulation, A scenic area subject to strip
development and suburban sprawl does not justify the inordinate
expense of undergrounding transmission lines. This places a
high premium on land use controls. It is not sufficient, to
identify scenic quality, it must be possible to protect it.
What is the sense in undergrounding utilities if billboards
are going to be permitted to destroy the very landscape which
the undergrounding sought to protect?

Recognizing the importance of undergrounding utilities,
the NYS PSC initiated public hearings on the subject. The hearings
were conducted in separate phases.

Phase I considered the advisability of ordering the
underground installation of distribution facilities in new
residential subdivisions of four or more dwelling units.

Phase IA dealt with the installation of underground
distribution lines to new commercial and industrial customers
or to public construction and other  less than four units!
residential construction.

Phase II covered the conversion of existing overhead
distribution facilities to underground.

Phase III considered the underground installation of
transmission facilities.

Phase I resulted in the adoption of mandatory under-
grounding rules by the Commission which went into effect in
June 1971. The rules spell out the various responsibilities
of parties, allocate the cost burden and provide for exemptions.
The Commission concluded their original opinion with:

The rules promulgated today, though limited
in scope, provide a beginning in the orderly
and systematic development of undergrounding
utility facilities in this State. Through
these rules the trend toward underground
distribution facilities will become more
widespread.

At the same time, the present potential for
abuses by tying underground to unwarranted
promotional practices will be greatly reduced.
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The utilities are also obliged to report their
experience with the rules on an annual basis including their
average cost per foot of providing service. The unit cost
becomes the basis for computing the charges for the following
year.

A number of appeals and requests for exemption from
the rules have been made to the Commission.

During 1972, the Commission consequently issued three
separate opinions of general applicability interpreting the rules.
Among the applications for exemption was one from a developer,
Sleepy Hollow Lake, Inc. After their application for exemption
was denied they appealed to the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court of the State arguing that the Public Service Commission
did not have the authority to prescribe such rules, that the
statute conferring such authority was unconstitutional, that the
Commission's decision was rot supported by substantial evidence,
and that the determination as applied to land developers was
void as being arbitrary, unreasonable, discriminatory and unlawful.

The Commission defended its decision as based upon its
general authority--

The Commission shall encourage all persons
and corporations subject to its jurisdiction
to formulate and carry out long-range programs,
individually or cooperatively, for the perfor-
mance of their public service responsibilities
with economy, efficiency, and care for the
public safety, the reservation of environmental
values and the conservation of natural resources.*

In response to petitioners contention that the Public Service Law
contains no standards to guide and limit the Commission in deter-
mining whether undergrounding should be required for aesthetic
reasons the brief stated:

The standard is one of reasonableness and

public interest and the declared legislative
objectives are that facilities and service
be adequate and in all respects just and
rea onable and tnat the utilities be en-

couraged to perform their functions with
care for the preservation of environmental
values."

*From the Public Service Law % 5 � "Jurisdiction, Powers
and Duties of Public Service Commission" -- emphasis added.
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Court Decision

While the Commission argued that aesthetic effect is
one kind of quality of service and therefore deserving of
attention the court, in ruling in the Commission's favor
stated;

Although the Commission denies that the
aesthetic advantage of underground as opposed
to overhead wiring was the sole basis for the
challenged determination, it, nevertheless,
appears thai. the Ccmmission did have the
authority to order mandatory undergrounding
on that basis alone....

On the issue of preservation of environmental
values, there was substantial evidence on which
the Commission could base the conclusion that
the undergrounding of distribution lines was
aesthetically preferable to their being strung
through the air, the record containing various
expressions of opinion on the subject, in addi-
tion tc the fact that undergrounding is mandated
by the FHA and VA wherever economically feasible
and is encouraged by the Public Service Commis-
sion nf the states of California, Maryland, Arkansas
and Michigan. Aesthetic considerations have already
been judicially recognized as sufficient to support
zoning regulations.  Matter of Cromwell vs' Ferrier
19 NY 2d 263.; Peo le vs. Stover, 12 NY 2d 462
app. dsmd. 375 US 42.! It urther appears that
there was substantial evidence before the Commission
on which it could base a decision that the costs of

undergrounding, as apportioned by it, were not. un-
duly burdensome and met the test of reasonableness."

 Opinion for confirmance, Hon. Ellis J. Staley, Jr.!
Sleepy Hollow Lake, Inc. vs. Public Service Commission
of the State of New York 422004, Supreme Court,
Appellate Division,.Third Judicial Department.

Thus we have a landmark ruling establishing the legitimacy
of aesthetics as a purpose for the regulating of utilities.

Other Rules

In an order dated March 26, 1975, the PSC established
rules pertaining to transmission lines  Phase III! not subject
to the siting lao  Article VII!. Establishing a program of
selective undergrounding, the rules provide for review of all
proposed transmi sion facilities which might impact areas of
significant cultu.ral or aesthetic quality.
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Rules implement.ing other phases of the undergrounding
proceeding are still under review by the PSC. The obstacle to
extensive undergrounding remains the high costs and the problem
for the PSC is to fairly distribute the costs among the benefici-
aries of the im~>rovement. Should the general public which travels
by it or the ab»tting property owners support all or the most of
the cost associated with an improvement in the visual landscape
engendered by undergrounding?

Plant Sitin Prc>blems

The problems associated with generation plant siting
loom even larger as the sums to be invested are truly gargantuan*
and the costs oi operation equally frightening. There is much
current debate «bout the extent of energy requirements for the
future and the possible impact of conservation efforts, fossil-
fuel shortage, ind the technology of nuclear power generation.
While these top cs cannot be debated herein, they will directly
affect the visual quality of the coastal zones.

Reliai>le estimates of the requirement for thermal
plants on the Great Lakes indicate that by 2020 69,000 additional
acres will be n~ cessary for the construction of between 150-200
plant sites. If constructed on the lake shore this will mean
occupation of 2 � miles of shore out of 4,000. In addition
transmission lines will necessarily occupy in excess of 100,000
acres.

Water Needs

Large amounts of water are required for cooling a
generating plant, and for making up water lost in the process.
Nuclear plants use 50% more condenser water than thermal fossil
plants. The pr<>digious amounts of cooling water which are
required makes ocation on large bodies of water necessary.
Each foot that a plant is located back from the waters edge
adds considerab y to the cost for pumping and piping and adds
to the energy r~ quirement for plant operation. Thus trying to
make a plant "less visible" by siting well back from the shore
becomes prohibit ive in most instances.

As more stringent water quality regulations preclude
flow-through co<>ling, cooling towers become necessary. These
are themselves very large structures which add to the visual
burden and which consume 1/2 of one percent of the energy pro-
duced just to p»mp water to the tower.

*$400 to $500/KW capital costs, $3 to $6/KWHR fuel cost
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The Aesthetic Problem

It is almost a foregone conclusion that new plants will
be visible, at east from the water. Fortunately the contemporary
plant is genera".ly well ordered. In some landscapes the stacks
are a welcome relief from a drab landscape and an important navi-
gation aid to sailors. More than the geometry of the plants
are involved, however. Coal plants require extensive fuel

torage areas and handling equipment and ash disposal areas as
well. Where stack scrubbers are used an enormous volume of
sludge may be manufactured which must be disposed of. Similarly
equipment to filter stack gases produces large volumes of fly
ash. Economica disposal of these waste materials does not
always lend its~ lf to aesthetic solution.

Plann .ng a power plant involves a variety of considerations.*
Aesthetic concerns cannot be subtracted from these or dealt with
as a separate and distinct matter. The basic site analysis and
the arrangement of the facilities upon the site have a tremendous
impact on the f nal appearance of the complex.

Collaboration

The d~ sign problem is foremost one of collaboration
between profess onals, indeed teams of professionals integrating
the diverse technologies, regulations, site conditions, and
societal object ves into a comprehensive, functional plan, The
scope of this effort is reflected in the exhibits required of
an applicant ut .lity under the NYS PSC rules. See Appendix A
showing the documentation required for transmission facilities
and Appendix B < or the documentation required for a generation
facility. It should be apparent that many of the subject areas
will have a pro> ound effect upon the visual aspect of the pro-
ject. The util ty is compelled to consider all of the factors.

The licensing procedure permits a full review of the
proposals and facilities ultimately approved for construction
will exhibit the least environmental and aesthetic impact
possible.

*See "What this Country Needs is a Good, Cheap Nuclear KWH Factory",
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Exhibits Re uired for an
Article VII Certificate of

Environmental Com atibilit
and Public Nee

l. Exhibits Required for Both Gas and Electric
Transmissic>n Lines.

Exhibit l General Information Regarding the Application
Location of Facilities
Alternatives
Environmental Impact
Design Drawings
Economic Effects of the Proposed Facility
Local Ordinances

Other Pending Filings
Cost of Proposed Facility

Exhibit 2:

Exhibit 3:
Exhi it 4:
Exhibit 5:

Exhi it 9:

2. Additional Exhibits Required for Gas
Transmissic>n Lines.

Exhibit G-1:
'KB

Total Gas Supply
Market Data
Revenues, Expenses, Income
Construction of the Facility

Exhibit G-:-' ..

3. Additional Exhibits Required for Electric
Transmissic>n Lines.

Exhibit F � 1: Description of Proposed Transmission Line
Other Facilities
Underground Construction
Engineering Justification
Effect on Communications
Effect on Transportation

Exhibit E-2:
Exhibit E-=l:
Kb=!:
Exhibit E- 'i:

Exhibit E-6:

16 NY Codes, Rules and Regulations, Part 85 et ~se . �973!
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Exhibits Re uired for an

Article VIII Certificate of
Env|.ronmental Com atzbilzt

and Public Need for

Steam Electra.c Generation Facilities*

Need for a Facility
Engineering Designs
Associated Transmission Facilities

Cost Analysis
Present Air Quality and Meteorology
Facility Features and Operating Characteristics

Affecting Air Quality and Meteorology
Impact of Facility Features and Operation

on Air Quality and Meteorology
Present Aquatic Ecology
Facility, Conceptual Design, Operation, and

Maintenance Characteristics Affecting
Aquatic Ecology

Impact of Facility Construction, Operation
Maintenance on Aquatic Ecology

P> esent Environmental Sound Levels

Facility Conceptual Design, Construction,
Operation and Maintenance Characteristics
Affecting Environmental Sound Levels

Impact of Facility Construction� Operation
and Maintenance on Environmental Sound Levels

Regional and Site Geology
Assessment of Potential Geologic and Seismic

Hazard of the Site

Facility Conceptual Design Criteria
Present Land Use and Aesthetics Characteristics
Facility Conceptual Design, Construction,

Operation, and Maintenance Characteristics
Affecting Land Use and Aesthetics

Iripact of Facility Design, Construction,
Operation, and Maintenance of Land Use
and Aesthetics

Waste Characteristics

Waste Facility Features
Iripact of Waste Facilities and Discharges
Present Terrestrial Ecology
Facility Conceptual Design, Construction,

Operation and Maintenance Characteristics
Affecting Terrestrial Ecology

Irapact of Facility Construction, Operation
and Maintenance on Terrestrial Ecology

Present Water Quality and Quantity

Exhibit A:

Mb

Exhibit G =

Exhibit H:

Exhibit J:

Exhibit K:

Exk ibit Y:

Exhibit N:

Exhibit P:

Ex x xt R

Exhibit S;

Exhibit T:

Exhlblt U:
Ex x z.t V:

Ex x xt X

Exhibit Y:

Exhibit Z:

Rules and Regulations, Part 70, et ~se . �973!16 NY Codes,
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Exhibit AA:

Exhibit BB:

Exhibit CC:

Exhibit DD:

ZSZ

Facility Features and Operating
Characteristics Affecting Water Quantity
and Quality

Impact of Facility, Construction and
Operation on Water Quality and Quantity

Other Permits, Consents, Approvals, or
Licenses, other than a Certificate
from the United States Atomic Energy
Commission, which will be required for
the construction or operation of the
facility

A copy of each Federal and State law, rule,
regulation, or standard., interstate compact
and international requirement applicable to
the location, design, construction, operation,
or maintenance of a proposed facility
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VISUAL RESOURCF:S OF THE ST. LAWRENCE-EASTERN ONTARIO REGION

William E. Tyson
St. Lawrence-Eastern Ontario Commission

Watertown, New York

Abstract

The St. Lawrence-Eastern Ontario Commission's service area is
noted for its scenic and recreational resources. In our planning
process, the Comniission has indicated the importance of open space
and visual resources in the region's economy. Our agency will be
establishing standards and criteria to bring about development com-
patible with the area's natural environment.

VISUAL RESOURCF,'S OF' THE ST. LAWRENCE-EASTERN ONTARIO REGION

During the late 1960's, riparian land owners along the St.
Lawrence River ar d the eastern Lake Ontario region--concerned over
the rapidly changing nature of the lands along the waterway--con-
tacted their elected New York State representatives with a request
for assistance tc ensure that land use changes along the waterway
were compatible ~ith the region's natural resource base.

Accordingly, in 1969 the legislature created the St. Lawrence-
Eastern Ontario Commission. The major purpose of the Commission is
to preserve, enha.nce and develop the scenic, historic, recreational
and natural reso|.rces of the land along the waterway from the
Canadian border et Massena to the Town of Sterling west of Oswego.

The region, for which our agency is developing a coastal plan-
ning and management effort, includes the very scenic Thou. sand Islands,
barrier beach anc. dunal areas, and attractive limestone ledges. It
has long been noted for its unique water-oriented recreational
resources and ha for decades served as one of the main resort areas

serving the northeastern United S'tates and southeastern Canada.

With the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway and attendant
changes in the mcvement of waterborne commerce through the Seaway
into the upper Great Lakes, interests other than those associated
with recreation and tourism began to view the area as a possible
location for economic activities which without proper design and
siting would not lend themselves to the natural environment and
the nature of the region. As an example, aplong these interests
were companies interested in locating additional petroleum tank
farms and another company seeking to develop a very large cement,
mining and manuf-.ctur ing operation along a stretch of shoreline
which contains scme of the highest assessed evaluation along the
waterway.

These, then, were the type of visual changes which were in the
offing and which were being perceived by the residents of the region.
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Over the p<.st four years the Commission and its staff have
also developed ;.n awareness of the visual trespasses on the lands
along the water»ay. However, we feel a much more serious problem
t'han the massiv» developments such as tank farms or cement opera-
tions is the piecemeal deterioration of the vi.sual quality of our
region. We also find that, of the four major areas of pollution
 that is water, air, noise and visual pollution! that one of the
hardest concept: to sell is the possible negative impact of visual
pollution.

For the ne~:t few minutes I'd like to share with you our per-
ception of the environment along the waterway in the service area
of the St. Lawrence-Eastern Ontario Commission. I believe that the
brief s1.ide sho~ which we have prepared and which we use in the
day-to � day activ ities of the Commission, will transfer a fairly
comprehensive view of the conflicts for land along the waterway
and the resultirg deg.adation of the visual r'esources of our region-

The St. Lawrence-Eastern Ontario region of New York State is
endowed with unique scenic beauty, is rich in the history of our
land, and possesses one of the great commercial wa.erways of Noz"th
America, It prcvides a livelihood for its residents and a play-
ground for hundreds of thousands of visitors seeking relief from
the day-to-cay pressures of our urban society. In addition, the
St. Lawrence Se<way provides a link to the nations and markets of
the world and pcwer for the northeastern United States and south-
eastern Canada. The continued development of the region will pro-
vide substantial local, state, and national benefits. However, it
is essential th-t growth be compatable with the region's environment.

During the early days of colonization, the area was sparsely
settled. Owing 4o the great wealth of natural resources, there was
a minimum impact upon the ecological systems of the region. Eco-
nomic activi.tie". throughout the area relied upon the natural resource
base for a number of commercial operations, utilizing the area's
forests, fields, and waterways. During the past decade, however,
many changes have occurz'ed in the use of the lands and the waters
of t»e St, Lawrence River Valley and eastern Lake Ontaz io. These
changes, occ.asicned by a series of national trends, have placed
increased pressuz'e on the resources of the lake/river region. A
growing populati.on, increased leisure time, and the mobility of the
public in gener< 1 are but some of the factors influencing land use
changes throughcut the region. Add to this such economic factors
a.s a decrea. e in rural employment opportunities and a decline in
farm population, and you begin to realize the many components
involved in keeping an area economically viable while at the same
time sustaining its environmental quality.

As an example, the completion of. the interstate highway system
to our area has placed millions of people of the New York/New Jersey
metropolitan area only a little over six houz s from our doorstep.
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The result of th se demands has been a deterioration of the water,
land, and scenic resources of our area and has provided little
lasting economic benefit to the vast majority of our residents.

In addition to the impact on the area's resources by man,
nature also cont inues to cause problems. Beginning in the early
1970's, excess .v precipitation in the Great Lakes Basin, and
specifically in Lhe Lake Ontar io Basin, has created a high water
problem. In thi> decade Lake Ontario has reached peak levels rarely
equaled during t.ie period of record. Since it has been twenty years
since such excessive lake levels were recorded, we find hundreds of
new developments in areas which under normal water level conditions
are protected. !jowever, with high lake levels and storm surges, we
find that many oF the new developments have been placed upon very
fragile and vuln.rable coastal sites. During the spring of 1973
the St. Lawrence -Eastern Ontario Commission held two conferences
to inform the pu ~lie of the extent of impending problems and pro-
vide property owners the technical advice and assistance needed to
minimize damage to lands along the waterway.

Some results of the high water have been erosion and deteri-
oration of publi< beaches, erosion of some major natural resource
areas, and the e "oding away of private property developed over the
past two decades, Currently, the only solution appears to be the
lowering of lake levels.

The St. Law'"ence Seaway may be a great boon to inland cities
on the Great Lak s, but it has had little positive impact on the
economic base and the natural resource base of the St. Lawrence-
Eastern Ontario : egion. One constant threat to the natural resource
base is the po sibility of a major oil spill, which indeed would
have a serious long-term impact on many of the area's water-related
resources. In *:ie spr ing of 1974 such a mishap did occur with a
spill of approximately 175,000 gallons of oil into the St. Lawrence
River, F'ortunat .ly, the area where the spill occurred was an open
stretch of waterway; much of the oil was trapped, and the oil that
did proceed down: tream did not enter areas where it would have a
serious long-term impact.

One of the most valuable resources associated with the coast-
line is its wetlands. Statistically it can be noted that well over
half the wetland acreage immediately adjacent to the St. Lawrence
River and Lake Ontario has lost its natural resource productivity.

t<tith increa.;ed pressures for boating facilities and other ser-
vices to a growing transient population, we find that those sites
which most readiLy lend themselves to development are in many cases
the wetland unit - along the waterway. The importance of these wet-
land units cannot be overemphasized. They provide areas for the
production of waLerfowl and spawning areas for our fisheries. They
also provide ope:a space and areas for the propagation of the non-
consumptive resources of interest to many of the tourists who frequent
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the area. In addition, the marshes provide a filtering system so
that upland silt and sediment do not reach out and covez the gravel
spawning beds of those game fish which pzefer the lake and river
for their prapaqat'on.

r limitation to development of the region is the
sioned by the relatively recent glaciation of the
ne .,ail noz.mally avail. able tc accept sewage, provide
and permit construction has been scoured away and we
est areas of bedrock where the only cover available
I.ayer of lake clay. Since the capacity to absorb

runoff from development is I.imited throughout much
we must pz'ovide a planning process which wild iden-
~se practices and appropr iate environmental pzotec-
;without the adoption of goad development practices,
f some of our shallow water'ways will occur. During

a period of accelerated land-use change, we find
sion of weed beds which, as the water goes down in
nt util. ization of the area for boating, swimming,
her forms of recreation.

Yet anathe
fact that, ceca
area, much af t
good drainage,
are left with v

is a very thin
and to treat "h

of the region,
tify good lan<I-
tian systems.
a rapid aging o
the past decade
excessive expan
the fall, preve
fishing, and at

While ther
resources of th
those same ze o

and additional
the econamy o'
land-use prac i
and engineering
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economic apport
Thousand Island

areas of the re
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commerce. The

neighbors is ve
ar eas such as 0
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will be recogni

i a great need to protect the environmental
lake/river region, it' shaul d be r emembered that

crees also must be utilized to provide employment
jab opportunity for the residents of the region if
the area is to grow. With the adoption of goad
.es and the application of a series of good design
cz iter ia, as well as an appz'eciation for the siting
there is room along the waterway for all types of

unity. While much of the area is blessed with the
and the beaches of eastern I.ake Ontario, other

gion have long lent themselves to industrial and
t. As the region develops, there will be an oppor-
. ased employment in the area . of manufacturing and
relationship of the coastal region to our Ca.nadian
Ly important in terms of economic oppoz'tunity. Port
swego, Ogdensburg, and Waddington all. have additional

for economic development--a potential which surely
zed.
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Another important and endangered physiographic province within
the ser vice area of the Commission is the vez y beautiful, yet frag-
ile, saz.d dunes of southern Jefferson County and northern Oswego
County. An extremely limited, yet valuable resource, the dunes are
being degraded hy the trespass of man. Of all the areas along the
waterway which present developmental problems, it is the fragile,
shifting dune.". that pose the biggest problem to those who seek to
develap. In many cases, the vast wetlands of the St. Lawrence-
Eastern Ontario region--even those which have come under public
owner ship--az.e being threatened as high water level and development
erode away the barrier beach and associated dunal areas.
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Zn other areas, economic opportunity could evolve around
the development o the historic sites associated with northern
New York. For instance, battles were fought at Sackets Harbor
during the War of 1812--a war sometimes referr ed to as "The
Second War of Independence.« The Canadians have capitalized upon
their regional heritage with developments such as Uppez Canada
Village and the program at Old Fort Henry. We should utilize the
resources provid d by areas such as Madison Barracks at Sackets
Harbor, the Fren"h influence at Cape Vincent and Ogdensburg, and
the many other historic sites along our waterway. Fort Ontario
has provided som s,imulus to the economic base of the Oswego area,
Throughout our a.ea we find many additional opportunities for this
type of increa el economic activity.

Yet another area of opportunity which needs to be explored
further is the p<!ssibility of increasing the agricultural base of
our region. Rec< ntly, some of the dairy operators have begun the
transition to a beef industry.

Yet another economic resource which as yet has not been tapped,
to its fulI potential, is the opportunity to extend the tourist
season and to provide some additional outdoor recreation activities
during the winte> months. ln some cases, communities have taken
advantage of thi:, s»ch as Sackets Hazbor, with its annual North
Country Fishing I!erby.

These az e but a few of the factors which must be considered
if the St. Lawrence-Eastern Ontario region is to support an increased
population. Whi e many of the people who frequent our region are
concerned about recreation of a consumptive nature--such as fishing
and hunting--a vast majority of the peop1e are interested in the
open space and the opportunity to swim, relax, sightsee, and to
simply enjoy the beauties of the waterway. Only by proper utiliza-
tion of all of these resources will the lands and waters of our
region continue f.o provide a life-support system for the area's
population and for those future generations that will inherit the
area and call upon it for their livelihood. Unless steps are taken
to provide an orderly growth process, the major resource possessed
by the fragile coastline--its scenic and open space characteristics--
may be lost to future generations of New Yozkers.

This is how the St. Lawrence-Eastern Onta.rio Commission views
the environment in which we must conduct our planning process. Our
feeling is that, in order to produce a credible plan for the orderly
growth of the reg;ion, that we must not only honor the open space and
the natural resource characteristics of the ar ea, but we must indeed
continue to provide additional employment opportunity as appropriate.
Our feeling is, that, while opportunity is limited, there are some
opportunities to expand upon existing economic activities, such as
recreation and agriculture.
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As one e'ement of the planning process we have therefore
indicated the role open space and scenic resources pZay in the
recreation economy of our area and will seek. to establish standards
and criteria aimed at bringing about devel.opment compatible with
the area's re our ce base. But only if indeed we pay respect to
the visual natu -e of our area. F' or it is this visual characteris-
tic which if in<iced is kept intact wil1 contribute greatly to the
future productivity of our region.



Editors' note: although not presented at the conference, this
paper was received subsequently and deemed an appropriate addition
to the proceedings.

YISUAL AI'ALYSIS OF CAPE MAY COUNTY BARRIER ISLANDS,

AND APPLICATION TO WASTEWATER FACII., ITY DESIGN PROBLEMS

Herbert Graff, Architect
James S. Kennedy, Landscape Architect

Pandullo, Quirk Associates
Wayne, New Jersey 07470

Abstract

Visual Analysis procedures were key components in the site
selection and design specifications of wastewater treatment plants
on the barrier islands of Cape May County, New Jersey. Consider-
ation of the varied experiences and viewpoints within the islands,
and analysis of the topography, vegetation, building textures,
street scenes and water areas revealed solutions to the problems
of location and design of facilities in densely popula.ted a,rea.s.
Utilization of a "natural" design theme with careful siting of
buildings and structures led to community praise of the prototype
fa.cility model.

Pur ose of Stud

The Cape May County Municipal Utilities Authority  CMC MUA! select-
ed a county-wide system for wastewater treatment and disposal in
1973, The consulting firm of Pandullo, Quirk Associates was
retained to develop the selected plan, consisting of the following
major elements;

barrier island treatment and ocean disposal facilities
to be located in three coastal regions

mainland treatment and land disposal facilities to be
located in two inland regions

In 1974 the CMC MUA authorized initiation of engineering and en-
vironmental worh specifica.lly directed to the selection of sites
for barrier island treatment facilities and the determination of
service routes v ithin the coastal zone.

Cape May County, located in Southeastern New Jersey, has a total
area of 267 squa.re miles, with a perma.nent populat.ion of 60,000 and
a summer population of 550,000. The dominant tourist economy is
concentrated in the coastal area, and is defined by a series of
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barrier islands bounded on the east by the Atlantic Ocean, and on
the west by an xtensive back bay area of waterway, marsh and wet-
land.

Ocean City is typical of the barrier islands under study: approxi.�
mately 7 miles in length, with average width of $ mile; flat topo-
graphy, and den:-e urban development occupying almost the entire
buildable area.  Fig. I!

The object of t.ie study was to locate sites and routes on three
barrier islands which conformed to engineering, environmental,
planning and aesthetic criteria, and to inform residents that a
sewage treatment I'acilit.y located in their community could be corn-
patible with th ir economic and social sensitivites. It was appar-
ent tha.t there xisted a general acceptance of the necessity of
eliminating wid spread water pollution, but that the location of
facilities in tae designated region was not a welcome addition to
the community.

Professionals wi.th various technical backgrounds within Pandullo,
Quirk Associates were assigned the task of selecting, analyzing
and recommendin" sites and routes to the CMC MUA and to the public
at large. Thos= disciplines were as follows:

Engineer
Communit
Terrestr

Architec
Systems
Geohydro
Landscap
Environm

|.ng
y Planning
ial and Aquatic Biology
ture
Analysis
logy

Architecture
nta.l Science

The natural, so=ia.l and economic characteristics applicable to the
siting of a wastewater treatment facility were investigated in or-
der to form the basis for selection of the sites and routes,

This paper is c
and it must b»
tated a compreh
could not be se

26Z

Investigation o

by review of ex
a.nd by close sc
the entire team
pedestria.n surv
sites under con

f these chara.cteristics was carried out in the office

isting reports, studies, and pla,nning documents,
rutiny of aerial photographs; and in the field by

of specialists performing repeated automobile and
ys of the region, as well as detailed study of

sideration.

oncerned with the visual aspects of the environment,
: mphasized that while the scope of the study dic-
ensive analysis of the communities, visual elements
parated and analyzed outside nf the context of the



F!G. 1 Aerial View of Ocean Ci.ty, New Jersey
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study objective. In fact, all of the professional disciplines
involved recognized the importance and sensitivity of the visual
environment.

The entire ra»ge of visual experiences was investigated, with
consideration given to the varied references and viewpoints exist-
ing within th~ region. These included:

obsi rvation from moving vehicles, with emphasis upon
the approaches to the region and orientation within
the natural and man-made landscape

ped =strian movement; the time and intensity of lei-
sur ly perceptions

fix d viewpoints; existing and potential framed vistas
and panoramas

boat traffic; duration and variability of views from
slow moving water traffic

Visual Descri tion of Re ion

The dominant distant visual experience upon entry into the barrier
island regions of Cape May is one of broad bands of water and
sky, separated by the narrow line of the islands. The elevation
ranges from an average of +6' to +10' throughout the islands, to
high points of +15' to +30' in limited dune areas. Thus, the ho-
rizon line defines "place," and the vertical elements such as
water towers and high rise buildings occurring at one-half to one
mile intervals become significant nodal points which punctuate
the horizon. These vertical elements also define the commercial
centers, and serve to orient the approaching traveler.  Fig. 2!

Once in the urbanized areas of the barrier islands, a rectilinear
street plan imposes a rigid set of constraints upon the range of
visual experiences and textures. North-South axes are wide, and
this width is emphasized by the low scale of the fronting build-
ings. These streets yeild distant perspectives to the vanishing
point, emphasized by the repeated rhythm of utility poles, with
no finite termination or focal point.

The gaps caused by the breaks of the cross streets are lost in
the continuous rhythm of the buildings, and become apparent
only fleetingly at the point of intersection. These smaller per-
spectives become reduced in scale as the street pattern gives
way to the narrow corridors of alleys, and the even narrower
spaces between buildings.

The only hig1; points which can provide an elevated viewpoint
and thus disI:lay the ground/water plane are from bridges,  where
views are extended by a pause for tolls or traffic delays!, oc-
casional tall buildings, and tops of sand dunes. These elements,
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Graff, Kennedy

however, are limited and relatively isolated.

It is noteworthy that there is little visual awareness of the
back ba.y and o .ean within the urbanized corridors of the barrier
islands due to intensive building at the water's edge, and the
richly textur e9 centers of boating activity are only rarely
seen from cross streets.

Generally, structures are undistinguished, but of a. relatively
fine scale whi=h is unified by the grid pattern of the streets.
This pattern is strongly contrasted by the high-rise residentia.l
structures whi=h stand out against the more restrained fabric of'
the urban area.

There are exceptions to the limited visual experiences, Occasion-
al curvilinear street systems are relaxing, and public "mails"
and playgrounds provide large, well defined open spaces. Some
open vistas across the back bay occur where major avenues paral-
lel undeveloped land. In isola.ted areas, dunes and thickets have
been preserved as parks or sanctuaries and these natural "intru-
sions" come as surprises in an urban environment.

An importa.nt visua.l corridor a.rises from travel along the Inland
Waterway, Here, travel is relaxed, with few of the distractions
that characterize land travel, and thus visual experiences are
intensified. From the water, buildings are a.lways evident and are
part of the total experience  from the land, disruptive!. Obvi-
ously, the ocean rs the magnet which is the ultimate attraction
of the region. It is almost never seen until the barrier of buil-
dings, boardwalk, nr dunes is crossed. Once on the beach, however,
the eastward view of o< ean is enforced by the wall of buildings
to the west. I'he limited dune areas can soften this effect, but
the essential visual experience is not one of pure natural "coast-
line"; it. is too dnmina.ted by human a.ctivity.

Protot e Site

Site selection and design parameters were based upon technical
engineering requirements, availability of buildable sites and
the observed visual cha.ra.cteristics. It was assumed that:

l. Altered wetla,nds in the back bay a.rea, approximately 20
acres in extent, would have to be utilized.

2. These sites could not be completely isola,ted from residen-
tial areas.

3. The facility would include diverse structures and elements
arranged for mechanical efficiency and elevated for flood
protection.
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4. Removal of sludge and delivery of materials would create
service and access functions.

5. Certain objectionable elements would need visual concealment
and/or wind protection.

6. The facility had to serve a public function, with envi.ron-
mental displays, meeting rooms, and possible accessory marine
or park use,

A prototype design was developed for a theoretical site incorpor-
ating the above elements and representing a typical cross section
oi' the islands.

Each of the sites under consideration had these elements in vary-
ying degrees of intensity and proximity, and it was felt that the
design reponse would be applicable, with modifications, to the
selected sites.

Visual Desi n Considerations

As we have seen, on the Cape May barrier islands natural elements
are the exception rather than the rule. A primary objective of
facility design must be to preserve, enhance, or create natural
environments. A natural design approach will enrich the visual
environment and provide valuable wildlife habitats much better
than a formal "landscape" or park design, although the latter
treatment must be retained occasionally to provide balance and
order. Element:" of the prototype site design which were develop-
ed in response to the visual characterisitics of the region are:

1. Use of earth features for land form diversity and radual
transition .o structures. These forms will soften the

horizon intrusion, screen facility features, and provde
elevated si .uations for plant material. They also create
and frame v:Lews.

2. An "inforn]a.L" buildin and tank la out a»d a curvilinear

treatment. p Lan layout provides diverse forms and spatial
treatment, end can relive the impact of rectilinear street
patterns.

3. Use of wetlands. Depending upon individual site charac-
teristics, wetlands can be preserved, restored, or created,
thus bringing more back bay views to the public.

4. Use of natu:-al ve etation. The variety of indigenous mater-
ial  marsh grass, reeds, wildflowers, thicket shrubs and
evergreen t -ees! provides a rich landscape palette and val-
uable wildl Lfe habitats. The majority of the site would be
planned as .-ough nature: thickets, dunes, grasslands and
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salt marshes. Along roads and near entry points, how-
ever, a more refined approach is needed to provide more
uni f<~rm textures and less visual complexity.

5. Orientation of the ublic and administrative functions

toward the back bay rather than the street. This enhances
the. waterway views and provides potential for environment-
al demonstration areas and publi<. marine use.

6, Use of varied building forms and textures to sympathize
with the local. architecture.and t<~ avoid the "industrial
muni<..ipal" look.

7. Plant~in of street trees along service routes. Few now
exist, due to social rather than natural reasons, and trees
provide welcome relief in the urban summer environment.
 See. Fig 3!

Conclusions

The qualitative visual analysis provi.ded a. satisfactory and
valid design basis, and served as a, valuable catalyst for the
development cf the design concepts and the expression of these
concepts to the public. The brief time availablc for the study,
however, and the absence of seasonal observation, was felt to
be a limiting factor. A greater sense of the community's visu-
al perceptions would be valuable, and could be gained through
surveys and interviews. We intend to quantify the visual expe-
riences in future studies, with appropriate determination of
viewing distances, screening density, perception zones, sequen-
tial analyses, etc. We regard these as a means to refine the
initial visual observations and to confirm community perceptual
attitudes.
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After workshop leaders had
described the case study,
participants worked in
small groups at drafting
tables. They recorded
their views of relevant
issues on large sheets of

paper. Each large case study group
then re-assembled to synthe-
size its ideas. Suggestions
were recorded graphically and
then reported to the whole
group,

�
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CASE STUDY INTRODUCTION

Industria I, commercial, housing and recreational demands have ptaced heavy
developmental pressures on the coastal zone. In planning for order'Iy development,
decision makers have referred to economic criteria as well as land suitability,
land-use patterns, and protection of resources. The visual resources of the
coastal zone have 1et to be integrated on an equitable basis in the planning
process.

This workshop will focus on potential conflicts between development demands
and maintenance of visual quality. The primary objective will be the simulated
development of a piogram for the analysis of visual quality that would be useful
for dealing with such conflicts in coastal zone management, planning, and design.

The workshop wil'I be based on a particular type of potentia1 development
within a specific context. In relation to a particular case study, the following
general questions will be addressed:

What planning issues are encountered in this situation and what is the
relationship of visual qua lity to these issues, if any7

2. What s igni f icance is visual qual i ty I ikely to have for the groups of
users invo I ved in thi s s i tuat ion2

3. How can visual quality be evaluated comprehensively in this context2
What methods shouId be used to gain more information for this evaluation2

4. How can visual quality evaluation data be incorporated in the planning
process7

5. Who makes, or should make decisions on the approach to be used to maintain
coastal zc ne quality2 What group or groups should be involved--management,
pubIic administration, interest groups, the general public7

CREDIT: The following offices supplied graphics for use in the base studies:

Reimann Buechner Partnership
Everett H. Jenner - AIA Architect
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WORKSHOP ON VISUAL QUALITY AND THE COASTAL ZONE

Sea Grant Project, School of L andscape Arch i tee ture

SUNY Col lece of Environmental Science and Forestry, Syracuse, N.Y,

Case Study fl
industrial Shorel ine Development--Foss i I Fuel Power Plant

DEVELOPMENT RATIONALE

The increased demand for power in New York and the Northeast has been
accelerating ever the past two decades. This demand has placed an undue
burden on older existing plants. The proposed lakeside fossil fuel facility
will satisfy the region's projected additional power needs for the next
f i f teen yea rs.

LOCATION

The riverside site has been selected on the basis of the fol'lowing criteria:
cooling water availability, air pollution criteria, property aquisition, and
rail access.

The site is lccated on a slight rise above the lake front in an agricultural
setting.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

As depicted ir the illustrations, the main facility includes:
Turbine building,
Stack  variable configuration!,
Transmission switchyard,
3-345 KV Transmission lines  variable tower shapes!

PRINCIPAL VIEWERS

Adjacent farmers - 200 pop.
Recreational sai lors - 12,000 user days/yr.
Recreational fisherpeople - 3,000 user days/yr.
Village � miles! � 4500 pop.
State Park � I/2 miles across lake! - 31,000 user days/yr.
Cottage owners � mile radius! - 175 units

DECISION MAKERS

S.O.S. - Save Our Shores � Citizen Conservation Group
Municipal Zoning Board - Rezone from rural residential to heavy industry.
County Commissioners - Construct new access road to site.
State Environmental Conservation - Water and air quality permits.
State Public Service Commission - Certificate of environmental compatability

and public need.
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Case ~Stud 1

Participants concentrated on selection of sites for power

plants since their form and location on large water bodies were felt

to be largely dictated by technology. The group felt that visual

impact needs to be assessed in choosing between alternative sites.

Visual analyses should be compiled for alternative sites, which

would coordinat surrounding land use, vegetation, topography, etc.

with various vi wer positions from the land and water.

It was f lt that visual impact could not be determined with-

out understandi ig vi ewers' atti tudes toward a power plant with in

different contexts. The intrusion of the power plant might vary

according to activities engaged in by thc viewer. The function of

the power plant might ai feet his attituLIe towards it, as opposed to,

say, an ei.ght-s'ory library. lf a power plant were located in an

industrial area, some people felt it might be vicwcd in a positive

way. Problem» ~ith attitude surveys were discussed, such as changes

in response over time and potential conflicts between general attit-

ude» and react io»» to a concrete proposal in one's own backyard.

If the visuaI effect of alternative power plant locations

could he thorou:hly determined, then it would be necessary to weigh

visual cifect» ~gainst economic costs tc determine the optimal site.

lt was suggcstc I that multi-use development, combining recreational

and i»du»trial usc, would maximize bene fits of tIic coastal re»our cc»,

although same p oplc con»idcrcd power plants detrimental to recreat-

iona I usp.

home Issues Rai cd:

IIow can power plant sitinp be incorporated in overall master
planning fo " an area?
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How can all viewers, including transient users of thc shoreline,
have a» input i»to power plant siting decisions?

Arc present power plants heing used as efficie»tly as possible?
Ts further construction really necessary' ?

llhat do industrial landscapes symbolize to people? Are they some-
times a positive representation of thc "vitality of our economic
system"'?

Are park values threatened by power plants' ?

Could a good architect design an acceptable-looking power plant?
How should the utilitatian function of power plants be expressed
formally?

Is it axiomatic that the coastal interface is a visual resource

worth prcscrving? At what cost and for whom?
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W IRKSHOP ON VISUAL QUALITY AND THE COASTAL ZONE

Sea Grant Project, School of Landscape Architecture

SUNY Col'ege of Environmental Science and Forestry, Syracuse, N.Y.

Case Study g2
Residential Shoreline Development--Recreation Community

DEVELOPMENT RATIONALE

More and more people in search of a leisure time "change of scene" are
demanding high quality residential development along the coast. They want
access to the water: boat launching sites, marinas, boat storage and supply
facilities, br:aches, and fishing piers, People want summer and year-raund
housing withirl sight of the water. People need to eat--restaurants, drive-in
snack shops, «nd supermarkets. And people want a variety of entertainment,
cultural and leisure facilities--sporting goads stores, bait shops, gift
shops, boat tours, museums, golf courses, and the irke. The multiplier
effect follawr:d by the development of high quality residential acrommodations
for people with leisure time and money would provide an economic boom to the
region, provirling a major portion of the regional income.

LOCATION

The lakeside .ite has been selected on the basis of the following criteria:
Access to Interstate Highway
45 minuI:es from major population center
High vi,ual quality of site

Interesting landform
View af lake

Easting vegetation and wiidiife

Good soil conditrons

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

As depicted in the illustrations, the development includes:
136 nr.mber of dwelling units �/ac.!
Beach development
Boat launch facilities
Tennis courts
Picnic area

Beach/picnic parking �2 cars!
"Forever Wild" areas  areas not developed on plan!

PRINCIPAL VIEWERS

Adjacent farmers - 200 pop.
Recreational sailors - 12,000 user days/yr.
Recreational fisherpeople � 3,000 user days/yr.
Village residents � miles distant! - 4500 pop.
State Park  I I/2 miles across Iake! � 31,000 users/day/yr.
Cottage occupiers � mile radius! � 175 units
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Case Study gZ - Page 2

DEC IS ION MAKERS

S.O.S. � Save. 'Our Shores � Citizen Conservation Group
Municipal Zoning Board - Rezone from agr icu'l tural to res ident ial.
County Commiss oners - Construct new access road to s ite.
State Environmental Conservation - Approve dredging permit.
Federal, State, County Agencies - Require and enforce sewage treatment to

meet water qua 1 1 ty s tanda rds.
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Case ~Stud 2

The grouI~ agreed that various users' expectations would have

to be determined in order to judge a proposed residential/recreational

development. Besides the categories established in the case study,

the group ident,' fied other user groups based on age, ethnic back-

ground, and typ» of recreational use. It was questioned whether

these aggregates could indicate common expectations. Potential users

from nearby urban centers should be considered aI.ong with defined

groups. Mental maps of people's expectations and perception of the

area could be compared with a physical assessment of it in order to

develop schemes for consideration. Physical assessment should incl-

ude data on vegetation, shoreline character, etc.

Other factors which planners should consider were mentioned,

such as attitudinal and physical changes over time, including

diurnal and sea'onal changes in the landscape. The visual quality

of the route to the shoreline was seen to be as significant as that

of the shoreline area itself,

The grouI also discussed whether the shoreline with its sceni.c

value should be a private or public resource. Some believed that

land on the shore should be in the hands of those who valued it

enough to make a private investment, while others believed that

scarcity and cost make private ownership imnrartit-a1 In any event,

it was pointed cut that providing greater access and thus an incr-

easing number of people using facilities may have a strong effect

on visual quality.

Some Issues Raised.

Can you discover people's needs by «sking them? What about the
Edse], designed according to market research?
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How can vi sun I quality standards best he enforced? Safeguards
are needed t<> insure maintenance of standards.

How does the specific area under consideration fit into the
regional lan<lscape?

Do "glossy" renderings of prospective developments really show
the visual impact which the development would have?

To what extent is lakeview in the public domain and visual quality
a puhlic con< em?

Do citizens have the right to lock up resources for their own
use?

Is visual qu <lity to be judged by the people who will live there
or by professional designers, planners, etc.?

What is the psychological cost of adapting to environments wit.h poor
visual quali' y or lack of psoitive visual stimulation?
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W !RKSHOP ON VISUAL QUALITY AND THE COASTAL ZONE

Sea Grant Project, School of Landscape Archi tecture

SUNY Co1lege of Environmental Science and Forestry, Syracuse, N.Y.

Case Study g3
Natura I Areas--Mu1 t i-use Development

DEVELOPMENT RATIONALE

The site is orle of the few remaining open areas adjacent to a rapidly ex-
panding coastal urban area,

It is a major flood detention area whose development would necessitate
extensive flood control faciIities  cost/benefit ratio exceeds 1!. The
waters of thi., site provide for significant fish breeding and migratory
waterfowl stopover.

In addition, the site is surrounded by historic communities and artifacts
whose origin «nd heritage are directly related to the unique characteristics
of the site.

It is therefore proposed that the site be preserved as a wetlands ecological
education are« with light recreational development where passible.

LOCATION

Riverside wetlands adjacent to rapidly expanding urban area--under strong
pressures for industrial deve'Iopment.

DESCRIPTION

As depicted iri the illustrations, the potential deveIopment includes:
Natural Area Preserve
Marina».

Picnic areas
Bike Trails

Hiking Trails
Envirorimental Education Center

PRINCIPAL VIEWERS

Adjacent farmers - 200 pop.
Recreat ional sa i lors - 12,000 user days/yr.
Recreatiorral fisherpeople - 3,000 user days/yr.
Town residents - r500 pop.
Urban commu[ers and pleasure driving � 20,000/day  both ways!
Town parks � 31,000 user days/yr.
B i rd watcher s - 1000 active members in organizat ion

DECIS ION MAKERS
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Environmental Commissions of

State Planning Agency
Federal Flood Insurance Act

Municipal Zoning Board
County Commis»ioners

the Towns � Protect local ecology of the area.
Plans in keeping with State plan.

HUD, SCS
Rezone from agricultural to floor plain recreation.
Approve construction.
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App rove d i s turb i ng the meadows,
To continue to develop industry close
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State Environmental Conservation

Industrial Development Consortium
to existing industry.

S.O.S. - Save 0ur Shores � Citizen Conservation Group
Conservation Trust - Citizen group
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Case ~Stud 3

The primary concentration of the case study group centered

on the role of the public's involvement in regional planning de-

cisions. It was agreed that visual quality should become a more

important planning consideration; however, its value to people

must be proven and the public must be encouraged to express its

concern for maintaining visual quality. On this basis the public

should be able to participate in choosing among development altor-

natives. Designers and planners could help to develop alternatives

and inform the public of visual implications of these alternatives,

thus expanding the range of choices and avoiding monotony. While

different segments of the population should have a voice in decision

making, there needs to be a means for reconciling conflict~

terests.

In assessing the multi-use development proposal of the case

study, the group felt that more information was needed on the re-

lationship of the area to a wider region and on the socio-political

situation. As a result, a two- level system of planning was suggested:

the choice between broad regional alternatives and the subsequent

review of site-scale development by a design review board. If

functioning properly, a design review board could then represent

the developers' interests as well as the public's.

'Some Issues Raised:

How can sect< rs of the public, who are less articulate be better
represented in environmental decision making?

What means can be used to increase public awareness of visual
quality?

How can conflicts among interest groups be resolved?
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Should viewe.- preferences be considered as specific for each
situation, varying with localities, or as universal standards?

How can planning be made more flexible and plans appear less
sacrosanct?
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